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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

DEPOSITS
in

Savings Department

our

Burrill National Bank.
Lost—Five quilt coverings.
Notice of foreclosure—John A Somes.
Exec notice—George W Vanderbilt.
Century Boot Shop—Shoes.
Commissioners’ notice.
For sale—Piano.
Admr notice—Rockwell S Spencer.
**
—George B Scammon.
Bucksport, Me:
Bucksport National Bank—Statement.
Portland, 'Mb.:
Neal Institute.
Binghamton, N Y:
Dr Kilmer's Swamp-Root.

made

before Oct. 5

on or

will draw interest at 4 per cent,
from Oct. 1

Boston.
Next Wednesday evening there will be a
party for the children of the Sunday
school in the Unitarian vestry. The Sun!
day school will reopen on Sunday, Oct. 4,
at 11.46 a. m.
Mrs. George S. Foster is accompanying
her husband on one of his business trips
through Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont
and Massachusetts.
She will visit in
Somerville, Mass., and Portland, before

CONDENSED TIME TABLE.
Trains arrive at Ellsworth from the west at
6.55, 7.18, 11.16, 11.58 a. m., 4.21, 6.18 p. m.
Sundays, 6.56 a. m., 7.18, 9.11,11.16 a.m., 6.40
p. m.
Trains leave Ellsworth for the west at 7 87 a.
m., 12.28, 4.11, 6,35, 10.21, 10.87 p. m. Sundays,
6.39 a. m., 4.11, 5.35,10.21, 10.87 P- m.

burrill national bank,
S3 MAIN

thirty days in jail. The line and costa,
amounting in all to $26.40, were paid.
Mrs. H. W. Dunn left Monday for a two
weeks’ visit with her daughter, Mrs. Ruby
Gurney Livingston, in West Somerv ilie,
Mass., and other relatives and friends in

ST.. ELLSWORTH

Nokomis

—

effect June 23% 1914.

|
j

m.

MAIL 0LO8BS AT POBTOFFICB

Going West—11.56
Going East—6.30 a

/

*3.46, *5 and *9
3.45 and 5.45 p m.

a m;
m;

p

m.

schedule will go into effect on the Maine
Central railroad next Sunday, but the
New York train will continue until Sunday, Oct. 4. Through sleeping-car service
from Mt. Desert to Boston will continue
until Oct. 17.

Registered mail should be at postoffice half
hour before mail closes.
•Daily, (Sunday included. §Daily. except
Sunday; Sunday at 6.40.
No mail dispatched to or received from the
east Sundays.
an

!

WEATHER IN
For Week

The Methodist fair will open Thursday
and continue until Saturday*
at Hancock hall and the Bijou.
Dinner
will be served each day. First day will be
farmer’s day; second day, autoist’s day,
with automobile parade; third day, young
people’s day, with horse parade. Prizes
will be given. The parades will take place

ELLSWORTH.

of next week

Ending at Midnight Tuesday,
Sept. 22, 1914.

observations
taken at the power
station of the Bar Harbor & Union River
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
given in inches for the twenty-four hours

[From

ending

at

midnight.]

Weather
conditions

Temperature
4am

Wed
Thurs
Fri
Sat
Sun
Mon
Tues

Look!

61—
58—
5856—
47—
54—
60—

12

Precip-

70—
64—
83—
86—

Gross is in Ellsworth for the
J. Murch.

winter at the home of Mrs. Alice

Deputy-Sheriff G. F. Newman

IThe
A

snug,

garment.

hi

^1

SclJ

|

Massachusetts for

in

a

and wife
visit of two

weeks.

Miss

Carolyn Haynes, of Auburn, is
visiting her niece, Mrs. Mrs. F. H.

Walk-E-Z Coat

Tinker.

comfortable, long.wearing

Mrs. D. E. Brown, of Brockton, Mass.,
visiting her parents, A. F. Burnham
and wife.

No robe it necessary.

is

Knees and legs
warm and dry.

always prftccte^

are

Mrs. Harry E. Rowe, who has spent
South Portland, arrived

Permits easy and natural leg _actio(L

several weeks at

Mrs. Grace Wescott Murtagh left today for an extended visit with relatives in

by DAVID FRIEND, Ellsworth.

Also Large Line of Mackinaws Direct From The

Saturday.

home

New York state.

Factory

Mrs. P. A. A. Killam, with little daughEleanor, left Monday for a visit of two
weeks in Massachusetts.

ter

The Object of this
Advertisement
h t" inf..ni.
every leader of The American, who has need of any kind of inluriiic'e that all our policies combine broad protection aud prompt settle
Dieuts with the lowest

possible

rates.

C.

&

F.

W.

Capt. Sidney A. Goodwin is at
days while his vessel, the

few

a

for

schooner

Harry W. Haynes, is at Stockton.
Mrs. Louis Naumann, who has been
visiting her aunt, Mrs. Mary Reid, has returned to her home in East Boston.
E. Hurley fell down the stairway
J. W. Coughlin’s barber shop one day
recently, dislocating his left elbow.
Daniel

at

I_MASON,
(vTaINE

ELLSWORTH,

Automobile Parties
recetv- prompt and efficient service at tbe restaurant

The subject of the sermon for next Sunday morning in the Unitarian church will
be “The Message of the Falling Leaf”.
Mrs. William W. Castle, of East Weymouth, Mass., has returned home, after a

The law is off

HOTEL Cl RONE

A1ELLs\vcnnH?tMES

*'

I

Special arrangements may be made by telephone for meals at
any hour day or night.

Room and Board, $1.50 per day.
Single Meals, 35c

in the Maiket on the

and

Mrs. F. H.

European Plan

partridge, but don’t
are protected by
for migratory birds until
on

woodcock,

the federal law

which

October 1.
Miss

Florence

spent the

summer

her home at 10

Special Rates by Week.

Mr.

Tinker.

shoot

1

visit with

short
con-

nected with the

Anything

home

G. S.
in

Smith, who
Ellsworth, left

has
for

Jumel terrace, New York

city, last week.
Abbie, widow of James Falls, died Monday at her home on the Surry road, aged
seventy-two years. She leaves
ter—Mrs. Wilbur Smith.

one

daugh-

North Ellsworth fair opened to-day
a good exhibition.
The fair will continue to-morrow, closing
w ith a dance in the evening.
The

with fine weather and

Ex-Chief Justice L. A. Emery was one
of the speakers at memorial exercises for
Hon. Parker Spofford, held at Emery hall,

HATS
,^’satisfiedWearers'^w

c

Have Made Them
Famous

J

EOR sale BV

Reliable Clothing Co.

MONEY
Os Improved, Productive Reel Estate;

Cj, BURRILL

& SON,

■

•

Motor Boat

T0 LET by day

APPly

or

week.

to ALBERT N. CUSHMAN,
Ellsworth, Maine.

to
oo

loan

Collateral aad Commercial Paper.

16 State St. Ellsworth, Me.

Linnehan’s Auto Livery
Overland Car
Ellsworth, Me.
Water Street
TELEPHONE 117-2

Bucksport, Sunday evening.
Dr. Mary E. Burnham, of San Antonio,
Texas, is visiting her sister, Mrs. T. F.
Doyle. Dr. Burnham is to spend the coming year in Springfield, Mass.
Howard B. Moor, of Ellsworth, has been
nominated by Governor Haines as county
commissioner to fill the vacancy caused by
the death of Capt. Henry J. Joy.
Prof. George Porter Paine left last
Thursday for Madison, Wis., where he
will enter the University of Wisconsin for
a post-graduate course for the degree of
Ph. D.
Freeman J. Leach has moved to the
Thomas house on Church street, which he
recently purchased of John Blood, jr. Extensive repairs have been made on the
house.

Ralph Card, of Ellsworth, was arraigned
Ellsworth municipal court Monday
charged with larceny of some galvanized
iron blocks, the property of Albert Lullam. Respondent pleaded guilty, and was
sentenced to a fine of flO and costs or
in the

each

day.

2

____
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“If the young man ever expects to succeed in busihe must be economical. No matter how small
the sum the boy or young man is
receiving, he should

I» »

ness

always

save a

portion

|

Hancock

|

Established 1873.

♦

J
X

X

of his income.”

County Savings Bank,

♦

Ellsworth, Me. X

in North
hall
Ellsworth, corporate its report in a resolve covering
HANCOCK FAIR.
Tuesday, Oct. 6. The shooting match will the whole State. The commission has
take place in the afternoon. There will already visited twelve counties.
Annual Event Under Management of
be an exhibition at the hall. A chicken
Pamola Grange Next Tuesday.
Hancock
will
this
have
a
county
year
supper will be served at 6 o’clock. In the
The Hancock fair, under the auspices of
in
classical
large
representation
Higgins
evening there will be a dance, with music
Pamola grange, of Hancock, which has
institute at Charleston, which has reby Higgins’ orchestra.
become an annual event, will take place
ceived new prestige
in
this
section
29. This fair is growing in
!
Mrs. Dennis McCarthy, of this city, died
the election of Howard A. Mc- Tuesday, Sept.
through
importance, and new features are being
Thursday at the East Maine general
for three years the efficient princiLellan,
added each year.
hospital in Bangor, following an operapal of the Ellsworth high school, as prinPremiums are offered on livestock, vegetion. Deceased was a native of Ellsworth,
From this immediate vicinity,
cipal.
and this city had always been her home.
tables, fruit, flowers, household manuEllsworth sends eight students, Hancock
factures and fancy work.
Her age was fifty-five years.
She had a four and
Surry four, all boys. Those from
A program of sports is arranged for thelarge circle of friends who appreciated her Ellsworth are Paul and Keith
WalKillam,
afternoon. The events include a 100-yard
sterling qualities. She leaves besides her ter Joy, Milton Barron, Marvin
Phillips,
husband, one daughter
Johanna; two Fernald Webster, Frank Anderson and dash, potato race, bicycle race, foot race*
race and harness race.
brothers—Michael and John W. Coughlin,
EnMillard Dews. Miss Christine Simonson, three-legged
tries for these races should be made by
and one sister—Mrs. Ellen Parody.
The
who has attended Ellsworth high school
26.
funeral was held at St. Joseph’s Catholic
the past two years, also goes to Higgins Saturday, Sept
A chicken supper will be served at 6
church
Saturday forenoon, Rev. P. F. this
year.
o’clock. Ice-cream will be on sale all the
Flanagan officiating.
Harvey W. Morang saw a full-grown afternoon and evening. Kelley’s orchesAlderman and Mrs. Robert S. Leighton
on
“new”
bear
the
Waltham road, near tra of four piedes will play afternoon and
of Everett, Mass., observed their silver
the Ansel Goodell place, Monday.
Mr. evening.
wedding anniversary at their home Sunwas prowling about a few feet
day. Mr. Leighton, who is a native of Morang
Memorial Resolutions.
outside the road, where he had left his
Steuben, is a candidate for the mayoralty
Whereas, The messenger of death has agaizv
for some boughs for decorative
in the coming Everett city election. The horse,
entered our chapter and taken our sister^
purposes in his store; the bear wras prowlcouple were married at Ellsworth by the ing about on business of his own. They Rena Staples, therefore be it
Rev. Frank E. Healy, then pastor of the
Resolved, That in the death of our sister..
discovered each other about the same Irene chapter, No. 97, Order of the Eastern
Mr. Leighton has
Unitarian church.
time. The bear rose on its hind legs for Star, has lost a worthy and esteemed member,
served in both branches of the city gova better look over the low growth, and
one who was always ready to help others witb
ernment since 1903. At present he is chairstood face to face with Mr. Morang, only sympathy and kind generosity.
man of the
board of aldermen. Mrs.
Resolved., That we extend our heartfelt
a few yards away.
About the sam^time,
Leighton, who was Sarah Frances Jordan,
the horse discovered the bear, either by sympathy to the husband and family of our
is a native of Ellsworth.
deceased sister.
sight or smell, and with a snort of fear
Resolved, That in memory of Sister Staples,
Miss Hammond and Miss Purdy, of New started for
home, leaving Mr. Morang our charter be draped in mourning for thirty
York, who have been visiting at the alone with the bear. The bear lumbered days, and that a copy of these resolutions be
spread upon our records, and a copy sent to
Richards homestead, were summoned
away, apparently in no great hurry, but The Ellsworth American for publication.
home Sunday on account of a death in
Mabel F. Lord,
Mr. Morang did not follow him. He folNellie A. Lermond,
Miss Purdy’s family. It is gratifying to lowed the
horse, starting on his four-mile
Everett S. Means,
state that these ladies were so pleasantly
Committee.
tramp home. The horse was stopped near
impressed with Ellsworth that they have town, no damage having been done.
decided to make it their summer home,
COMING EVENTS.
and have leased the Hamlin place on the
MAINE MAN A SUICIDE.
Miss
road.
is
a
ELLSWORTH.
Purdy
Bucksport
singer
of note. The current number of Musical
Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Oct. 1, 2, 3y
William J. Crimmin, Known In Han- at Hancock
hall—Fair of Methodist soAmerica refers to her as follows:
“Concock County, Shoots Himself.
stance Purdy, the New York contralto,
ciety. Admission to hall, 10 cents; exwho has won much prominence as a
William J. Crimmin, a granite cutter, of hibitors free. Bijou, 20 cents; children 15
cents. Ticket admitting to both halls, 25
1singer of Russian songs, is also a champion
Nortnfield, Vt., committed suicide Moncents. Dinner each day, 25 cents.
of the American composer, her programs
of
last
day
week, by shooting. Despondfor the past season displaying the fact
FAIR DATES.
that she has been most generous in their ency over family troubles is the cause asSept. 22, 23 and 24—Machias fair.
*
•
•
to
the
Barre
She
will
1
According
open her New signed.
(Vt.)
support.
Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 23 and 24
York season early in November with a re- Times, after the close of the public schools
—North Ellsworth fair.
cital at the Women’s University club.”
last .Tune,
Mrs. Crimmin left, taking
Tuesday, Sept. 29—Pamola Grange fair—
Ellsworth friends of Myra A., wife of their two children, to
Trenton, Me. It Hancock.
Fred W. Stone, formerly of this city, were had been her custom to go
in
the
away
Tuesday, Oct. 6, at Nicolin grange hall.
1grieved to learn of her death on Tuesday
summer and to return in the fall.
This
night of last week at her home at 113 East year, however, she notified Mr. Crimmin North Ellsworth—Fifth annual bazaar,
Haverhill street, Lawrence, Mass. Mrs. that she did not intend to return. The with fair and shooting match. Dance in
l
had been a patient sufferer through letter from her was received two weeks evening. Admission to hall, afternoon, 10
Stone
chicken supper at 6 o’clock, 50
She was fifty-four years of
{ long illness.
a
ago. This seemed to affect Mr. Crimmin cents;
25 cents.
She is survived by her husband;
age.
very much, and he had brooded over it cents; midnight supper,
t
one
son—Fred; four daughters—Blanche, constantly.
Wednesday, Oct. 7—Mariaville grange
jBertha, Mabel and Marion; three sisters
fair.
Mr. Crimmin
was forty-two years of
—Mrs. Linda Leach, of Rockland; Mrs. age, and had lived in Northfield about
]Henry Hood, of Vermont, and Mrs. Henry nine
StibmtBfmnu*.
years. He is survived by his wife
Jordan, of Gardiner; four brothers— and two children, Richard, aged twelve,
and
Harris
Frank
of
EllsWillis,
Pratt,
and Doris, aged eight years; also his
1
worth, and Herbert H. Pratt, of Globe, mother and one brother, George, in
Ariz. The funeral was held at the home Winterport, and another
brother
in
JFriday afternoon. Rev. Charles E. McCol- California.
PAIGE TOURING CAR for HIRE
1ley, pastor of the Free Baptist church,
to EBEN WHITCOMB at El.
Apply
in the presence of the relatives
(
officiated
Suicide at Bar Harbor.
Is worth Foundry & Machine Works.
There was a profu1
and
a host of friends.
Albion C. Osier, a fisherman, aged
Res. tel. 35-21; Garage, 55.
sion of floral tributes. Interment was in
seventy years, committed suicide Mon- Garage.
the family lot in Bellevue cemetery.
lay, hanging himself in the barn of a
The special legislative commission apneighbor, Henry Brown. His mind had
1pointed by Gov. Haines to investigate the become affected by long illness. He lea ves
of salaries and fees of the State
1
matter
widow, one son and a daughter.
the grange

Mrs. Mary F. DeMeyer, of East brook, is
visiting her brother, H. W. Dunn.

are

a. m.

Nicolin grange is now busy with plans
for its fifth annual bazaar, with fair and
shooting match, which will take place at

Congressman John A. Peters left Monday night for Washington.

Mrs. E. E.

at 11

itation

forenoon afternoon
clear
clear
clear
clear
fair
fair
clear
clear
fair
fair
fair
clear
clear
clear

m

78—
82—
80-

I

Miss Helen Adams attended the wed-

From Wbst—♦0.55. *11.16 a m; 4.21, §8.18 p
From East—12.28, 5.36, and 10.87 p m.

gives you “standing” in your community, at the
same time assuring safety for
your funds, and
guarding your expenditures. This hank offers
every advantage of strength and modern couveniences which YOUR money deserves. Better start
YOUR checking account here right away-in person
or by mail.

I

ding of her cousin. Miss Myra Downes
Lord, and Frederick Standish Twiss, of
Boston, which took place at the home of
the bride’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Percy L.
Lord, in Calais Monday evening.
The general change to the winter

MAILS RECEIVED.

A Check Account

Rebekah

lodge will hold a
special meeting to-morrow evening. At a
special meeting last Thursday evening,
Miss Ella M. Jude was elected vice-grand
to fill the vacancy caused by the death of
Mrs. C. I. Staples.

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

!

I

her return.

AT ELLSWORTH POBTOFFICB.

In

I

i<

—

1

Public Auto

Auto

county officers throughout the State,
is in session at the county court-house

£
and

j
here

to-day.

The commission is composed

Senator Herbert S. Wing, of Kingfleld,
Senator Leslie Boynton, of
(
chairman,
Senator Charles M. Conant, of
*
Jefferson,
Winterport, Representatives Lauren M.
iSanborn of South Portland, Martin X„
]Durgin, of Milo, Aaron Putnam, of Housand William H. Mitchell, of Newt
ton,
The commission consults the varij
port.
(
ous
officials as to the work and requirements of the different offices, and will in(
of

1

fjzr...1. ..i

DOLLARDTOWN.

Benjamin

Bunker

and

F. H.
*

family have

moved to the F. Smith farm.

To let for

Livery

Osgood’s Stable.

long or short trips. Telephone 29-2.

Milton Barron has gone to Charleston to
ittend Higgins classical institute.
Mrs. Grace Barron and nephew, Robert
Wilbvr, returned to Lamoine Sunday.

Auto for Hire

Mrs. E. E. Springer has received an assortment of Irish linens which are now for sale at
her home, 145 State street, Ellsworth.—Advt.

Franklin St.,

Chalmers

Touring Car
Alley’s Stable,
Telephone

Ellsworth.
61-5.

at^ntiBunoits.

fHutaal Brnrfit Column.

SUNDAY_SCHOOL.
Lesson XIII.—Third

Sept 27,

Quarter,

For

1914.

EDITED BT

Its Motto:

**»OTT MADGE".

“Helpful and Hopeful.”

The purposes of tbit column are succlnc y
stated In the title and motto—It Is for the rout -a
benefit, and aims to be helpful and hopefull
Being for the common good, it Is for the com-

of the Lesson, John Mi, 14-21
Golden Text,
(Quarterly Review)
Rev. iii, 11—Commentary Prepared by

public servant, a purveyor of information and suggestion, a medium for the la
of
ideas. In this capacity It solicits
terchange
commanfcatlons, and its success depends largely
on the support given it lo this respect. Communications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without rood reason. Address

Rev. D. M. Steams.

all communications

THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES.
Text

—

Lesson I.—The Laborers tn the VineGolden Text,
yard, Matt xx. 1-16.
Matt v. 45. “He m a teeth His sun to
rise on the evil aDd the good and sendetb rain on the Just and the unjust”
He compares His people Israel to a

vineyard In Isa. v and Is grieved because they disappoint Him In the matter ot fruit
Here It is a question of
labor and reward.
Many are mere
hirelings and serve Him for so much.

mon

use—a

American,
Ellsworth. Me.

*Twas

a

long,

Janet B. Bum.
hard day when the world

was

gray,
And everything bad gone wrong.
That a little air. from I know not where.
Came haunting me like a song;
’Twas a simple thing, with a Jingly ring.
And 1 smiled as 1 listened to it—
“It is not the amount of the work that counts,
But the spirit in which you do it."

Svext,

Lksso.v

x.—xne

ureat

command-

etable

Compound.

until spins a thread, poor slowly over the
well-beaten whites ot tour eggs constantly. When cool, add one-halt pound
marshmallows cut in tour pieces with
Bcissors.
The candy should not melt in

Golden Text,
ments, MarK XM. 28-44.
Lake x, 27, “Thou shalt love the Lord
• • •
and
thy God with all thy heart,
thy neighbor as thyself." It Is never icing, which should be very light and
a
question of our keeping the law. Huffy.—L. E. T.
which Is Intended to show ns our guilt
Graham Bread—Two cups sour milk,
And Is too holy for sinful man to kegp, two cups graham
flour, two cups bread
but the one great question for us Is, flour, two
teaspoons salt, two teaspoons
What Is
What think ye of Christ?
soda; dissolve in the milk, one-hall cup
Is our all fully
our relation to Him?
sugar, All with molasses, turn a pan over
yielded to Him?
the one that contains mixture, bake oneLisbon XI.—The Ten Virgins, Matt, half hour. Excellent served
with baked
Golden Text, Matt xxv, 13, beans.—L. E. T.
xxv. 1-13.
"Watch, therefore, for we know not the
Beet Kelish—One quart boiled chopped
day nor the hour." Aa we saw In our beets, one quart raw cabbage, one cap
lesson, this probably refers to Israel at
grated horseradish, one-half cup granuthe time of the return of Christ with lated
sugar, one tablespoon ot salt, oneI
His church after the marriage of the half
teaspoon of black pepper, pinch of
Lamb, but the message for each beCover with vinegar and keep
cayenne.
liever Is to see that our lamp Is Oiled, from air.—L. E. T.
well trimmed and always burning.
Chow-Chow—Take two quarts of green
Lisbon XII.—The Judgment of the
tomatoes, chop them, pat into a dish with
nations. Matt xxv, 31-46. Golden Text a
little salt and let set over night, drain in
Matt xxv, 45, "Inasmuch as ye did It the
morning, chop two quarts ot cabbage
one of those least ye did It
unto
pot
and a pint of onions, put into a kettle
Salvation
me.”
depends
upon
unto
not
our union with Christ and all else deDizzyT HillousT GonatlpatedT
Dr. King's New |Life Pills will curs you,
pends upon our understanding of our cause
a healthy flow of Bile and ride your
see
ourmust
We
Him.
with
oneness
Stomach and Bowels of waate and fermentselves. If we are redeemed, as sharing iug body poisons. They area Tonic to your
Stomach and Liver and tone the general sysHis throne and His glory. Then we tem. First dose will cure
yon ot that deshall never wonder if we are either
dizay. bilious and constipated conition. 2Sc. all Druggists.
xxv.
sheep or goats In Matt

Sreseed,

Bucklen’a Arnica salve for Burns.

for me than
anything else, and I
had the best physician here. J was so
weak and nervous
that I could not do
my work and suffered with pains low
down in my right
side for a year or
more.
I took Lydia
—fci. linkham s Vegetable Compound, and now I feel like a
I believe there is
different person.
nothing like Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound for weak women and
young girls, and I would be glad if I
could influence anyone to try the medicine, for I know it will do all and much
Mrs.
more than it is claimed to do.”
Clara Franks, R. F. D. No. 1, Maplecrest Farm, Kasota, Minn.
—

Women who suffer from those distressing ills peculiar to their sex should
be convinced of the ability of Lydia E.

Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound

to re-

their health by the many genuine
and truthful testimonials we are constantly publishing in the newspapers.
store

If you have the slightest donht
that Lydia K. l*i nkhani’s Vegetable Com pound will help you, write
to Lydia E.PinkhamMedicineCo.
(confidential! Lynn,Mam* for advice. Your letter will be opened,
read and answered by a woman,
and held in strict confidence.

Helen

28—

Mou main
Pomona
grange, Eastbrook.
Pomona with
Bluebill.

„

•“»■»«.

£

The Y. M. 0. A.
recently received t els
ns from Mre. Hannah
Holden
atwociatlon has had window,
out L
building, and the w.U, ,« to t„
immediately. Mr. Davies, the head of
work in this section of tbe
island, ,,
Saturday afternoons.

•?

had done so stood stock still, staring
of the boys who had come to
look him over, all the others staring at
him.
“'Why, he's Bob Archer!” was the exclamation of several of the self constituted reception committee.
“Are you Bob Archer?" asked the
newcomer of the boy who waa gaping

*»■*•______

at one

CAST1NE, 250.

Regular meeting was held Saturday
Sept. 12, with thirty-three present. The
topic. “Cannot the moat of us work on
half the land we do and still maintain our
present income?” was well discussed.
There were also readings by Laura Devereux, Phyllis Webster, May Bowden and
Emma Bowden. At recess games were

PettingiU’a.

Lyman York

and wife have
return*
visit in New Hampshire
Mrs. Minnie Tracy has returned
from
visit to Steuben. She was
accompanied
by her son Alton.
from

Digestive
Disorders
Yield When
the right help is sought at the right
time.
Indigestion U a torment
Biliousness causes suffering. Either
is likely to lead to worse and weak,
ening sickness. The right help,
the best corrective for disordered
conditions of the stomach, liver,
kidneys or bowels is now known to U

“Bob." said Tom one day. "do yon
remember father?"
"No. Do you remember motnerr
“Just a little."
“What do you suppose was the mat-

commission

M'

Tnrtiiiliiiiii|[n__

Inseparable.

Speeches of three to five minutes for the benefit of the grange, by each officer
Discussion, “The Feeding and Housing of
Farm
Animals
During the Winter
Months.”.Opened by Herman Jordan
Question box

a

a*Pta-_

them to the same school.
The affection twins have for each
other Is accounted for physiologically.
Tom and Bob Archer from the time
they met at the Sanford school were

Singing
Conferring fifth degree
ropic, “Onr Game and Game Laws in
Maine.” Harry Austin,of the inland fish

6'

Morton Havey hat gone to
Uharle.tnn t„
10
attend school.

him.
“Yes."
“Then you're my twin brother."
played.
“Beckon you’re right"
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Archer eight
GREEN MOUNTAIN POMONA, 28.
years before this meeting bad sepaFollowing is the program for the meet- rated, having made an arrangement
ing of Green Mountain Pomona grange ; that the father should have one of
with
Greenwood
grange, Eastbrook, j their twin boys, aged four, and the
mother should have the other. ThomSept. 28:
as had gone with his father, Robert
Opening exercises
From the time of
Address of welcome.Vernon G Haslem
with his mother.
Response.Harry Johnson the separation these two divisions of
Topic. “Resolved, that we will make this
the family bad never met Their parday commemorative of these things that
ents, unknown to each other, had sent
for peace and for that condition of
mind and heart among all peoples that
shall make large armaments unnecessary.” Discussion opened by Worthy Master
Closing song, “The Star Spangled Banner”
Recess

X.Y.Z.

WEST SULLIVAN
Douglaaa Milne is employed at F

at

count

S?

of

•There’s a new boy coming!"
Half a dozen youngsters ran to the
porte-cochere of Mr. Sanford's boarding
school to see the new pupil. He jumped out of the carriage, and when he

Hancock
Meeting
Halcyon grange, North

game

tt0In

ha, been
ho,,*,,

8eptM*_XY.i

of

and

hom.

W.,h|D*ton,

Meeting of Green
with
Greenwood

Oct 3—

who

btn ,OT **

reason.

Saturday, Sept.

Watson,

i,

weeks, has returned to Boston
Dr. Ad. Thomas, of

munications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without
good

HAREOR.

Mrs. Maurice Thurston
the hospital in Brewer.

This column ii devoted to the Orange, especially to the granges of Hancock county.
The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communication# must
be signed, but names will not be printed ex*
All comcept by permission of the writer.

Saturday,

___

Kasota, Minn.— “I am glad to say
that Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound has done
more

TALISMAN.

Better leave it all to Him.
I had felt that^life was a futile strife.
Lesson II.—Greatness Through ServAnd 1 but a baffled fighter;
ice, Mark x. 32-45. Golden Text Mark 8o I
gladly caught at any thought
x, 45, “The Son of Man also came not
That would make my burdens lighter;
to be ministered unto, but to minister And I conned that thing with its
jingly ring.
and to give His life a ransom for
Till, heart and soul, I knew it—
many.” While He talked of suffering “It's not thefamount of my work that counts
But the spirit in which 1 do it."
they thought only of position In Ills
Kingdom. When Peter asked Him not It has lightened the way through may a day
to think of suffering He said that saThat would else have been spent in sighing;
vored of man and Satan, not of Oxl It has banished fear and whispered cheer
And spurred meffor further trying;
(Matt xvi. 23). Let us lay It well to
And oft, when I feel my spirits fall,
heart.
I gain fresh courage through it—
Lesson III.—Blind Bartlmaens, Mark
"It is not the amount of the work that counts,
Golden Text Isa. xxxv, 5, 0,
X. 40-52.
But the spirit in which you do it."
"Then the eyes of the blind shall be
—Selected.
opened, and the ears of the deaf shall Sent by Aunt Emma.
be unstopped.” The blind man realized
his need and his opportunity and Dear M. B. Friendt:
would not be quieted. Such perseverThe text for this week, as given above,
ance wins, and he was beard and anstrikes the keynote of right living.
It
swered and followed Jesus In the way.
ought to help and encourage the busy
More requests would be granted If He
workers in life. “In the wearisome round
could see tike results.
of daily tasks”—as so many estimate their
Lesson IV.—The Pounds and the Talwokktobe, this thought of the spirit in
ents. Luke xix, 11-27; Mutt xxv. 14-30.
which it might be done could put cheer
Golden Text Matt xxv, 21, “Well done,
into what seems drudgery. Work, honest
•
* •
and
faithful
enter
good
servant;
is ennobling. It can be made so.
thou Into the Joy of thy Lord.” Saved work,
The busy housewife may sometimes long
In
order
work
to
and
then
reby grace
for the leisure some others have, but
warded according to our works. His
natural energy and ambition would lead
word to each Is, “Occupy till I come.”
to activity again, after a brief
respite from
He gives opportunities, works In ns
the usual cares.
and through us and gives us the cretlAs life unfolds from day to day there is
It of It
Lesson V.—The Triumphal Entry, ever the returning need for labor. SomeMark ri. 1-11. Golden Text Zeeh. lx, body murt work. It is a good thing for
us if we are willing to do our share.
One
9, “Rejoice greatly, O daughter of Zion.
• • *
Behold, thy King cometh unto of the troubles, however, is, the willing
thee.” All that has ever been written workers are apt to do more than their
and the unwilling workers are willconcerning Him must be fulfilled iLuke share,
xxlv, 44) and as literally as was this ing that they should.
Whatever the case, we do not want to I
ctlon.
Literal, unless plainly a
Is the only way to read the Bl- underestimate the benefits of labor. We
ind we shall always find every- need, though, to recognize the fact that
all work is not that alone done by the
thing Just as He said o# gs It Is writhands and known as manual labor. It is
ten (Luke xlx, 32: xxll, 13).
Whaierer
Lesson VI.—The Barren Fig Tree, brain work that counts, too.
if »e all could follow the motto
Mark xt 12-26.
Golden
Matt the
vlL 20, “By their fruits ye shall know of this week and do it in the “right
them.” The apparent loyalty to Him spirit”, what a comfortable place this old
x>f the last lesson was not reaL They world would be in which to live!
Aunt Emma, this is my little sermonette
Sfere, like the fig tree, all leaves, no
Instead of prayer from one of the texts you furnished. Borne
fruit: all outward.
of our nieces would perhaps give a differ^gmmunton with God. It was merchan- ent interpretation of it, but that is one of
dise even In the house of prayer. Their our privileges—to apply truth to suit ourneed and ours was faith In God with- selves. Now, some one may object to that
last ides, but really, now, don’t all of us
out doubting.
do that?
Lesson VII.—The Wicked Husband33-46.
Golden
Matt
Text
xxl.
gen.
Ellsworth, Aug. 80,1914.
Matt xxl. 42. "The stone which the Dear M. B.’bi
was
the
same
made
builders rejected,
We had a nice rain yesterday, but I tbink it
the head of the corner.” This Is an- is going to clear off now. 1 hope so; I like the
sun—
one can work better:
other vineyard story, but this time It Is
1 was pleased to see Jennie's letter. I bad
a question of fruit for the owner. Instead of which His servants are 111 been thinking about her and thought X would
write but hadn’t found time.
But
treated and Ills own son slain.
Now, 1 will tell bow I cook beans. I parthe rejected Son will yet be the acceptboil them, then put them into my bean pot:
ed Messiah at the end of this age.
on top I put a piece of pork and one teaspoon
^Lesson VIII^-The Wedddlng Feast of mustard, one of salt and about oneMatt nil, 1-14. Golden Text Lake xllt quarter of one of pepper and about three
• • •
tablespoonfuls of molasses, and bake all day;
84, *Oh Jerusalem, JepsaJem,
• • * afcd
ye add hot water when needed. A small onion
how often would 1,
would not!” The lessons of this portion put in the bottom of the pot makes a nice
flavor if one likes onions. “Ask Merle if they
are somewhat similar to the last—a
are good.”
slighted and despised Invitation, with
I don't do my washing, bni when 1 wash out
ill treatment of the messengers and the
a few things I soak them in boraxine, then
self righteous presumption of one who
put boiling water over them, let them set a
would not accept a wedding garment
while, then put through a blueing water if I
Everywhere and at all times It is the have time.
same story of man’s enmity to God
Ob, we have sixteen little pigs and one is so
little. I have a kitten. Aunt Maria, aad I
(Rom. vM, 7, 8).
Lesson IX.—A Day of Questions, named it Dixie. It is yellow, white and malMatt xxll, 15-22. Golden Text Matt tese. They are cutting the meadow now,
xxtl, 21, “Render therefore unto Caesar then we will be done baying. I wanted to go
the things that are Caesar’s and unto to the Bluebill fair, but didn’t get there. Did
ever see a tree with red leaves as early
God the things that are God’s." The you
as this? There is one over in the Hale woods.
unsaved bear the Image of this world
PiNIY
and Its god and can only render servThanks to yon lor letter and recipes.
ice to him. The saved ones bear the
RECIPES.
image of God and are expected to serve
the Living and True God, living only
Marshmallow Iclno—Boil two cupe ot
to please Him and desiring only His sugar, eight and one-balf cupa water,

approval.

A Weak, Nervous Sufferer
Restored to Health by Lydia E. Pinkham's Veg-

to

The

A

FARMER’S WIFE
TOO ILLTO WORK
r

BASS

^mong tl)r ©rangrre.

Becchams

between them?”
I don't think fathers
“Don’t know.
and mothers hare a right to quarrel,
do you? It's mighty hard on the kids."
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
"No. I don't. When vacation comes
Whereas, The Divine Master has taken to
I suppose we've got to separate again."
His eternal realms our esteemed brother.
with enough vinegar to about cover them,
and the right time to take this fa“I move we don't"
Arden Young, this Pomona grange has lost a
j
and a small teaspoon each ot caBsia, all“What can we do?"
mous family remedy is at the first
spice, pepper and cloves, and one-bait cup worthy and respected member;
Resolved, Thai this Pomona extend to the
“I’ll write father that I'm going to
ot sugar or more it you like them sweeter.
of coming trouble. Beecham's
widow and other members of the family our
Pansy.
spend my vacation with you some>
Pills have so immediate an effect
Cucumber Pickleo—Take a jar and put love and sympathy, in this time of their great where, and you write mother you're
for good, by cleansing the system
it part full of water, make it real salt; in bereavement.
going to spend yonrs with me."
it put your cucumbers, twenty-four hours,
and purifying the blood, that you
Resolved. That a copy of these resolutions
to
out
not
knock
mother
“It
would
then have a jar ready with vinegar, and
be sent to the widow, and one spread on the
will know after a few doses they
them
into
with
with
her."
about one large records of this
have me
that,
put
grange, and one sent to the
spoonful ot mixed spice to a gallon, on local
“Humph! I don't think It would troo- !
papers.
top; put in s few small pieces of horseble father so much to part with me.
Priscilla A. Davis,
radish and they will keep all winter.
8. Scott Entry,
but it might Fathers don't show what
Pansy.
The following is Aunt Emma's recipe
Hannah B. McFarland.
they feel so much ns mothers."
tor
Committee“Where can we go for our vacation?"
Ripe Cucumber Pickles (nice!—One
“Let's go to a farm."
peck of cucumbers cut in smsll pieces,
BAYSIDE 478, ELLSWORTH.
one-balf cup salt, stand over night, then
The upshot of this conspiracy was
16
o4 Amr MeJicin* in lb* World.
about
were
* “I"*
For each quart of vinegar take
drain.
seventy-five
Sept.
present. that the boys wrote to their respective
SoUmrywiMr*, U bote*. 10c., 25c.
one pint of hot water,
two large cups
Members of Lamoine grange attended by
not be separatthat
"would
homes
they
sugar, one tablespoonful each of cinnaspecial invitation, while other granges ed and were going to spend their summon, black pepper and nutmeg; add aome
raisins or grapes; cook until tender. I do
represented were Nicolin, Harvest Home mer vacation together on a farm. This
to all Women
not use so much spice and they are very
tnd Mountain View. C. O. Purinton,
struck each parent with consternation.
nice.
state lecturer, gave a pleasing and inReaders of ibis
Mrs. Archer wrote her husband to
Pansy sent this.
structive talk. There were remarks by
know if he had any objection to her j
After
many of the visiting members.
Thousands upon thousand* of women
sending July and August with the
grange, supper was served.
boys. Mr. Archer replied that he had. have kidney or bladder trouble and never
Then each boy was Informed by the suspect it.
8CHOODIC, 42U, FRANKLIN.
parent with whom be lived that he ; Women’s complaints often pr u to be
Sc hoodie grange resumed work Sept 17,
nothing else but kidney trouble, or the
must come home; if he remained away
ifter a few weeks’ vacation. Grange was
The result of kidney or bladder diset**.
no remittance would be sent him.
opened by Worthy Overseer H. D. Clark. boys, who had come to their resolution
If the kidneys are not in a healtny conArrangements were made to begin work to
to
SALADS OF THE SEA80N.
stay together Borne time before the dition, they may reuse the other organs
an the proposed hall soon.
end of the term, had saved up the mon- become diseased.
can be used in a salad,
You may suffer a great deal with pain in
ey sent them from home for spending,
but it is much stronger than letNICOLIN, 389, NORTH ELLSWORTH.
the back, bearing down feeling-, beadto pay $2 a week
had
and
each
enough
combinnot
be
tuce and should
MKMOEXAL RESOLUTIONS.
board for eight weeks. So they wrote ache and loaa of ambition.
ed with so many other vegetables.
Whereat, The Divine Master has again en- that they could get on without remitPoor health makes you nervous, irritaWhen malting the successful salad tered and taken from oar midst our loyal
ble and may be despondent; it makes
tances.
sometimes one dressing, sometimes an- brother, George Lowell, Nicolin grange has
There was a rarm a rew miles rrom any one so.
other, sometimes one garnish and sustained an irreparable loss.
Rot hundreds of women claim that Cr*
Resolved, That while we bow to the will of the school that they had often visited, j
sometimes one flavor is wanted. The
Swamp-Root, by restoring
Him who doeth all things well, and trust in
and there they made arrangements to j Kilmer’a
same dressing, garnish and flavor canhealth to the kidneys, proven t* be just
His wisdom, we mourn the death of our depay $2 a week each for board and do
not be used with every summer salad.
overcome such conparted brother.
12 work a week, which consisted prin- the remedy needed to
ditions.
Novelty Salad.
Resolved, That our charter be draped for
of milking. On leaving school
cipally
medicine,
A
possessing
kidney
good
Stuffed Tomato Salad.—Scoop out the thirty days, and that a copy of these resoluthey went to this farm, and since the real healing and curative value, should
tions be sent to the bereaved family, and one
centers of even, firm and not very
nervous,
of
be
a
to
thousands
work was a novelty to them they quite
blessing
Leave the top placed upon our records, and one sent to The
over-worked women.
large ripe tomatoes.
enjoyed it
Ellsworth Americas for publication.
to see
bottle
Many send for a sample
Dice the Arm
cut oft for a cover.
Mrs. Archer endured her son's ab- what
Hblbm F. Maddocks,
the great Kidney,
Swamp-Root,
for
pulp, removing some of the seeds, and
do
Liver and Bladder Remedy, will
Trsa MacGow.n,
sence as long as possible, then gave
ttiIt it with chopped olives and mayonof this paper, who
Minnie H. Damico.
way to a desire to see both her chil- them. Every reader
ten
has not already tried it, by enclosing
naise dressing.
Put a tablespoonful
Committee.
dren together. So. filling her purse with
*°
Kilmer A Co., Binghamton,
and her suit case with good
of the mixture in each tomato and remoney
Y., may receive sample >«ize bottle by
WEOT EDEN.
MOUNTAIN
VIEW,
484,
on
with
lettuce
place the covers. Serve
post. You can purcha*e tne reguthings for them, she went to see them.
Mountain View' grange has resumed
fifty-cent and one-aollar biz.- Nttlesat
mayonnaise dressing.
an arm around each of them,
Putting
all drug stores.
It was voted to have
she sat weeping that she could not
Egg Salad.—This is made with hard weekly meetings.
the fair Oct. 8.
boiled eggs—six of them—cut in quarhave both of them with her always.
She remained with them two days,
ters and arranged on lettuce leaves.
SEDGWICK, 244.
To Have
Sprinkle these with French dressing
dept. 18, after a recess of a few weeks, when, fearing that her husband might
and garnish with parsley.
Boll hard Sedgwick grange resumed meetings. One hear of her presence there, she bade
If your hair is not as soft and pretty
two more eggs, chop the whites and
application for membership was received. the boys goodby, Intending to go borne. or as fresh and full as that of s»®e
rub the yolks through a sieve. Sprin- The first and second degrees will be given j She was embracing both at once, tears
friend, do as she does—give it daily atkle this egg garnish over the whole at the next meeting. Now the busy sea- streaming down her cheeks, when the
tention, just the same care you would
and
door
there
stood
her
husson
is
and
full
opened
salad. A little onion juice can be addover,
interesting meetings
band.
give a plant to make it healthy and
are
ed to the French dressing if onion flaexpected.
Mrs.
her
Archer
in
troubles
Now,
beautiful. Luxuriant hair—soft. tlnfff.
vor is desired.
HANCOCK POMONA.
with her husband had yielded to irri- thick and lustrous—is really a nutter
A Delicious Combination.
Hancock Pomona met with New Cen- tation and when be
make it
said disagreeable of care. If it is too thin,
Cauliflower and Asparagus Salad.— tury grange, Dedham, Sept. 19.
There
If it is too dry and brittle,
things to her had hurled them back in grow.
It J»a
Cauliflower and asparagus can be used was a large attendance.
State Master kind. She had never resorted to wo- soften it up—lubricate it.
is
have dandruff it is because the scalp
for salad. Both vegetables should be Stetson was the guest ot honor. An able
man's trump card, tears. Her husband,
too dry and rtakes off.
cooked tender and should be very cold. address of welcome was given by E. W.
seeing her embracing their boys, weepParisian Sage, an inexpensive tonic,
Separate the cauliflower into little Burrill, responded to by Bro. Grieve, of ing, began to weep himself. Tears,
which you can get from any druggist,
heeds. Arrange the asparagus tips in Halcyon grange. The program: Singing, like
laughter, are contagious, and, see- or from O. A. Parcher, is just what;
the center of a salad bowl carefully, quartette; solo, Marcia Burrill; recitation,
ing their parents weeping, the boys you need—it softens the scalp, nourso that they are not broken, and surMary Burrill; solos. Sister Blood and Clif- followed suit. The father approached ishes the hair roots, immediately rethe nan
round them with the cauliflower heads. ford Burrill; address. State Master Stet- his sons to embrace them,
shedding a moves dandruff, and makes I an®"“
son ; solo, Alta Black.
abundant.
and
lustrous
Sprinkle chopped pareley and French
fluffy,
few
tears
over
whom
he
had
not
The next meeting will be the annual
Bob,
stops
dressing over all and set in the refrig- meeting, and will be held with Halcyon seen for years, and thus got mixed up Sage takes away the dryness,
w
makes the hair twice
erator to become chilled through be- grange, North Bluehili, Oct. 3.
with Tom and the wife and mother. itching head,
it
abuudant, and beautifies it until
fore serving. This salad depends for
Their arms were around each other soft and
lustrous.
Her Awful Sin.
its delicacy on the daintiness of the
any
promiscuously,
By the use of this helpful tonicfluny.
A little girl of six once went In great
vegetables and in having them chilled.
said
Mr.
"Belle.''
Archer, "these boys woman can easily make her hair
Cheese Ball Salad.—Press balls of distress to her mother, saying that have got ahead of us. We can't con- soft and pretty.
__
cream cheese between English walshe had committed a sin which coold tinue the situation without its pertainto
In
them.
nuts, and serve three or four of these never be forgiven and which waa too ing
separating from each
balls on lettuce leaves with French bad to be repeated. By dint of a little ether we separate ourselves from them.
If
you’ll come home and bring them
dressing.
coaxing abe waa Induced to make a full
with you you’ll be welcome.”
For another chop large olives and
confession, which waa poured forth In
“Do
it mother,” pleaded both the
mix with cream cheese, moisten with
this wise:
boys.
French dressing, mold into balls and
T felt so sorry for poor Satan and
That was the end of the separation
serve on lettuce.
For still another, make balls of the wanted to give him a little comfort in the Archer family. Both father and
I
a
got
glass of cold water and mother placed a guard over themcheese, roll them in minced parsley So
and serve them, with toasted wafers, poured it down a little hole In the selves. for they knew that as soon as
they parted the boys would part from
kitchen floor.on plain lettuce dressed with French
both of them. But time had changed
dressing.
them, and loneliness had taught them
The reaction
Don’t use harsh physics.
that scrapping is the result of nervousweakens the bowels, leads to chronic constiness and. after all. doesn't mean much.
QJ
pation. Get Doan's Regulet*. They operate
However, scrapping was never reeasily, tone the stomach, core constipation.
sumed between them.
—Advt.
ter

Pills

sip

—
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8TUDY LOCAL CONDITIONS.
_

DRAINING EARTH ROADS.

33

4

Poor Drainage It a Prevailing Defeet
That Should Be Remedied.
The Importance of earth roads, according to n bulletin of the United
States department of agriculture, Is indicated by the fact thnt of the approximate mileage of 2,200,000 in the United

Alfalfa 1b rich In protein

I

A Town That Lives In Perennial

y
X

Dread of Extinction.

So
,s cottonseed cake.
Com Is low
*u protein, and
something like
nlfnlfu or cotton seed should
be
with It Which Is

A|^eddepends
X
“

COLIMA'S CRATER

f

Solemn Spectacle For the Dwell*
In the Shadow of the Gloomy
Peak whan "Old Faithful* Explodes,

4

X

a

ars

at

It Does Regularly One#

a

%
X

¥

tnn<le In
X
the use of cottonseed cake
In
4 place of alfalfa In that state In- X
X creased the cost of meat and ¥
lowered the profits of the feeder. X
X The reason Is that the alfalfa ¥
can he produced on the
farm.
%
1 and the cotton seed had to be 4
brought from afar. A feeding
test In Alabama or Qeorgla might 4
have shown opposite results. We
<i, must study our own conditions.
%
that’s sure.—Farm and Fireside,

IN ACTION.

If*

cheapest?
on conditions.
A test
Nebraskn shows that

x

are classed as
earth roads.
The prevailing defect In earth roads
Is poor drainage, and this defect is the
first one which should be remedied.
Improved drainage will do more than
any other thing for road betterment
Drainage is for two purposes—first, to
remove water which reaches the surface of the road by precipitation or otherwise nnd, second, to remove underground water which reaches the road
from adjacent land or through the top
Burface. Surface drainage is accomplished by securing a reasonably firm
crowned traveled roadway and by providing broad, shallow ditches of good
alignment and uniform grades and
with ample outlets.
Subdrainage to remove water from
beneath the road surface or to prevent
its presence in the roadbed is accomplished most effectively by so called
blind drainage, or French drains, or
subside drains. The best side drains
consist of a trench three and one-half
feet deep, fifteen Inches wide at the
top, in which is laid an open bell Joint
glazed tile from four to six Inches in
diameter, with the bells uphill and the
trench back filled with broken stone or
coarse gravel.
The main purpose of
these drains is to Intercept ground
water. The Joints of the pipes should
be left open, and the drains should lead
into a proper outlet so that the water
may go entirely away from the road.
One such drain upon the uphill side of
a road will frequently remedy the
worst conditions due to the presence of

It Is singular how Indifferent to a
danger human
persistently threatened
beings can become, even when the dana deadly nature and
may
ger Is of
Harry H.
Imperil their very lives.
Dunn, In the Montreal Herald nnd
Star, tells of a case In which a whole
townful of people lie under the conCHICKS EASY TO HATCH.
gtact threat of extinction by a volcano.
The roof of the little boxlike hotel in
Colima, capital of the state of Colima, Electrical Devicea Take All the Labor
In Mexico, was freshly drenched with
Away—How They Work.
water In a vain effort to fight off some
Poultry raisers may look forward to
of September's heat I think there were
lessening their duties by utilizing eleceighteen of us gathered there In the tricity. as
electrically heated IncuThe
almost
silent
night
cool, gray
bators and hovers are now on the
a
black
and
like
white
checklay
town
market
Where oil heated chicken
erboard at our feet
hatching
apparatus had to be Inspectacross
a
miles
away,
valley
Twenty
ed continually to see that the oil
sti;i green with the rains of gammer,
suj>ply had not become exhausted or the
rose a conical mountain, almost soliIt
looked
Even
night
by
sinister;
was
apparatus
not on Are the electritary.
by day it was terrible, with Its barren,
cally heated devices may be left unatIts
cone
sides.
coated
gas
exuding
lava
tended except to transfer the newly
shunned even by the vultures which bntched chickens from the
Incubators
It was
haunted mountain and plain
to the hovers.
the volcano of Colima, the "Old FaithThe Electrical World describes an
ful" of craters, which explodes reguelectric Incubator and hover.
The
larly once a year—and It was almost case is built of two inch cork
boards,
an
exhibition.
due for
re-enforced with steel corners.
The
"He should begin soon," droned the
top Is entirely covered with steel, and
hotel keeper. "Maybe today, maybe tothe base on which the egg tray stands
morrow, maybe not for a week, but It
Is made of well seasoned cypress cov- Wflfpr.
Is the middle of September, and It Is
To dispose of water collected by this
ered with a thick felt pad. The egg
hi* time."
tray Is made of galvnntzed steel and drain a trench should be dug about
The old man had scarcely finished
has a removable wire mat on which every fifty feet and back filled with
when a bubble, black as night, crowdBtone. These trenches should lead enthe eggs are put.
A hole In the cened Itself out of the broken end of the
tirely away from the road, so It Is eas
ter allows the chicks when hatched
mountain, which we knew was a pot of to fall Into a wire basket
bung on run- lly seen that this construction Is mainmolten stoue, twenty miles away. The nere under the
ly available for roads located either
Air is Alegg tray.
bubble, so dark that we could see It
over fills or boggy land or on side hills,
tered through slits In the felt pad
plainly, swelled like a growing puffball base.
A ventilating tube extending where the outlets will, of course, be on
and then, pushed out from below, rose
through the roof nnd attached to the the downhill side only. This form of
like a giaut umbrella, with Incredible cover leads down
through the hole In subdrainage should not be undertaken
speed. Into the sky. Rehind it came a the egg tray Into the nursery cham- without proper lines and grades furstraight tubular column of smoke, such
nished by an engineer, as It Is expenber. The amount of air Is varied by
smoke as that of which the bubble was
means of a sliding cap on the tube.
sive, and If properly put In would conmade, black and thick nnd ominous.
The front of the case Is provided stitute sufficient drainage for any subt'p, up, up, rose the bubble, riding. It with a small glass window to Bhow sequent Improvement of the road by
sectned, on the column below It It ap- the Interior and allow the
tempera- macadamizing or otherwise. In turnpeared to hang like a huge blanket n ture to be read. The heating units are ing to the matter of surface drainage,
thousand feet In the heavens; then contained in the roof and
slip Into the earth road should be kept free
slowly, like some great octopus feeling spring clips, making them Interchange- from rocks by the use of the road drag
Its way along the bed of the sea, the able and removable. These units are or otherwise and a crown of one Inch
bubble flattened and begnn to spread of the
cartridge type and are so nr- to the running foot should be preout.
Probably It moved miles every ranged that the heat Is equally divided served. Water Is thus shed toward
minute, but It was far away and so over all parts of the egg tray. The the sides.
monstrous that we could not Judge It
The side ditches are to collect sursupply of heat Is controlled automatby ordinary standards.
ically by means of a thermostat A face water and must be kept free. On
It seemed that the town, below us signal Inmp Indicates when the heatheavy grades they will tend to wash
heaved a long sigh. The thing for tng circuit baa been opened.
and may require paving In the worst
which its ten or twelve thousand InThe hover has a roof made of cork cases. The wash may usually be prohabitants had been waiting was about board covered with heavy steel. The vented
by providing sufficient outlets
to happen.
was
The mighty drama
sides are closed by heavy double can- to reduce the volume of water. A comabout to I>e enacted before their eyes.
| vas duck curtains with a half Inch mon defect In earth roads Is to find
as It was before the Spanish conqulslayer of felt In between and above the that no provision Is made for the side
tadores set foot on Mexican soli. Yet slits.
An automatic heating system drains to discharge water away from
to them the spectacle was ever excitsimilar to that employed In the lncuthe roads, and this Item should be the
ing, for Its end might be death, might bator Is used, the heating colls being j first concern of the road man.
be destruction of their town, as It had ; Just beneath the roof and Inclosed
When It becomes necessary that
\
been the destruction of the many small- | with a heavy wife screen.
drainage water cross the roads ample
er towns clustered more closely round I
culverts must be provided. The worst
the skirts of the gloomy peak.
fault common to culverts Is that they
A Handy Tamper.
The roofs filled with people.
Here
I-1 rapidly become clogged with leaves or
and there a woman screamed; many,
other rubbish. They should, therefore,
both men and women, prayed; querube of more than sufficient size In the
lous cries and questions from children
When less than two
first Instance.
rose on the night air, and the hells In
feet In diameter a tiled pipe should be
the churches began to ring, slowly at
covered with at least eighteen Inches
first and then more rapidly, as the fire
of compacted soil; otherwise It is liable
god began to play about the crest of
to become broken. The prevalent deColima.
fect of earth road construction In the
I-ike a waterspout on the crest of a j
matter of culverts Is that they are too
lofty roller at sea. the smoke column j
small and too neur the surface. It will
and Its spreading top rested for a mopay even In earth road construction to
ment on the volcano and then, with a
Install more ex[>enslve culverts In the
thunderous outrush of air, which must
first Instance than to rip them up for
have been heard for at least a hundred
repairs at frequent Intervals.
miles, vanished Into thin air. A column of fire took their
place.
VALUE OF GOOD ROADS.
No ordlnnry fire was this. No flame
ever kindled
by human hands burned
Institute of Technology Has Eetablishso white as that tower of luminous bits
ed a Course In Highway Engineering.
of lava and sand and Btone and suiterThe extent to which the remarkable
heated gases that shot upward from
the mouth of the crater.
increase in the use of motor driven
I gated at It spellbound as the light
road vehicles has Impressed upon evof day spread round all over the valley
ery community the Importance of good
aud the city.
roads Is very well Illustrated by the
A constant roar came
from the volcano, a roar so Insistent,
recent establishment at the Massachuso
setts Institute of Technology, In Bosmonotonous, that I could not hear
’’vhat the old hotel keeper who stood at
ton, of a course In highway engineermj" elbow was saying. I bent my ear
ing. The economic value of good rouds
to him and heard; "Not so had as last
has, of course, been known from the
year. Mayhap we shall not be harmed."
During a short trip through southern earliest times. Rome conquered the
Texas the writer saw several very world not least because the Romans
handy tampers. A section of a suitable were road builders who bullded for all
Too Modest.
8Ir TV. s. Gilbert’s own story of his
But that value has too often
slied tree was cut for the tamper, and time.
first experience as a playwright Is In- the handle of any old broken shovel, been lost sight of In newer communistructive. He took bis maiden attempt fork or spade was Inserted and made ties, and in certain portions of this
the great country of ours especially has It
*° a
manager, who read It carefully fast In an auger bole first bored In
and offered to
tamper. For cement work as well as been Ignored even long before the adaccept It "Now," said
these tam- vent of the automobile made a new
Be to the
overjoyed dramatist "what for many other purposes
do you
pers are very handy and, as the ex- demand for good roads.
expect me to pay you for this?"
The young author, not liking to be pense Is simply the labor, It will pay to
A reawakening to the value of good
in
*°°
toads, no matter what the class of veforward, modestly suggested 30 make one or more.—E. Bridgman
Farm and Ranch.
hicle that uses them, Is directly traceGuineas.
The manager Immediately
**®te out a check for the desired
able to the automobile. The automobile has set a new standard for road
amount and, presenting It to Gilbert
A Good Word For 8n«k«s.
•aid: "Toung man,
building that Is bound to mnke for the
Professor Surface of Pennsylvania,
me give you a
^t
comes to
benefit of transportation of every kind.
Word of advice. Never sell so
good a says Farm and Fireside,
Play for such a small amount again.” the defense of the snake as a farmer’s A road suited to the weight and speed
of an automobile, a road fit to withfriend. HU children are friendly with
stand ttye tremendous strains Imposed
the snakes about the place. All PennA Curious Trial.
snakes should be protected
by a machine weighing 4,000 pounds
,T“e records of Kirby Matxeard sylvaniathe
poUonous ones, he says, and and moving at a rate of fifty miles
Church in Yorkshire. England, men- except
an hour, will save the farmer In wear
of these there are only two in Penn°n a
curious trial which took place In
rattlesnake and the copand tear as he plods to market behind
e
church In the seventeenth century. sylvania, the
hnmble horse expense that will go
* woman
perhead. Snakes eat bugs, locusts,
was tried for stealing a skull
fttr to reduce the cos* of living.
worms and other Insect pests; so do
ut of the
defense
Her
churchyard.
Toads are probably of more
The road builder of this day of the
toads.
®s that she
took the skull to put unvalue than snakes, and when a snake
automobile cannot have too much tech9 **a«
pillow of a sleepless friend as
more harm than
nical knowledge of chemistry and mincharm to make her sleep. She was sats a toad be U doing
himself. But It seems
eralogy, both of which enter Into the
Prtmanded and ordered to put the If he swallowed
The
better to bsve two useful animals like
construction of the best roads.
*kull back.
surItoads and snakes struggling for
need of expert knowledge Is also emvival than to carry on the war against
phasised by the amount of money behilB °ff with treacherous hops*
Insects In a snakeless and toadless
ing expended today In the building of
** m*“ to
ruin.—Sophocles.
world.
good roads.
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What is CASTORIA
Castorla Is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pare*
gorlc, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It Is pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Kar colic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness.
For more than thirty years it
lias been in constant use for the relief of Constipation,
Flatulency, Wind Colic, all Teething Troubles and
Diarrhoea.
It regulates the Stomach and Bowels,
assimilates the Food, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Childrer’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

SMART PALL CHAPEAU.

Here Is a fall turban designed on
novel lines. The crown Is covered with
latticed white hercules braid, through
which short quills are thrust A band
of black braid encircles the velvet brim.

CASTOR IA

GENUINE

ALWAYS

Rears the Sipnature of

BUSINESS WOMEN’S CLOTHES

I

They Should Be Plain and Comfortable,
Yet Withal Becoming.
Everybody seems to disagree about
the question of what a girl In an office
should look
or other place of business

In Use For Over 30 Years

like.
Some think that she Is better plain,
which seems a little bard upon those
whom nature has made distinctly

The Kind You Have Always Bought
THE CENTAUW

COM^ANV.

NEW VO W K

CITY.

pretty.
Others think thnt, though perhaps a
none the worse for being pretty,
she had better dress plainly.
And a third set of people affirm that
a girl cannot be too pretty In appearance nor too dainty In dress.
So what Is the Ideal for the business
girl, after all?
A little of all three. Judiciously combined, of course. If she is pretty, then
by all means let her keep her charm.
The only thing Is that breeding and
common sense suggest she should wear
becoming but businesslike clothes. Her
beauty need not be hidden by dowdlness, but It should be restrained by

girl Is

simplicity.
There Is the consolation that youth
Inover even sober raiment
deed, the demure garments of the
Qunker maid show off girlish good
looks as few more elaborate frocks and
hats could do.

triumphs
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...
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CHAIR FOR SUN PARLOR.

j

_

Handsome

signed

States, 2,000,000 miles

¥

%

Year.

NtW BRAID HAT.

—.................................o
In the autumn and winter the sun
parlor takes the place of the summer
porch. Any veranda fitted with glass
covered sashes may be converted Into
a sun parlor.
Portable oil, gas or electric stoves may be used to take the
chill off the air in very cold weather.
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Pocket-Knife, the Best

Tobacco-Cutting

Machine

Because it cuts the tobacco off the plug a* you use it
•—insuring you fresh tobacco for every pipeful. When
machines chop up tobacco months before it reaches your
pipe, the little pieces of tobacco lose their aroma. When you
smoke them, they burn fast and hot, and bite your tongue.
All the natural moisture, flavor and fragrance of the
tobacco are pressed into the Sickle Plug, and kept there
by nature’s own protector the natural leaf wrapper.
It only takes a couple of minutes to whittle off a pipeful—
and you are rewarded by a cool, sweet, satisfying smoke
that no ready-cut-up tobacco in the world can give you.
—

no bulge in your pocket.
Convenient
Economical—no
package to pay for—no loose tobacco to get spilled and wasted.
Get a plug of Sickle at your dealer’s today.
—
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Clarion Construction
planned with greatest care to
insure stability under the hardest
use, and for convenience in operation and in repairing.
Our latest ranges embody the most advanced
ideas in range building
combined with the thoroughness of manufacture
for which Clarions are
famous. Ask the Clarion
is
CAKE AND ItATTAK CHAIli.

Rugs and lightweight furniture are required for furnishing. The cane and
chair Illustrated here Is one of
admirable for this purpose.
It
is finished In dark blue and white and
would be charming with a washable
blue and white rug and blue and white
cretonne hangings and cushions. For
the sun parlor furnishings may be on
the line of the summer porch, but a
trifle more elaborate.
rattan

a

set

Homemade Soap.
An excellent hard soap may thus be
made: Take six pounds of clean grease,
six pounds of salsoda, three pounds
Slack the lime and put In
of lime.
four gallons of soft water; add the salsoda auik when dissolved let It settle.
Pour off the water In an Iron kettle
and boll. If the soap does not thicken
after boiling a few minutes add more
soft water till It Is of the consistency
of honey. Wet a tub and pour the hot
soap Into It When cold cut In pieces
and set away to dry.
Always make
soap In an Iron kettle.
For Bedroom Floors.

Nothing Is more satisfactory as a
floor covering for bedrooms than
washable cotton rugs.
They can be
bought In the small size—a yard long
by twenty-four Inches wlda They are
made either In plain colors, with white
stripes for a border across the ends, or
In mottled patterns
They are edged
with cotton fringe. Cushions for the
porch floor are also covered with this
cotton homespun.
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THE HOME CLARION

dealer to show you these
railgeS.

WOOD & BISHOP CO., Bangor, Me.
SOLD by J.

P.

ELDRIDGE,

ELLSWORTH, ME.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN
sure of getting the best Mustard, Spices and Flavoring
Extracts by saying

Make

to

your grocer

“Stickney & Poor’s”
Pauper Notice.
contracted with the City of Bilefor those who
worth
HAVING
support and
need assistance during the next five
to

care

may
I
years and are legal residents of Ellsworth.
forbid all persons trusting them on my account. as there is plenty of room and accommodations to care for them at the City Farm
M. J. Dbcmmby.
bouse.

WHY WEAK LUNGS?
The toll of tuberculosis is claiming
more than 350 victims every day in the
United States, yet few realize their grave
condition until the critical period arrives.
Overwork, worry, weakness after sickness, catarrh, bronchitis, tender throats—
all exert the weakening influence that
invites consumption.
To guard against consumption, thousands of p?ople take Scott’sEmulsion after
meals because its rich medicinal nourishment strengthens the lungs, puts vigor io
the blood, and upbuilds strength to resist
tuberculosis. Scott’sEmulsion is nature's
strength-builder. Refuse substitutes.

iEtje drllsroortf) American
LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL

A

PUBLISHED

AVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
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HANCOCK

PUBLISHING CO

W. H. Titus. Editor and

Manager.

tBoacrlptlou Price—-$2.00 a year; 91.00 lor six
months; 50 oects for three months; If paid
strictly in advance, 91 50, 75 and S8 cents
respectively. Single copies 5 cents. All arrearages
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at
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Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will be
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by ballets which have made a wound
oat of all proportion to the size of
the ballet of the modern army rifle.
The editor of The American recalls

hearing daring the SpanishAmerican war, an explanation of this
which seems reasonable, bat which
have

we

mentioned in con-

not seen

nection with the present discussion.
The illustration used is simple.

Every boy who has ever span a peg
top knows how, when it flrst strikes
the ground, it wabbles for a few mo- j
ments until its momentam steadies it,
when it appears to stand perfectly
still.

Then as it loses momentum, it
begins to wabble again, until it falls.
The twist or rifling in a rifle barrel

gives

to the

slender ballet this

long,

This week’s edition of Tbe same rotary motion. For a short disAmerican is 2.400 copies.
tance it wabbles, then steadies, and

Average

per week for

1913,

2,677

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 23, 1914.
“What is so rare as a
or

so

“well-done”

day in Jane,”
a day in Sep-

as

tember?

it loses momentam, wabbles again.
The wound inflicted by one of these

as

ballets at short

at very

or

range,
long range, would be of a tearing
between these two
nature, while
points, when the ballet had steadied
in its flight, the body would be pierced

by

Ireland now takes its

place as a self*
governed British province, tbe Home
Rale bill having been signed by King
George last Friday.
“Honest Sam” Gonid, it is stated,
is slated by Governor Haines for a
place on tbe public utilities commission, as the democratic member. We
presume Mr. Gonid has the hearty
congratulations of his colleague, Mr.

a small, clean wound.
And so, with each war since the
small-calibre rifles have been need,
we bear the story of dam-dam ballets.

We believe investigation of the present complaint will prove the stories
unfounded.

We

give

the

explana-

tion above as we remember it.
It
may be the true one, or it may not;
yon may take it for what it is worth.

COUNTY GOSS1U.
Among the representatives sleeted last
was one man whom Hancock county
almost claims as her own—Curtis Durgain,
week

ot

Bangor, formerly

several young
week as ladies'

women

positions

at

fill

The

Bucksport

correspondent

George Mills, of New York, and brother
Albert, of Gooee Rock light, are visiting
their brother.

in

a

the death of Capt. Henry J.Woy, meets
with general approval.
Mr. Moor is
a man of large business
affairs, and
will bring to the office good business

judgment and executive ability. The
county is to be congratulated upon
his selection.
Latest returns indicate that strict
party legislation will have a slim
chance in the next Maine legislature.
The Senate is republican, seventeen
to

fourteen;

the House is democratic)

with seventy-seven democratic
representatives, seventy republicans and
four progressives. On joint ballot the
democrats will have ninety-one votes,
the republicans
eighty-seven and

progressives

four.

After he had made a study of the
election returns from Maine, Ool.
Roosevelt decided not to make any
comment upon the
situation there,
says a press despatch from Oyster
Bay. There could be no doubt, however, that

pointed
by his party

he was greatly disapthe poor showing made

over

in Maine. He had been
lead to believe that the progressives
would show much greater strength
than

they

did in the Maine election.
—

The American forces are to be withdrawn from Mexico by President Wilson, and

nations,

representatives
recognizing the

of

foreign

fact that

Mexico is still in a state of anarchy,
with no semblance of organized gov-

ernment,
hastening to get their
-citiaens out of the danger zone. An
arsaed clash between Villa and
Caranza is believed to be only a matare

ter

for

of time.

foreigners

living in very anxious and trying
always thought the Kaiser was an

influence for peace, but I am now convinced
that for years he has been preparing for war
against England, and it is a mercy that we
are not now fighting single-handed agninst
Csesarism, tyranny and militarism- If Germany were to succeed, the liberties of Europe
would be crushed, and America would be the
next country to be attacked.
The allied troops in France have (at this
writing. Sept. 4) been steadily forced back by
superior numbers, but they are an unbroken
army, and the Germans, owing to their at.
tack in column formation, have sustained
enormcus losses.
Meanwhile the Russia ns
have been steadily advanciag.
They, y>intly
with the Servians, have nearly destroyed the
Austrian army.
The Russian advance to
Berlin has only been temporarily chucked,
and unless the Germans can, within thu next
few weeks, destroy the English and French
army, they will have failed in their plan of
campaign, which was to crush the French in
time to return to Berlin to defend it against
the Russians.
We are all resolved to fight to the bitter end.
We are raising s large additional army. Out
colonial and Indian reenforcements will soon
arrive. The farther the Germans penetrate
into France, the more difficult will it be for
them to defend their lines of communication
and the smaller their offensive army.
We are fighting for liberty and democracy
against tyranny, injustice and cruelty. I (eel
convinced that God will defend the right.
While our allies are exposed to dreadful
suffering and misery, we, thanks to our command of the sea, are comparatively unaffected
by the war.
I feel sure we have your sympathy.
Nu
Englishman, I know, desired a war with Germany, and 1 am sure many Germans were
equally averse to it. It is clear now that
months before the war broke out the Germans
were making preparations for war.
Austria
has been used as a cat's-paw.
We are all glad that your government is not
going to bay the Gvrmsn ships held up in
American porta.
With the kindest regards from ns all, I

remain,

Tours very

JThe

name
ent. 1

There will be no safety
or their
property in

Mexico until some stable form of
government, recognized by foreign

sincerely,

of writer is withheld for the pres-

No Doubt About It.

of the daily papers tor a few days
last week, when it became known that the
legislature would be very close, referred
powers, is established.
to the result in the Mt. Desert class in
Hancock county as indoubt.
There was
'The scramble for the pie-counter is
no doubt about it; it was not even close,
W. R. Pattangall, of Waterville,
on.
Mr. Small, the democratic candidate, havwho, it will be remembered, ran ing a plurality of eighty-nine.
against Mr. Peters for Congress, is
It may be interesting to explain bow the
announced as a candidate for attor- rumor of donbt arose. The election reney-general, the same piece of pie turns for Hancock county were collected
that he had tacked away on the shelf by The Elusworth American tor the
tor him in 1911 until he could com- Associated Press. On the blank forms on
which returns were taken over the teleplete his job as boss of the demothe names of the candidates for
There are three phone,
cratic legislature.
representative were not printed, as this
other aspirants for this office—Frank
would have necessitated the printing of a
A. Morey, of Lewiston; Harrie L. different set of blanks for each
Several

legislative

Webber,
Auburn,
class.
In taking the returns from Mt. Desert,
day, of Newport—but Mr. Pattangall
will probably be named if the demo- the names of the legislative candidates
crats muster votes enough.
Elmer E. were reversed from the usual order of reNewbert, of Augusta, has announced publican first, and when the votes were
tabulated, Mr. Small’s vote in Mt. Desert
bis candidacy for State treasurer.
was credited to Mr.
of

and Wade Halli-

Rumiil, indicating

the election of the latter.

Dum-dum Bullets.
We are reading now of protests
against the use of dum-dum bullets
in the

plaint
8paln,

European
was

war.

made

In

The same comour

war

with

in the fighting in Mexico, and,
Invesin faot, in every recent war.
tigation has always proven the com-

plaint unfounded.
The dum-dum bullet is a soft-nosed
ballet, which flattens or mushrooms,
when it strikes, inflicting a tearing
wound. It is used principally in the

big game, a bullet of small
calibre being made to do the execution of a large one. The complaint
hunting

of

that dum-dum ballets have been used
in war always results from the discovery of soldiers killed or wounded

The mistake
after the
telegram reporting Mr. Ramill’s election
had been sent to the Associated Press,
and a correction quickly followed.
Most of the morning papers had the returns for this class right, but the Kennebec Journal, while putting in Mr. Small’s
was

name

discovered

among
to take

a

few

minutes

representatives

elected,

out Mr. Rumili’s name.
failed
This fact, and the change from one to the
other, raised the doubt, when as a matter
of.fact there was no doubt about it.

Apropos of the increase in cost of many
articles, especially those of foreign origin,
direct information has been received from
Sir
Joseph Beecham, the proprietor of
Beecham’s pills, that he has not increased his
price to the trade and will not do so, and that
there is no reason why any increase should
be

demanded by anyone.—Advt.

ESTABLISHED

ot tbs

Walter J. Sargent, wife
and three
daughters, of Brewer, William Weecott
and wife, of Romford Falla, were guests
of Mrs. George A. Stevens last Thursday.
Walter Moore Tapley, jr., of Portland,
who has been visiting his grandparents,
Oept. George H. Tapley and wife, has returned to Portland, accompanied by his
brother, George Otis, who has spent the
summer

The

here.
Amerioan

Hawaiian
steamship
Pennsylvania, Capt. Robert Morris Tapley, rrrlved in San Francisco Sept. 17, sixteen days out from New
York via the
Panama canal, after the fastest voyage
ever made between the two
porta.
TOMBOir
Sept. 21.

Antwerp.

Mra. Ada Martin bas returned to Portland.
Mra. Van Tanner la at home from the
Claremont.
Mra. Hannah Robinson ia at home from
Hancock Point.
Miaa Elizabeth Qott ia with her brother

Benjamin, attending

™

Vacuum

school in

Mass.

Arlington,

Mra. L. H. Holmes and son Ony am in
Portland lor a short via* with Oapt.
Holmes.
School commenced

Sept. 14, teachen,
Inch of one of the leaves it slowly apMiaa Russell, grammar, Min Grace Gott,
proaches the Insect until close enough
primary.
to lay hold and destroy, thus demonHarvard E. Colwell spent the week-end
strating the possession of some sort of
with Mis* Grace Gott on bio return to
sense or Instinct with which plants are
Hebron to school.
not usually supposed to be endowed.
H. O. Underwood inspected the factory
Something of the same sort is manihere last week. He was
fested In that plant parasite, the dodaccompanied by
der. It germinates from seed, sending
bi» secretary, salesman snd agent. Francis
out a thin, threadlike growth, which
Cleveland the was here.
winds In and out among the grass
Mssrs. Willis, England snd McBride
stocks until It finally approaches Its
have returned tor about two weeks mors
natural victim.
Then its growth is
work on the Underwood plant.
greatly accelerated. In a sense It fairAnna Robinson visited
her
grandly leaps upon Its hast and once there
mother, Mrs. Lucy Richardson, last week.
not only fastens to It, but multiplies
Mia. Richardaen returned with bar for a
with surprising rapidity.
riait.
If a stake be driven within a few
j H. p. Richardson and E. A.
Inches of a growing sweet pea vine It I
Stanley acwill be observed that u tendril drops ; companied Jay Wallace and William H.
Hunbon to Bangor Sunday.
from a leaf of the plant In the direcThey returned in liv. Wallace’s new car.
tion of the stake. Forthwith the whole
KM.
9ept.
upper shoot of the vine bends In the
same direction, and very soon the tenEAST ORLAND.
dril Is able to fasten Itself. The same
Miaa Grace Gibbe has entered the Cniobservation bolds more or less true
rereity ot Maine.
with all climbing plants.
B. H. Dunbar ia doing the tall threshVegetation of various kinds sends
roots through distances, sometimes to
ing in this vicinity.
be measured In yards, that they may
Bart Lsuppe, wife snd child have rereach boII or water below. Science is
turned to Hyde Park, Masa.
asking If the sundew knows that the
Mr. Carr and son, of Monmouth, made a
fly Is near.
short visit with P. E. Blaisdsll lash weak.
Has the vine a method of detecting
Mm. Alvah Abrams, Mrs. lsHotle Rusthe proximity of Its support?
sell snd these children left Wednesday
Does the plant so situated that Its
foi Hartford, Conn.
nourishment Is lacking realize that far
Plank Bras nerd and wife, who have
below it are earth and water?
been at theie cabin six weeks, have reAn affirmative answer Involve# the
admission of a sense or Instinct In veg- turned to Portland, Conn.
etation that corresponds to that In aniAmong those who have resumed their
mal life, and yet those who have stud- work at the R. M. C. S. are Misses Persia
ied the matter most profoundly give snd Helen Pickering, Dors snd Alberts
Oinbar and Warren Dunbar. Irene Dunthat very answer.—Exchange.
bar and Hariaod Dnnbar enter this year.
Sept. 21.
M..
Light ef the Stare.
DEER
ISLE.
According to some computations
Maurice Gross bu gone to Atlantic to
made by Dr. Chapman and read to the

j

21._

teach.

The Forbearing Waiter.
“That waiter didn’t thank yon when
you gave him a quarter.”
"I didn't want him to. I was grateful to him for bolding the coin up so
that every one In the room could see
It was only a quarter.”—Washington
Star.
Sure Protection.
Customer (trying on dress
ingly)—I hope I’ll never be
for a waiter. Tailor—When
keep your hands in your

pocketat—

The high school has organized

a

It is well to learn to work

-Charles W.

Intensely.

Eliot_

—

Rufus Bridges, who has been employed
on the streamer Boothbay, is home.
Mrs. Octavia Bridges and daughter, who
have been visiting in Pittsfield, are home.
NelBon Carter, of Swan’s Island, visited
his mother, Mrs. Marcia Carter, recently.
son

at

seri-

Sat-

boy.

8ept».

Rbx.
_

BAYSIDE.

Lee, who
Surry, are
B.

j

i.

demande^aJ^iJlf’

Potatoes, pk.
Beets, A.
Carrots, bunch-.....
New cabbage,
Sweet potatoes. I.
Onions, A.

Squash.
Turnips......
corn,

10
03
06
02
B
08

in

02

gi.en

'T’HE

dox...

B.

bereny glees

BCAMMON,

late

FR*\e

o;

the

““

tale

ewnnty of Hancock, <1 Ne,1Ki ...
hoed, as the law direct.
*
MfN. demand, again.t tu
of
said deoeaaed are deairad
,or aeitirment, and
a;i

£
^

t

Srttt5'.1?*
Waal

Bap?*t‘*)V*" 9

PTwwklta,

8c‘*«>»

80

366
10 §80

......

THk“

byr°y

MticTtkn

«‘»e.

.£u&&£S.2?'7

09

ROCKW ILL R

WERCKR, late ol DED.
HAM.
8® in the coo nay of Hancock,
dtceaaad. atd
bond,
as
law dire.:*.
tba
giren
aoga
ah »7
aona
baring demand, again,t the enate
80 §86 of
said
deceased

..

HI

powdered...
yellow.
Coffee. A.
Tsa, A...
Cream of tartar. A..

j

80

are dealrrd to
preent
same tor settlement, nod at:
indebted
am requested to makr
pavmrnt u
mediately.
Taoa.a K

the

45§65 thereto

Molasses, gal.
MEATH AND PRO*fWONS.
Beef. A..
Native veal. A...
Native lamb, A.

Simrc.iT

Ms, Sapt. », let

Cariboo.
15380

18§10

Jfar Salt.

M§85

IT j
pork, b
T>10»—Nearly 100 Bred Sow. lor Aanataad
Flour, feed and grain.
A
September farrow, inciudipg 0 I C.
FI oar. bb!..
§?.S0§7 80 Yorkshires, Poland Chinas. Kaesr. Cheater*'
and Moiefeet
Berkablrea,
US roast
fancy brands, bbl...
7J0#t-00 boars, two to six months old. tbeol
O. L c, Pnlaa]
9® Chinas. Essex,
Cora. bag.( wnole. cracked or meal.
Yorkshire., Cbertera, ud
Shorts, mixed feed and middlings*
1 so Berkablrea. Pigs shipped at tw. „,eeth. ,id
to loU to salt purchaaer from one to a carload
Oats, bag (tffbu).
186 We do not
get fancy prices, and w« gcannttr
Salt

.~.

shipment ol nice Mock. Wa hare appraomately S.tXO head to eelect from. Saw Eat.
land Ura STOCK Coaaranr,
Peabedy Haas.

Sound Reason.
Robert aged five, was Irritated by
tb® crying of Clara, aged two.
A

young. wati-brour
work horses, with
HORSES—COWS—Two
without barnewra
or

“Stater.'* be said, with great aerioaa- ; and carta; walgnt about!_:» pound,: will tall
•ingle or together. Also two cowa girttr a
nee®, “why don't yoo atop crytmg? Yoo
good quantity ol riot milk. Apply to tbt
tnnat be tick.
Yon don't look well, mod ] Chask Oaaxtrn Co., Bluehlll, Me. Addraw
Me K. t.

**

don't

to mid

Sorry,

well.”

AUTO—One

_

Nearly
PANO—
exactly half
office.

cair

for *maii
Dardwood
sod dirt of
streets; shade trees cover the grounds aboat
the buildings, and the loeetiosls healthful.
A. P. Bvrnsa*
over

storv.

vacated

w*ter

a.

_

lost

BKTWKE?TTni»

Wki Fill-worth.
and
bundle containing five quilt rewnop
and other arUoite. Finder plea»e notify wGnovn Luca. Penobscot. Me

T>A8S BOOK No. 1001 issued by tbssavic*#
A.
department of the Bur rill National
Bank. Finder will please leave utnt with
He brill National Has*.

BOOK So. 710 iwnr.t t.f thf -I'ioP
department of the Btxrrlll Nation
Bank. Finder will please leave same with
BcaniLL NasiORAL Bars. Ellsworth. Mw

1>A88

Dyspepsia

Parcher

Moore’s

to

3IOXKY.

Regular Price 50c.

near

dust

drug
beat and toilet.
OFFICES
by Dr. Gibbs. Hot
E. O. Moor
Ellsworth.
Apply

—

Howard's

rents

avenue

airacruetnuiu*.

Dr.

nice

families in Pond
TENEMENTS—■‘Hiree

factory and away from the

Trams*ript Co., Boston, Mas*.—Advi.

YOU

upright, ro,cooed, at
pride. laqair* at Axaat-

new,

Co 2.n.

invaluable to thoee who want tbe real facts of
the war, is
given each day. Many new
readers have been added to the 7Vaasertjtf*»
circulation
because they
appreciate the
oharaeter of its news and tbe way it la presents®. If you appreciate all tbe news that U
real news, not scare heads, sup pie men ted by
many features as interesting a* those of any
magmrine. you should give the AY**ing
Tramueripi a trial. All request* for sample
«op** are filled on receipt by the Boston

IT SAVES

D. No. 1.

6 passenger Ford Auto, cheap;
model 1110. Inquire ol c. 1 Mtiatu,
Oreen Lake, Me.

Newspaper Imagination.
Ixr these days of wild rumors as® sensational headlines, it is little wonder the public
appreciates the Boston Evening TVanvcript't
policy of always adhering to its high standard ef news service to tbe public. There are
no
Mg headlines based on on confirmed
rumors.
Carefully edited and analysed news,

Specific;
G. A.

EHantcti.

Price 2Se.

I :>08ITIC*-Mlddl«-.*.d !*<iy IwirMI*
I
tion an housekeeper for Invalid sdyor
widower wdth childrmi. Reference require*
Apply Boa if. Colombia Pai.s, Ms.

The special halt price sale ot Or. Howaad

specific lor Che cure of constipation
dyspepsia by Q. A. Parcher means the

Mrs. Sophia Dodge is visiting in EllsJohn A. Moore andson Carl, of Augusta,
visiting relatives here.

few dollars

yearly bill tor

on

it for 25c) contains sixty doses of
etne
can

tbat is

pleasant

to take and

be depended apon to
of

cure

constipation, dyapepaia

which

or

liver

physician,

and

has the endorse-

of hundreds of physicians of emiin thBir profession, who
prescribe

it in all cases of coostipation,
dyspepsia
or liver trouble,
knowing from experience
tbat it will make a
complete and

lasting

cure.

are

two

parts of

a

For Sale!
acres

of land

on

Bart-

lett’s

Paint won’t

come

down

in

a

hurry; loo

are

waiting for {2

or

f3; they don’t

know it; they think they are waiting for

$2S.

Why don’t

men use

their beads?
DEVOE.

Mobbisox-Jot Co.

Sell it.

P**j

H'-lxe*^

Commi**io,kert'

NOTICE.

notified, tb.f

on M
a

bn.eby
public
after
21th day of September
THE
1214. and until further notice, tbe counly
U

rv~

lead lot from Kiankllo to
to a
Blaca'i wood., no. called, will be cloted o
travel, on account of repair to Alder
Per order
bridge.
—mbs.
Board ok •s»t Bl
NOTICK
la to certify that I hare
A- "
riaionafor my coildren, Bl^nebe
kina and Allan M. Hopkiu.. 1
u
ou
them
•*??harboring
peraon*
wf
afW
DO bl,UO, tb*‘r
W.
Hull'. Covo, Me., Sept, i, 1214.

THIS

Island, one of the group tM.*il.^
beautiful Mt Desert islands
Apply to E. E. Stuakt, 19
Wareham

St., Boston, Mass.

the work three-fifths.

many jobs put off.

lorjjj*
w.iuia»^

CberryOeldJbro»i

job: the paint of

and the work; the work is more than the

underpinned. he«ijk been d«IJ *E‘
Houorebl.
probnte w»b!n »nd decw
county. commlaatODers to receive a d
upon-the clalmaetthe creditor*of
«•*
Keener, late of Castine, In said cv-taaity. is
ceased, whose estate ha* been reprr-enteo
notice
solvent, hereby give publis
as*
to the order ol the said lodge of probate,
sin months from and aiter September *.
have been allowed to said creditors to
we
seat and prove their claims, and that
attend to theduty assigned us at the offics
«*»“«:
Ellsworth
Wiilism B. Whiting at
October |0, 1014,and February it, 1*1*.
y
the clock in the forenoon of seek of
William K. Whitisa.
Roaxrt B.

tbe

Several

If your property needs it; don’t wait.

j
1

known

as.

|udn

This remedy is not an ordinary medi ;
cine. It is the favorite formula ot a well-

School began September 11.
No. 1 is
taught by Mary M. Milne, of West Sullivan, and No. 3 by Mrs. Ethelyn Remick.
Sept,
R.

Paint Now

Hamcooa

WE.tk.
pointed by the
Know-tan.
of

the worst

trouble.

*

S'-

NOTICE.
Eluvoitk. Itu» B«pA 2!. •• tl.

raedi-

a

V'V/'.'bA.\*W-ew*

COMMISSIONER*’

inedieinee.

are

Men

Special Notices.

every family's

Each 50 cent bottle (Mr. Parcher sells

nence

worth.

a

Aluminum
Order* taken for all kinds of
Cooking
Utensils. Telephon* 76-4 and
agent
will call. H. W.
Saboent, 46 Pine St.
Sixteen ounce* of
performance to every
pound of promiee in the advertisement*
of TBM AMERICAN.

M^HoAfi*

aubtrUacmnna

Wm. O.

EMERY

TITLES
t-k« WORTH,

MAIN*

lanrekt. mad. And
and copldn fUrnlohod
notion, and at KASOMKf

on

ahorv

f««

OffICIl

MORRISON, JOY t CO. BLOCK,
•TATS 2T«.rr.
Tdaffenm, IK-1.

f.

|

not^T^T. !

LIN.

FRUIT.
Lemons, dox
Oranges, dox...
A FEW STAPLES.
Huger, granulated, ft

anbaeriber

GEORUE

02
IS
05
16

Ripe tomatoes, lb....
Green toms toes, pk.

ment

F. Remick is ill.

or

|

alawPE”^

case

David Eaton and wife, who have spent
the summer at their cottage, left tor East
Boston Thursday.

$20

,

Main"h2

.v*v»

The cost of paint is about two-fifths;

M. £. Richards has purchased an automobile.

,i

Oth®r Re*
Eggs and Oate Ad vane®
tail Prices Steady.
An advance of 3 cents on eggs and of 5
cents ® bag on oeU, are tbe only changes GEORGE W.
VANDERBILT. Ute ol u.
in retail prices In Ellsworth noted this
city, coanty and etate ol NEW YORr
deceaeed. ao bonds being recul.^i 7’
week. All other prices remain firm.
terms of aald will. The
aub.eritLbL!ta
a resident of the Bute of
Following are retail prices:
^
Lneie B Denay. of Eden
COUNTRY PRODUCE.
Ms
ae.
whose
poetoffice
addre.,
*0341 Maine
t,
R^',^
Creamery batter, a.......
.her agent lor all porpow, zu
.TLtJlS'!'
Dairy butter, I..*.
the retired autoea ol Maine ch»n **15"*11
as.
01
•
Alt
i
aeraoua
haring
Eggs, dot....,.
UUM saute ofaaid deceaeed are desired^? !JL“*
Fowl, A.
the name for eeulemeot. and
Si
tJSH?*!
10 §10
Chickens, *.
IliJOJIliOO
BO,TH S V
Hay, loose, ton.
*««»■■»
^pt lf lMt.
VEGETABLE**.

saving of

paint.

WEST BBOOKLIN.

Henry Bridges, wife and
are spending the summer
home for a few days.
Sept. 21.

foot-

Lewis Otis and wife are receiving congratulations on the birth of a thirteen

There

Judge.

,

r~
.\vUaa,
Edith stuTv.7.-.
ol the city o; WaabiSSS*
THEbill,anbacriber.
of Colombia, hereby rices SSdSTS^^f'Wa
been duly appointed
eieeotrll
the lag
will and testament ol

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.

a._

suit, jokmistaken
In doubt,

DESIRED

99 MAIN STREET, ;;
Bar harbor, Maine
*
*

Cl FMFNT
CLeClTlCii
I,

J.

IF"

mi t-t-a-n 11111111111 n 114-n i t-se-i 1.1 it

ball team.

R.

I

C

O.

NONE BETTER
M\DK
*“

TERMS

ard's

George Greenlaw, who has been
tude.
ously ill, is better.
The tight given by stars of each magCap*. Everett Haskell arrived home
nitude decreases from the first magnifrom yachting.
tude down to the tenth, the decrease urday

In brightness of the Individual stars of
the successive magnitudes being more
than compensated for by the increase
In the number of stars belonging to
that magnitude.
But below the tenth magnitude this
la no longer the case, the light falling
oS rapidly as we descend the scale.

PAYMENT

EASY

_

Boyal Astronomies! society, the total
amount of light from the stars la
about equal to that which would be
given by 630 stars of the first magni-

er*'

Cleaners, Post CLrda ot local views.

GOOD8 ALWAYS HIGH GRADE.

Green

MK2NLEY.

PLANT PUZZLES.

!
I

Always Reliable, Always lTp-t<wlate, Always Alive to Custom..,..
ol»ers I„.
tercets. Always Guarantee Satisfaction.

::

covering.

IS8B

DaotU* * tka Mule Dm Iran a (ra*
,
-Sheet Music and Music Books,
Motocveles, Bicycles «•»;..
^
Machines, Victor snd Edison Talking Machines, Tvii,«

]!

Mrs. George MeVey, with two children,
of New York, is
visiting her parents,
Ospt. George A. Stevens and wife.

Friends of Mrs. William Stevens, who
has been critloally ill in New London,
Conn., are, pleased to learn that she is re-

We are permitted to publish the
following tetter received by ez-Chief What, For Inatanoo, Guidos tho Vino la
Justice Emery from an eminent LonFinding Its Support?
national day of prayer for peace in don barrister, of the rank of King’s
A plant that actually goes Insect
Counsel.
vouches
for
Judge Emery
Europe, and called upon all God-fearhunting Is among the latest of the sciing persons to gather in chnroh on the high standing and intelligence of entific discoveries. It Is known as the
We publish the sundew. Its leaves, covered with tenthat day and petition Almighty God his correspondent.
to heal again and restore once more letter ss evidence of the popular sen- tacles, close In upon a fly the moment
timent in the United Kingdom in the It touches them and slowly strangle It.
concord among men and nations.
This has long been familiar to the
preeent European crisis.
naturalists, but It now develops that
The nomination by Gov. Hainea of
Sept. 4. 1914.
the plant does not passively wait for
Howard B. Moor, of Ellsworth, as 3iy dear Bmcritme Chief Justice:
its prey. If a fly allgbta within a half
We are
times. 1

Old Reliable MUSIC STOREt
*“
!
Oldest ui last is [iitari Mam

I ;

The ladies’ circle has started fall and
winter meetings, being entertained at
Mrs. Mary 8. Wasson’s, Thursday.

President Wilson, by proclamation,
has appointed
Sunday, Oct. 4, a

county commissioner for Hancock
county, to All the vacancy caused by

f

Ira J. Cousins has been drawn to serve
traverse juror at the October term of
oourt in Ellsworth.

as

Bangor Commercial says news baa been
received ot the narrow escape from bomba
dropped by German airships at Antwerp
of Mr. and Mrs. J. Edward Sherman, both
natives ot Bucksport.
Mr. Sberman is
the Cnited States consul at Antwerp and
together with his wife and son Harry,
who is a well-known instructor at Antwerp, they are remaining there during
the war. In the recent attacks by German airships,
several boombs fell close
to the Sberman residence, and people were
killed within a short distance of where
the members of the Bucksport family
were sleeping In their beds.
Mrs. Sherman was
formerly Mrs. Belle Tuck, of
Bucksport. In addition to his position aa
vice-consul, Mr. Sberman baa Urge busiinterests

H.. is in

The school in district No. 9, began Sept.
14; Miss Mason, of BluehUl, teacher.

maids in rich families, and
the girls were given addresses in New
York.
The federal authorities in New
York are now looking up the "dressmaker”.

English View o! the War.

An

of Brooksville.

The fortunate escape of two Bar Harbor
girls, lured to Boston by supposed white
slave traffickers, but who were intercepted
by the police as they left the Bangor boat
at Boston,
brings borne to Hancock
county a danger that constantly threatens.
The girls told of the appearance during
the summer of a well-dressed woman at
the summer resort who said she was a
New York dressmaker.
She promised

ness

Pattangall.

WEST BROOKSVILLE.
Fred L. Hawes, of Bradford, N.
town on business.

-^

attorrtisnnmtB.

COUNTY NEWS

EMi

I

EleCUd

COMPLETE VOTE OF HANCOCK COUNTY, SEPTEMBER 14,1914.
8
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For Governor:

•ruitS^dem”!""!.’.”. 15
G«dnerTrot.
Gardner, prog.
...

..

..

~

16 130
9 87
87 14

lw
*
95

iS
’??
31

«
18

M
24
..

?2 ,?I
134 %
42

385

442

14

64

.43

J8
19

35

448 442

133 148 127 57 28 217 125 7 94 84 61 58 132 27 74 19 72 26 9 31 56
89 438 68 30 16 125 106 14 86 58 56 257 106 8 68 53 64 31 31 11 69
13
17
4 11 3
9 23 3 31 29
J 29
10 5 2
1 3 3 8 4

5
9
4

..

3

27

7
5

..

..

7 3
8 27

7
6

3260
3121

139

X

S
8

643

For State Auditor:

O

.uSm^n’dem.

13 !«
9
prog. »

*“hd,™»

Goodrich,

Vx 2?
93

:

87 14
87

™

28 409 466 133 147 128 57 28 220 129 7 94 87 62 60 138 27 74 19 72 26 9 31 56
42 398 389 88 436 69 X 15 122 IX 14 88 56 60 268 102 8 68 53 53 31 31 11 60
14 63 41 13 17
5 11 3
9 22 3 31 29 4 27 10 5 2
1 4 3 8 4 ..

S? ?? ,25
H
42?
19 35

4“ 24

«
16
32

..

3

..

..

3338 288

|5

3050
636

®
15

*£!!!"'")?■

Tbompeon, prog.
For State Senatort:

IB
a
9

1™ 25 IS 4S I4
*7
86 Tl
15 4ff
85 J?
15 32
K

40 9 488
181 109
40 9 *60 68 184 102
13 16 429 78 185 89
13 16 129 ,8 185 70

♦Chatto^rep^.
•Scammon^rep.
Harmon, dam

..

Sherman,dam
Benjamin, prog.9 87
.....

hmery. prog.

H 12
93

£
30

For County-Attorney:
•Maeon. rap. 39 12 lffl 68 198 Iffl
Hurley, dem. 13 17 129 ,6 183 71
For Clerk of Court*:
•Mahoney, rep. 17 16 131
,5 185
Stuart, dem.
Smith, prog. 9 X 14 X

??

..

••
..

<70 133 146 127 58 28 212 131 7 94 89 60 61 137 27 73 19 72 26 8 30 66
386 86 135 64 X 15 129 104 14 86 56 57 259 103 8 67 52 53 31 92 13 60
35 13 18
5 11 3
9 21 3 31 29
3 24 10 5 2 1 4 3 8 4

7

138
rS8
49 38
21 35

59
56
272
256

136
138
101
100
10
21
19
10

27 66 17 67
27 65 17 71
7 90 58 57
8 72 63 54
5
5

2
2

1

1

9 81
31
11
11

36

26
9
31 31
31 81
4 3 8
4 3 8

4
4

..

66
56
80

7
7

X
..

1

73 68 28 94 31 419 393 142 147 126 58 29 222 133 7 93 87 68 61 141 28 75 19 71 25 10 33 56
99 28 14 139 12 403 466 81 136 69 31 14 122 104 14 87 66 50 253 98 7 63 53 64 31 31 11 X

J™ S? }!I 4?J
101 S?
71 ,1?
24
15

32

..

3
2

7
6
..

3346

1

BASS Shoes

7 3233 115
7
5
5

3229
3118

8 28
8 27
3
..

..

634

3

..

..

709

7

3

8

27

0

111

3072

§
X
5
5

7 3333 222
5 3111

0

Q

7 2
8 28
3
..

For Judge of Probate:
•Clark, rap... 48 9 4®> 88 487 483 72 89 22 98 26 477 460 138 147 127 67 27 171 129 7 94 87 63 59 140 27 79 22 72 25 9 31 X
Knowles, dem. 13 17 129 76 IX 71 100 24 14 IX 12 319 398 X IX X 31 15 175 IX 14 X X X 269 101 8 X 48 53 31 31 11 X
19 X 14 47 45 13
Giles, prog. 8 87 14 X ... 32
5 11 4
6 22 3 31 29
17
3 27 10 5 2 1 4 4 8 4

7

3
8 27
3

..

..

7
5
..

3118

§$

XI

7 33X 298
5 3062
..

x

X
X

603

a

For Regieter of Deeds:
•Emery, wp. f0 9 164 89 182 103 74 60 24 98 28 401 423 142 162 127 56 28 220 129 7 94 87 63 60 156 32 74 22 70 24 9 31 58
Leland, dem. 13 16 129 < 6 188 72 99 24 12 137 12 413 426 81 130 66 30 15 123 106 14 86 56 50 269 88 $ 68 52 55 33 30 11 58
19 34 14 61 41 12 17
5 11 3
Means, prog. 0 85 13 93 15 31
7 22 3 31 29 2 27 10 5 2 1 4 4 8 4 ..
..

For Sheriff:

57 33 219 129 H 96 84 63 54 137 29 75 16 72 27 .8 34 55
ZJ ?J 32 98 30 409 487 138 146 129
99 27 7 138 11 387 372 84 136
66 31 10 123 106 11 84 59 57 274 102 6 67 56 52 30 29 10 60
31
16 33 12 69 36 13 17
5 11 3
9 22 2 30 28 3
16 10 5 1 1 4 3 8 2 1

•Silsby, rep.49

H
S £5 M£
Snow, dem. 5 12 129 75 167 72
Wood, prog. 5 89 14 77 15

6

3

9
3

27
..

9 13
6 17
3

..

..

For County Com’r
•Allen, rep. *0 9 163 68 IX IX 73 59 19 X X 386 4X IX 151 IX 57 28 279 129 7 94 87 X 61 IX 28 X 19 74 28 8 31 56
Meddocke, dem. 12 16 IX (5 IX 71 IX 25 17 IX 12 4X 416 X 131 X 31 16 X IX 14 X X 57 X7 102 8 X 63 67 31 24 11 X
19 X 14 X 42
13 »17 5 11 3
5 22 3 31 29 3 27 10 4 1 1 4 3 16 4
Lowell, prog. 9 87 14 IX 15 X

7

3

8
3

27

For County Treasurer:
•Blsiedell, rep. 48

7

3
27

..

Heath,dem.

9
13 16

Burrill, prog.

..

9

162 X IX IX
IX 76 IX 71
87 13 M 15

..

72 X 11
99 M
33

..

6

37

X X 383 410 IX 147 127 57 X 220 127 6 94 87 X X 142 27 74 19 72 X 9 31 X
IX 12 421 442 81 IX X X 14 122 IX 15 X X 57 258 89 8 X 53 53 32 31 11 X
36 U 66 42 12 17 5 11 3 10 23 3 31 29 3 27 10 6 2 1 4 3 8 4

..

8
3

..

..

y

7 3330 251
6 3079
..

|
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(Excepting

REPRESENTATIVES IN HANCOCK COUNTY.
Socialists and Prohibitionists)

-Rep—»/—Dem—«, --Prog->
Plneo
Babbidgc

Morrison
Class 1
888
Eden.
Ricker
Class 2
141
Bncksport...
89
Castine.
24
Dedham
128
Orland.
....

10.

Verona.

188

848

Crosgrore Snowman

1*92
Clant.l
Beckwith
Ambent.
41
9
Aurora.
858
Ellsworth!...
26
MariaviUe.
5
Otis
Trenton.
19
Waltham....
28
No 33J.
7
No 21.
9

187
94
12
98
28

182
23
19
81
12

887
Lord
12
18
899
14
14
83
12
8

287

nae

bides from steers, which you know cannot be

136
Haskell
56
30
40
2

—

644
Class *>
Wescott
Biuehill.
219
Brookiin....
69
BrooksviUe
104
Penobscot...
96
69
Sorry.

Cranberry
Lamoine

I.
...

Mt Desert...
S W Hbr.

Swan's 1.
Tremont
—

1

£>aniel Hayes has sold his
Weymouth, of Bangor, and

90
Heath
33

7* 3429 449

--

—

your individual order.
Another reason for their great durability—and economy
is the na* ed soles.
A sewed sole rarely stands more than one or two balf-soles.
insde to

Shed Water Like

a

Duck’s Back

Not only are Base Shoes marveleusly durable and comfortable, but you may
wear them through muddy roads, marshes and in other damp and wet places,
and know that your feet will be kept dry. They are as nearly waterproof as
shoes can be—mud won’t faze them. They cost $4.00
a little more, perhaps,
than ordinary shoes, but their extraordinary features make them worth a
whole lot more.
—

Sold in Ellsworth by

Century Boot 51l0p.

7
8
..

3312

Mrs. W. H. Brown returned Friday
a visit in Boston with her daughter,
Mrs. Eva Fitz Morris. Mr. Brown was

m

•
09

g

a

Goeernor:

Uaiues,

Curtis,

Morse,
shepherd,
Gardner,

a

if

ft

a

if

IK ns 56
32 62
136
8
16
6
1
i
25
10

g

a

if
so
41
8

..

..

..

2

>e

2

g

S

a

3
-g

a

£

h

S

102
91

442

ao

4
..

6

412
SI
2
43

Auditor;

Callahan,
Sullivan,

hnemark,
Lane.

Goodrich.
Congressman:
Peters,
Pattangall,
Plummer,
hmersou,

Thompson,
Senators;
Chatto,
scammon,
Harmon,
Sherman,
Benjamin,
Htnery,

County attorney:
Mason,
Hurley,

Cterl Courts;

Mahoney,
K“*rt.
South,
Audge Prohate:
Clark,
Knowles,
a

es,

s'0ietry Deeds:

f“ery.
inland,
Mean.,

Shtriff;

[jUehy,

n?°"'

wIM*’
"°°o.

128 181 56 41 100 456 67
92 3S9
85 52 41
119
27
8
8
16
5
2
1
i.
8
41
2
25
11
..

..

182
115
16
,.

9
128
128
119
118
It
12
Uj
117

13s 59 41 103 470
89 886
85 67 40
27
8
8
5
1
1.
35
6
2
18

81

451
453
400
S98

51
53

u2
102

55 40
65
40
68 41
63 41
2

104
101
92
91
6

44

2

6

45

..

..

49

88

7

115 428
79 435
4
81

128 126
119 84
11
27

54 «i
68 40
1

10O 450
92 898
45
5

..

..

40
42
2

98
98
6

423
425
41

189 58
78 59
8
5
20

48
39
*
2

104
90

487
872

88
45
8
1

100 483
94 415
28
42
5

Ill
184
10

124
88
24

148
106
16
9

55
63
..

..

27
5

36

Consmssetower:

B“S“>
SffHOOk*,

^**'ue.
Lowell,

**“•*9

126
121
16
10

118
39
5
26

51
33
2

119
129
W
10

116
97
5
23

48
74
2

39
48
8
2

98
99
7

410
443
26
42

90
118
26

94
84
43

49 81
62 89
7 19

80
96
U

858
890
99

..

52

..

Treasurer:

Bnrrfn4'
BorrllJ,

..

..

82

“•Presentaliee;

geckwith,
Mornng,

the twin sister of

Leonard J. Maddocks,

September 3. They were the
family of six children, having
been born July 27,1827, and they enjoyed
the distinction of being the oldest twins
who died

eldest of

a

in the State. Mrs. Dunham is survived by
three children—Eli Dunham, of Glenburn;
Mrs. Carrie Reeves, of Bangor, and George
P. Dunham, of this place. She had always
enjoyed good health, and had been a
smart and active woman, well liked and
much respected in the community where

always lived.

She

was

ill

a

Tuesday afternoon, Rev. O. J. Guptill officiating. Interment was at Juniper cemetery.
was

held at the

church

44

The Hancock letter
Address, Rev F W Padelford, D D, Sec Educational Board
Maine Baptist Missionary convention
Offering for convention
Special recognition service in appreciation of the renovation of the entertaining house of worship
Preliminary Statement.Rev P A A Killam
Symposium: “The House of God”
(o) “The Service of God’s House,”
Rev Elias Auger
(6) “The Symbolism of God’s House,”
Rev B S Drew
(c) “The Significance of God’s House,”
Rev Frank Dresser
Prayer of Thanksgiving and Re-dedication,
Rev Gideon Mayo
Social hour

Rev Chester T Smith, presiding
the Lord,
Bro A B Leach
Sing
Devotions; business; election of officers;
reports from societies
Solo.Mrs Shirley T Holt
Offering for Young People’s Society
Address..Rev W PSturtevant, State President
Consecration service
unto

Sunrise prayer meeting.Rev W H Rice
Devotional service.Rev Charles Hargrove
Educational society.Rev H M Purrington
Annual sermon..Rev W H Rice
Reading of church letters
FRIDAY AFTERNOON.

Praise service.Mrs S W Treworgy
Women’s Missionary Hour,
Mrs Holt, presiding
Women’s Home Mission society,
Mrs A B Upham
Women’s Foreign Mission society,
Mrs Nina Tuxbury, Japan
Offering for women’s societies
nomination of execof
committees;
Reports
utive committeeman

Address,
Lerrigo, joint secretary
for New England, Northern Baptist
convention
Convention offering
Reading of minutes
Benediction

8

3102
6X

Last

Wednesday evening

Mrs. Abbie W. Staples is very low.
in poor
Miss Margaret Matthew is
health.
Ernest Kay has bought the James Barbour place, and has moved in.

for

a

store.

Man and Money.
“Themistocles preferred an honest
wn
that wooed his daughter before
‘1 would rather,’ aald
• rich man.
Themlstocles, 'have a man that wants
money than money
man.’ "—Plutarch.

that

wants

a

marked in

twenty-one singers from
A singer from Franklin
town.
that
others from Dexter, who
and
happened to be visiting friends in Ellsworth, swelled the number, the combined
choruses numbering nearly fifty voices.
Prof. W. R. Chapman was there to conduct as only Chapman can, and those of the

Capt. Fred Sadler arrived home ill last
Saturday. He left his vessel, the schooner townspeople
in Boston.

road,

was

the Ellsworth festival chorus
as a red-letter night.
It was rehearsal
night, and a pleasure unexpected was the
arrival of an automobile from Bangor
bearing a delegation of the members of
the Bangor chorus, Mrs. Newman, the
Bangor aocompanist, being one of the
number. A little later the automobiles
began to roll in from Bucksport, until the
space in front of the Baptist vestry was
lined up with the cars which brought a
the annals of

of

who

musical treat.

were

present had

a

rare

genius
in the art of creating musical expression
and enthusiasm, he is certainly great,
As

a man

who is

a

ways inimitable. He was esfine
in
the great
Elijah
choruses, and they seemed more majestic
than ever under the swing of his baton.
Ihe earlier numbers were accompanied by
Miss Erva Giles and the later ones by Mrs.
Newman.
At the close of the rehearsal a dainty
buffet luncheon was served under the direction of a committee consisting of Mrs.
John A. Peters, Mrs. Elmer E. Rowe,
Mrs. C. I. Welch and Misses May Bonsey
and Agnes Lord. The table was spread in
the parlor adjoining the vestry, and the
in

many

pecially

C
C

|

the occasion.

Fountain
Pen

at-

After

a

good

Ellsworth Pori.
Ar Sept 15, sch Julia Francis, Portland
Sid Sept 22, sch Julia Frances. Hempstead
Bay, staves, Whitcomb, Haynes & Co
Hancock County Ports.
Franklin—Ar Sept 15, sch George W Collins
Sid Sept 20, sch Geo W Collins, Boston
Southwest Harbor—Sid Sept 16, schs Rhoda
Holmes, bound west; Vineyard, bound west,
Annie Aiuslie for St George, N B
Sid 8ept 18, stm Mohawk
Sid Sept IB, stm Massasoit
Ar Sept 16,* sch Alaska, coal for Henry Clark
Ar Sept 18, sch Minnie Chase, cargo brick
for Henry Tracy
Ar Sept 20, sch Northern Light, cargo brick
for B H Mayo

[

INK-TITE

with
an

NEAL

TIIE

Treat-

ment for alcoholism is

recommended univer-

sally to remove
craving for drink.
Only a few days
from work—absolute

the

LU

“INK-TITE”
FOUNTAIN PEN HERE.

lost

Only

sec-

ont

I’m takan in

(rebate for each

now

pen

The new perfected “Ink-Tite” is the
ONLY self-filling, non-leaking pen
ever offered.
Every Crocker “Ink-Tite” Pen is
guaranteed to be a FAR BETTER PEN
than you have ever known.

recy—no harsh treatment
—full information sent
on

*

We’ll Pay Yon 81.00 for your Old
Fountain Pen. for a short time only,
provided you buy a Crocker

request.

[

HARVARD C. JORDAN,
Watchmaker and Jeweler
Ellsworth,
Mainr
W. I.

Partridge, Druggist,

BORN.
DAMON—At Deer Isle, Sept 19, to Mr and Mrs
Chester Damon, a son.
ELLIS—At Deer Isle, Sept 17. to Mr and Mrs
Lewis C Ellis, a son. [Curtis.]
FOWLER-At Brooksville, Sept 18, to Mr and
Mrs Lemuel O Fowler, a daughter. [Ella
GRAY—At Sedgwick, Sept 10, to Mr and Mrs
Freeman W Gray, a daughter.
LEACH—At Penobscot, Sept 14, to Mr and
Mrs Roy F Leach, a son.
PHILBROOK—At Ellsworth, Sept 12, to Mr
and Mrs Ralph E Philbrook, a son.
STEVENS—At West Brooksville, Sept 18, to
Mr and Mrs Wallace Stevens, a daughter.

THE NEAL
INSTITUTE
PORTLAND,

|

ME.

I

’Phone 4216
147 Pleasant Ave.
Riverton car passes door.

|j

MARRIED.
HUTCHIN80N
AUSTIN
At Brooksville,
Sept 12, by Rev W Bradeen, Mrs Millicent
Hutchinson to John F Austin, both of
Brooksville.
PHILBROOK-GRAY—At Bucksport, Sept 12,
by Rev Henry W Webb, Miss Obito A Philbrook to Harry R Gray, both of Verona.
SMITH-WARREN-At Sedgwick, Sept 12, by
Rev Elisha Sanderson, Miss Ethel L Smith
to Jerry Warren, both of Mtonington.

[latest styles]

DUNHAM—At Ellsworth Falls,
Mary J Dunham, aged 87 year,

Sept 20, Mrs
1

HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES

mouth, 28

days.

FALLS—At Ellsworth, Sept 21, Abbie, widow
of James Falls, aged 72 years, 5 months.
FORD—At Sedgwick, Sept 9, Byron Ford,
aged 74 years, 4 months, 8 days.
GRACE—At Bar Harbor, 8ept 17, Miss Henrietta Grace, aged 69 years, 1 month, 11 days.
GRINDLE —At Augusta, Sept 19, Frank E
Grindle, of Orland, aged 66 years.
IRISH—At Hancock Point, Sept 17. Frank A
Irish, of Brooklyn, N Y, aged 64 years. 1
month, 10 days.
M’CARTHY—At Bangor Sept 17, Catherine,
wife of Dennis McCarthy, of Ellsworth,aged
56 years.
M’GREGOR—At Hancock Point, Sept 24, Miss
Lucinda McGregor, aged 64 years.
OSIER —At Bar Harbor, Sept 21, Albion C
Osier, aged 70 years.
SMITH
At Bucksport, Sept 17, Allen H
Smith, aged 67 years, 8 months, 21 days.
STONE
At Lawrence, Mass, Sept 16, Mrs
Fred W Stone, formerly of Ellsworth, aged
54 years.
SOPER—At Orland, Sept 18, Clara Warren,
widow of Albion K Soper, aged 85 years, 2
months, 10 days.
—

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant
St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 5—5.

FOR SALE IN ELLSWORTH

BY

The newtpaper which hat no uniform
rate for advertising space, and it satisfied to take what it can get for it, <« a
cheap advertising medium, and the advertiser need expect nothing but cheap
reeutte.—Lawrence burg (Ind.) Press.

IRA B. HAGAN, Jr.
Civil
Land

Smith & Head.

Engineer,
Surveyor.

Corrospondance Solicited.
ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME. P. 0. Box 7.

THE—

KLLSWORTH

Steam

CLARION.
Whether it’s

Bad blood,—that is, blood that is
impure or impoverished, thin and
pale,—is responsible for more ailments than anything else.
It affects every organ and function.
In some cases it causes catarrh; in
others, dyspepsia; in others, rheumatism ; and in still others, weak, tired,
languid feelings and worse troubles.
It is responsible for run-down
conditions, and is the most common
cause of disease.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is the greatest
purifier and enrrcher of the blood the
world has ever known. It has been
wonderfully successful in removing
scrofula and other humors, increasing
the red-blood corpuscles, and building
up the whole system. Get it today.

1

Twenty Years' Experience.

Personal attention to all details.
Telephone
or mail orders promptly attended to.

afcfcerttsnnnita.

PURE RICH BLOOD
PREVENTS DISEASE

PLUMBING,
Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.

DIED.

—

Festival Chorus Entertains.

7

q.

7 3253 151
..

Annie.]

Young People's rally,

delegation

Eagle,
Walter Donovan, wife and two children,
2
of Bangor, and Polie Hodglcina, wife and
two children, of Trenton, spent Sunday at
Mrs. Fannie Bowden’s.
115
Capt. W. L. Pratt has moved his household good into Allen C. Holt’s house, and
is keeping house there. He is moving bis
cottage from the ahorb up to the main
18

Organization
Reading of constitution

Mrs.
FBIDAY EVENING.
Mary Jarvis, widow of Othnial
Dunham, one of Ellsworth Falls’ oldest The Word and the Throne.Dea J F Staples
G Mayo
sermon.Rev
Associational
citizens, died Sunday of pneumonia, aged
Mrs. Dunham was Solo.Mrs Holt
eighty-seven years.
Dr P H J

MOUTH OF THK KIVKK.
72

48
89
2

Sunday.

only
days, having been taken down on
funeral
The
week.
of
last
Wednesday

77 893
188 465

59
57

over

few

42
40

121
90
180 180
10
15

Whitneyville

Herbert Nickerson and wife, of Brewer,
spent Sunday with Mrs. Nickerson’s parents, Alfred Smith and wife. Mr. Nickerson returned to his w*ork Monday, Mrs.
Nickerson remaining for a short visit.

she had

..

129
129
85
85
25
25

daughter

from

3

g

and

visited in Cherryfleld from Wednesday until Monday, guests of Herbert
Tucker and wife.

home from

Moderator

FRIDAY MORNING.

Herbert E. Flood

Evelyn

100

The vote in Ellsworth is given in detail

«*

has moved to

Murray and wife and Mrs.
Ladd, of Worcester, Mass., are visit-

Mrs.

h.v wards below:
*•

Mr.

ing relatives here.

4

IN ELLSWORTH.

g

home to

a

William
Annie

16
83

by

touch to

|
S

N
0
N

341

2971
7X

tastefully decorated
foliage, the whole adding

of

;

6 2980
594

fellowship, the visitors
departed with many expressions of appreciation for the welcome they had received.
season

■

..

MARINE LIST.

THURSDAY EVENING.

Madison.

14

is the program:

THURSDAY AFTERNOON.

Appointment of committees

rally

as

Edward F. Flood, of Mclndoes Falls,
Vt., is visiting his father, E. A. Flood.

475

386

FALLS.

observed
Next Sunday will
day in the Sunday school.
be

5

387
Small
45
30
230
68
49
63

567
Runit 11
39
67
120
74
28
73

Clan 7

now

State auditor.
KLLS WORTH

17
5
35

71
82
54

ballots is

despatch from Augusta says that an inspection of ballots of five Bangor w’ards on
Tuesday showed a gain of twenty-seven
for Haines and thirty- seven for Callahan,

13

Following

week.

Devotional service.Led

inspection of the

127
Eaton
14

456
Littlefield
106
76

fig-

in the

A

for

....

made

Hancock.
The eightieth annual meeting of the
Hancock Baptist association will be held
at Hancock Thursday and Friday of this
Held at

so

close-grained, smooth and pliable aa the skins that go into Bass Shoes. That’s
and adapt themwhy Bass Shoes feel so soft and comfortable to your feet
selves to a perfect fit of every part of your foot
jnat aa though they were

?CK>X>OOOOOOOOOOOQOQQOOOO OOOOO >00000000000000000000000

was

room

Meeting of County Organization to be tractive

affecting the result in

on at Augusta in several of the legislative classes in which the results were
close, including the Ellsworth class.
Gov. Haines has asked for an inspection
of the ballots for governor in the cities.

8

Class .5
Eastbrook...
Fracklin....
Gouldsboro
Hancock
Sullivan.
Sorrento
Winter Hbr.

some errors were

going

3

448
Gerriah
12
8?
135
62
88
9
64

the taking of telephone returns and
hurry of tabulating the election returns printed in The American last
In

in the

An

6

238
Holt
26
138
148
131
128
26
61

...

In Revised Figfor Hancock County.

correct.

5
9

LI Plant....

Sedgwick
Stonington..

ures

These figures have now been carefully
revised by mail returns, and checked back
for error* in addition, and as printed elsewhere in this issue, are approximately

5

Wasgatt
130
60
231
25

Class 4
Deer Isle-...

Slight Change* Shown

ures, but nothing
any contest.

8
99

611

BAPTIST ASSOCIATE ON.

autumn

week,

Morang

497
Scott
82
83
70
3

CORRECTED RETURNS.

C

For hard Service
Still other brands

i
VOTE FOR

5

?

—

5

3255 137

J

,

Here’s the Secret

5
V

5

299

3047
617

X

98 28 371 428 IX 148 IX 57 28 219 129 7 94 X 66 X IX 27 73 19 72 23 9 81 56
137 12 384 435 87 131 66 31 16 124 104 14 X 57 74 258 107 8 68 53 54 X 31 11 X
19 X 14 IX 31 13 17
5 11
1 4 3 8 4
3
9 22 3 31 29
1 27 10 5 2

23
13

..

2

8 28
3

..

97 26 380 451 134 147 126 57 28 218 128 7 93 84 62
97 26 331 463 142 147 128 67 28 218 128
7 94 87 62
12 400 400 86 135 67 31 15 122 105 14 86 56 56
12 413 398 80 135 66 31 16 127 106 14 87 56 66
14 60 44 10 17
6 11 3
9 23 3 31 29 3
14 143 45 12 17
5 11 3 10 22 3 31 29
3

70 59 20
99 32 13
97 24 lo

13

26 420
42 389
14 63

^ .?Z
43Z
19 35

23 43

72 52 22

44

86 14

9

84

j

Tbe life of Base Sboea is almost unbelievable, until you try a pair and see
for yourself. Tbe firm hemlock soles wear under hardest conditions twice as
long as tbe average sole. Yet the uppers have given good service after taking
aa high as 8 and 9 half soles.

Bass Shoes are made with vegetable-tanned leather from only the toughest
snd closest-grained part of tbe skins of matured veal. Most of tbe other
makes of shoes you see are made from the whole skins of young, tender calves,
slaughtered for market. You, yourself, know that shoes made from these
skins with their weaknesses cannot stand the strain of rough, outdoor w ear
long enough for $ou to get your money’s worth.

X

For Congretman:
»

42j

j

Like Steel—
I Comfortable as Old Slippers,

-a^cc>S3®oOgjq©^*::*a4®~
«
7 = ! S S
i
3
s j s ^ £ ! ! 5 ; »
^
0034®® x M®aa!pfH>>?zJz
H

a

nace—if it is a
sure

range or a fur

“Ciarion”, it it

to meet every

by the Wood
Bangor. Sold by

Made

J. P.

requirement.
Bishop Co.

Ellsworth.

Bray,

24 fox, 84 mink;
North
Thomas Callahan,
Monroe, N. H., caught 23
fox with Page methods.
Stamp for testimonials and
Warranted
terms.
land,
Bait and
water, snow sets.
scent in pint iars, for sale bv
EDGAR R. PAGE, Orland,
Maine.

caught

gfroftMumal

TEACHERS
vacancies.

No fee

charged for legistration during
July and August.

Send for application blank.
Eastern Educational Bureau,

Suite 410, Eastern Trust Bld’g, Bangor,
Maine.

Fox Trapping
Orland, Me.,

Walter

Bath Rooms.

H. B. ESTEY At CO.
Kstey Building, State St..
Ellsworth. Me

Teachers for fall

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street,

Laundry and

'•NO PAY, NO WASH EE."
All kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called tor and delivered.

<

CommiBBtnn iBmbanta.
|

®aioa.

AlTg iThTs c o t t

WANT

SPECIALTY MADE OP

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL. CLERICAL WORE.
Agent Union Safe Deposit A Trust Go., of Portand, for furnishing Probate and Surety Bondi
Agent Ollyer Typewrtteri typewriter supplies
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Drag

Live

Poultry
and

Store). Ellsworth. Me.

Advertisers in THE AMERICAN
capturing the trade.

art

Farm Produce.

COUNTY NEW>

left Saturday fo

■

re

ing his aunt, Mrs. Hattie Bragdon.
Harold Clifford has returned to Lewis

college

course.

Principal F. A. Morris and wife
procured rent at Arthur Bunker’s.

havi

Geneva Bragdon and France!
have returned to Castine norma

Misses

school.
Misses Julia Macomber and Lola Dyei
went to Yarmouth Saturday to visit Misi
Macomberrs father.
Dana Dyer and wife, with little daughter Maxine, who spent the summer at Seai
Harbor, are home.
Mrs. Harris Bunker

from

carat

Friday to visit
Bragdon and wife.

east Harbor
Lorenzo

visit at the

a

daughter,

Brookline, Mass.,

home in

summer

home

at

Ruth,

Miss

of
“Twixt-tbe
her

her

Sept.

8.

21.
_

COUNTY NEWS.

Northparents,

Miss

Abbie

visiting

here.

Andrew Martin, of Bar Harbor, is visiting his brother Charles.
John A. McKay attended the fair in St. Stephen, N. B., last

McKay

Lee

and

week.

Daniel McKay and Charles Martin who,
with teams, have been working on the
State road in Trenton, are borne.
Miss Elizabeth Tracy, of Ellsworth, is
with her son, A. E. Tracy, while her
daughter, Mrs. Stella Shaw, is visiting in
Boston.
Mrs. C. F. Graves and

Kermet and
Charles, accompanied by her mother, Mrs.
John N. Marshall, returned to her home

covery.
Mrs.

Mrs.

wife at

West Franklin.

was

here last week.

Sept. 21.

recent

Miss

Mrs. C. E. 8cribner, of Green Lake,

sons

Wednesday.

in Brewer last

young

by

is in session, taught

School

Sadie Mulian.

Miss Alta Blaisdell is confined to bei
home with inflammatory
rheumatism.
Her many friends wish her a speedy re-

Ralph Worcester and
daughter, of Penobscot, were
guests of Henry G. Worcester and

of Lamoine, is

Coolidge,

M.
HANCOCK POINT.
Kief’s

Arthur

Gregor,
very
Andy Partridge
is

bought

a

aunt,

ing Sept. 28, by tbe girls ot Mrs. Mitchsewing clasr.
Rev. O. D. Smith, of Ashland, called on
friends her* recently, and alao visited
Hiram Martin Lnnt and
wife, at their summer

CRANBERRY ISLES.

George Stanley
Stanley

is

employed

at

home at Northeast Harbor.

Wilbert Rice has gone toBteuben
to visit relatives.
Mrs.

A social for the Center church and organ was given at Seal Cove ball Tuesday
evening. Sept. 15, by Mrs. R. B. Higgins.
A pleasant time is reported.
N.
Sept. 21.

Mrs. Lena Stanley and two children are
her parents in Beltast.
Mrs. John Hsmor, ot Bangor, has been
the guest ot Mrs. Gilbert Rose brook.

Mrs.

Mc-

low.

brother Kay have
motor boat of Herbert Young.

Miss Rachel

last

the

summer

week

a

day.
The Brooksville high school begins its
first term to-day.

Sunday

returned

with Miaa

Miss Esther Gray has gone to Massachusetts for the winter.

Marjory Harvey.
Master Hillard Hamor, who has been
home for a short visit, has returned to
Bar Harbor to attend school.

Mrs. Elva Greene and daughter Leona
were in Rockland last week.

Llewellyn C. Roberts, of Brooksville, la
doing stone work for L. B. Coombs.
Mr*. Avia W. Gray was taken to destine
to-day for an operation for appendicitis.
Capt. J. P. Hutchinson came home to
bring nia family while his schooner, the
Charlotte T. Sibley, is lewd ing lumber at

Nearly all of the anmroer guests have
left, just a little too early to enjoy the
beautiful September days.
Mrs. Herbert Rice has returned to her
home in Steuben, after being ill at the
pome of Mrs. Wilbert Rice.
Two new houses are being bnilt, one by
Gilbert Stanley and one by Charles Gott,
both to be fine modern homes.

Sept.

Gott and wife are keeping house
Mrs. Julia Spurling’s rent until their
new home ia ready for them.

colors. She remembers
with beautiful bouquets.
Schools

are

in

ing teachers:

her

neighbors

session, with the follow-

High—Prin.

Frank

Morris,

B„ of Old Tpwn; assistant, Miss L. P.
Hodgins A. B., Calais. Ryefield—Grammar, Miss Meta Springer; primary, Miss
Hazel Clark.
Grammar, Miss
Village
Mildred B. Strout, of Bradford, primary,
Miss Marcia Bragdon.
Blast FranklinGrammar, Sidney A. Young, of W’aldoboro; primary, Miss Hazel O. Parker, of
Castine. West Franklin—Grammar, Hester A. Clark; primary, Miss Bernice Johnson, of Sullivan. Egypt—Miss Esteila B.
Dyer. Beechiand—Miss Beatrice Gordon.
South Bay—Miss Beulah Hooper. Georges
Pond—Miss Fedora Woodworth.
B.
Sept. 21.
A.

—

MOUNT DESERT.

Lola M. Crabtree,
Carouse C. Foss,
Alice J. Crabtree.
Committee.

Prank Milan is in Lubec attending high
school.
a

N. T. Morse and wife

M.Crist has returned to Swaith-

Pa.

Mrs. Orville C. Bartlett is teaching at
Beech Hill.
Richmond L. Somes, of Boston, is at
house.

Somes

from Northeast Harbor.
Mark W. Somes
attend a business college.

Boston to

Mrs. Annie Kemick went to Mt. Desert
Ferry last Saturday to see her aunt, Mrs.
Abbie G.*B. Jordan.
Frederick Pailadino and wife have

cottage and returned to Bangor.
Minnie McGary, who has spent the
summer with Mrs. Pailadino, has returned
to Patten.

closed their

Prank E. Abbott and wife have returned
to their home in Cleveland, O.
Misses Irvine, Robinson and Panniel
have returned to Norfolk, Va.
George Clark, formerly of this village,
now of Massachusetts, is visiting here.
Frank L. Towne and wife have returned
Dover, after visiting in town.
Miss Mary E. Lawson is at her cottage.
She has just returned from Prineville, Ore.
Miss Addie Hart, of Brewer, has resumed
her duties as teacher of the primary
school.
Roscoe H. Hysom and A. C. Fernald, jr.,
left Tuesday for Orono, to attend the University of Maine.

Miss Helen Brown has returned from
Ellsworth, where she visited her sister.
Mrs. Ralph Royal.
Mrs. Ida Somes Downing has returned
to Harrisburg, Pa., after visiting her old
home for two months.

Mrs. Edward de Selding and daughtei
gone to Northeast Harbor

Henrietta have

here.

Freeman O. Stuart has returned to bit
West Newton, Mass., after a few
weeks spent at Rev. J. N. Walker’s.
home in

Prof. Joseph Jastrow and wife have re'
turned to Madison, Wia., after the sum'
mer at the Somes cottage, “All’s well.”
Friends of R. H. B. Fernald are glad t(
see him out, after being laid up by inju
ries in a runaway accident two weeki
ago.

John B. Pine and family have returner
to New York after spending the summei
at their cottage on Bar island, Somei 1
Sound.
A. O. Norton, wife and daughter Pris

Sept. 21.

Are.

FRENCHBORO.
Mrs. Cora Lunt is visiting in Bar Harbor.

Joseph Cornell,

wife

Miss Abbie Davia, who spent the summer with her parents, has gone to Burlington, Mass., for the winter.
Clinton B. Teel and wife have moved to
Vinal Haven. Alice Ross and Raymond
Teel have gone to stay awhile with them.
G.
Sept. 12.
_

NORTH SULLIVAN.

a

large

G.

j

Mias Vase, of

teacher.

ployed
has

Miss

of the K. M. C.
interesting talk in the church

Baker,

a

deaconess

S., gave
Sunday evening.
an

group institute will be held here
Wednesday of this week, under the direction of the Methodist Sunday-school
board. An interesting program has been
A

arranged.
Sept. 21.

H.

Mrs. Fred Bean and children

two years

by

has

the

been

TRENTON.
Frank Urquhart has
Harbor.

returned to Bar

Frank Spratt and Harry Davis
Bluehill last week.

Brewer Ice Co.,

moved to Franklin.

one

—don't wait—It may lead to serious luni
trouble, weaken your vitality and develop
Get a bottle of Dr
chronic lung ailment.
King's -New Discovery to-day: it la pure ant
harmleaa—use It freely for that fall cough o
cold. If Baby or Children are aick give it tt
them, will relieve quickly and permanently
It aoothea the irritated throat, lungs and ai
passages. Loosens Phlegm, is antlaepcic ant
fortifle* the system against colds. It sure);
prevents cold germs from getting a hold
Guaranteed. She. and gl.OB at your Druggist

Mrs. Mary Lunt and granddaughter,
Blanche Bridges, after a visit with Mrs.
Lnnt’s daughter, Mrs. Howard Linscott,
have returned to Ellsworth.
Spec.
Sept. 14.

in

Mrs. Frank Spratt, who has spent the
here, has returned to Bar Harbor.

summer

has

an

cis

are

visit-

_

CENTER.
Jacob Butler, ol Owl’s Head,
Inst week.

was

in town

_

Joseph Murphy
from

and wife

Mrs. lie Lin Mitchell will go to Tinker’s
for a lew weeks with Mrs. H. B.
Mitchell.

have returned

Islsud

Boston.

Koyce Linscott, who has been employed
at Bar Harbor, is home.
George Newman and wife spent the
week-end In

Your correspondent wishes to correct
a mistake in last week’s items—Mr.
Chapman ia the oldest grandson of Mrs. A. K.

Southwest Harbor.

Turner, not
Sept. 18.

Hollis Linscott and wife and Howard
and wife went to Ellsworth Sunday by automobile, accompanied by Mrs.
Nelson Bridges, wbo has spent a week
with her sister, Mrs. Howard Linscott.
A.
Sept. 21.
Liuacott

Capt. Willard Staples, of Atlantic, was
here recently with a party-Capt. Staples
and wife, Seth Stockbndge and wife,
•obn Proctor and Miss Mary Stockbridge,
of Revere, Mass.

Mrs. Rodney Eaton, ot Little Deer Isle,

Sept.
home

19.

Chips.
__

Friday,

yachting.
Rodney Eaton, ot Little Deer Isle,
building a launch for M. P. Eaton.
Mrs. Emma lllsley, of Chelsea, Mass.,

8.

and wife, of Brooklin,
visited relatives here this week. Capt.
Amos W. Staples took them to Brooklin.

REACH.

arrived

only grandson.

GOTT’8 ISLAND.

Mrs. Myrtle Lowe, who has been quite
ill, is better.
is visiting here.
Arthur An ms

the

George Staples

MARIA VILLE.

from

Mr. and Mrs. Wiswell, of Ellsworth,
here, and will live with Mrs.
W is well’s parents, Stephen Rankins and
wile.

is

have moved
is

guest of Mrs. Winfield Greenlaw.
F. D. Eaton arrived home Saturday from
Mew Haven Conn., where be has been

yachting.
were

on

ing in Unionville.
Sunday, Sept. 27, will be observed as
rally day in the Asbville Sunday school.
Nearly everyone attended the Sunday
Khool picnic Saturday at Schicffeliu'n
point.
Mrs. Gladys Bragdon and children, ol
Eastbrook, were recent visitors ot Mrs,
Fanny Leighton.
PHCEBE.
Sept. 19.

em-

the

_

shed

ASH VI LEE.

Octavia.]
who

is at

Cole

gone to

has

Man-

chester to teach.

Mrs. Cora Alien, of Idaho, la visiting
cousin, J. F. Staples.

8ep,-,9‘__

her

Mrs. C. L. Stnrtevant and family
returned to Washington.

WEST

have

were

Miea Julia Grindle it home
from iw
lale.

Victor Friend, of Melrose,

Leslie and

Mas#.,

in town

Nunu

SEDGWICK.

Leroy Garter la ill of typhoid fever.

Mrs. (jardner Carter has opened Eggemoggin Inn for the winter,

Miaa Elizabeth Gray has
returned horn,
from Haven.

Sunday.

Dr. Herbert Smith and Mias Smith have
returned to Washington, D. C.

Martin Peaalee has
Mackie Broa.

Misses Bernice and Winifred Staples
visited at Buckeport last week.

Paris Carter has moved his
famili "
Black’s corner.

employment

•t

Walter Crockett has moved his (amity
one of Mias Batch's cottages.

Mra. Watson Gray's sister,
children, is visiting her.

into

win,
1,1

Mrs. Baker ie working for Mrs.
Gooden1
North Brooksville.

Miae Charlotte Everton, ol Boston, is
goeet of Mrs. Wallace Smith.

the

Miss Msdella Small, of Sedgwick, waa
the guest of Misa Musa Dollard last week.
Mrs. Grace Morse, of Waltham, Mass.,
is visiting bar cousin, Mias Martha Stan-

and

lay.

with two

Mrs. Iillian Wilson and
family n««
her old homestead.

school at

moved back to

Della Gray, Jennia Staples,
Mary Ktnlll
Martha Carter are
attending high

Mrs. M. E. Tsvlor has returned from
Rockland. She waa accompanied by her

Sedgwick.

A grange

picnic was
Bept. 12. The fine day

Mrs. Merle Sampson and Miss Bamlord,
Lynn, Mass., sre st their cottage at
Haven.

Gray'

ol

Wetssi

Mrs. Johnson, who has teen visiting her
daughter, Mrs. H. M. Pease, has returned
to Isleeboro.
Dr. Waterman, of Boaton, who has purthe J. B. Baheon farm, came Saturday with bia family.

chased

a short time
returning to Colby college. He has
spent the summer at Cape Cod.
Charles WakeSeldand family, ol Somerville, Maas., who have been visiting Mrs.
Adelslde Marks, returned home Saturday,

held it Oik
g,0„
drew many.

After
dinner,
was carried sat
si
follow.: aong, by all; address.
Mrt
Joanna Durgain; music, Miaa Kona
drill, Misses Grace aud Nellie Stover, Mrs
Josephine Gray, Mra. Mildred
.Mieses Helen, Martha and Font
Guy.
duet, Mra. Phebe Weasel tnd Grace
Stover;
conundrums;
muaic, Mrs
Goodeli; autumn song, Mrs. Durgsm and
Mra. Weasel; remark., Mrs. Florence
Peaalee; Koacoe and James Grsy; recitation, Miaa Grace Stover; picnic song, by
Hoaa
all;
story,
Grindle; singiag.
The rest of the atteraoeo
“America.

sister.

fine program

a

Fred Herrick teat home for

j

M iss

Mrs. 8.8. Foster, of Dorchester, Maas.,
is spending a few weeks at her summer
home here. Mr.
Poster will join her
later.
Charles Curtis and family, ot Milton

t

Mr. Woodworth and family have moved
here, and are at the home of Mrs. Belle
Carter until necessary repairs can be
made on the Irving Carter house, which
they will occupy.
Sept. 1L
F.
EGYPT.

gone

-day workers and night workers—and often,
at the appointed hoar for each to report for
duty, hare we listened ia vain for the familiar
footsteps and the ever cordial greeting.
To-day bis associates in the composing
and his friend* on the editorial staff are
sorrowing over what seems to us the untimely death of Benjamin F. Thomas, for a
long time an employee of the /Vest, and of
all those the blessed memories of whose comroom

panionship sometimes bring a longing "for
the touch of a vanished band" none will he
missed more.
Mr. Thomas was thirty-seven years of age,
and was the son of David P. and Anna
(Daniels) Thomas.
He became connected
with the Frsa* when a boy, and
gradually
worked his way up in the composing room
until he became a linotype operator and was
considered on* of the most efficient In the
city. He was a member of Portland Typographical union. Xo.M. and was appointed a
member oft the committee in charge of th«
arrangements for the entertainment of the
New England Typographical union in this

i

was spent in playing games.
In the enning a dance was given; mnsic by Atherton's orchestra.
Sept. a.
X

_

SEAL COVE.
Mrs. Mary Flye, of Florida, is visiting
her sister-in-law, Mrs. Hannah Heath.
Mr. Moore and wife, ot Dedham, spent
last week with Mrs. Moore’s brother,
R. L. Latty.

in town last week.

J. F. Clark and daughter, Sophia Savage, were in Bangor to attend the reunion
of Mr. Clark’s regiment.
Sept. 21.
M.
_

SALISBURY COVE.
School

opened Sept. 14, Miss Myrle
college.
Sleeper, of Bar Harbor, teacher.
21.
Y.
Sept.
Leon L. Smith, with his wife and son,
There will be a sale and entertainment spent a few days last week in Portland.
BLLEHILL FALLS.
A. T. Conary is catching some herring in at Seal Cove Saturday afternoon and even- Capt. P. H. Young, Mrs. Smith’s father,
his weir.
accompanied them.
Childreu’s Richness Dae to Worms.
Walter J. Rich and family hare returned
8«Pt-1»K.
Your child will not be sick if you rid the
to Cleveland, O.
nomaoh and bowels of Worms.
Kickapoo
BIRCH HARBOR.
Sept. 14. _Cbcmbs.
Worm Killer will do it quickly and surely.
Makes the worms let go their hold while the
Harry Bennett and family, who have
Hives, eczema, itch or salt rheom sets you gentle laxative medicine removes them been visiting here, left Friday for Lacrazy. Cant bear the touch of your cloth- through the bowels. It tones up the system, moine to spend a week before
returning to
ing. Doan's Ointment cures the most oh- gives appetite and promotes sleep. Pleasant their home in
Somerville, Mass.
All druggists to take—Children like it. Guaranteed. Only
stfoate cases. Why suffer?
25c.
at
sell it.—Adet
your Druggist.
Sept. 21.
C.
The girls ot Mrs. H. 8. Mitchell’s sewing class were pleasantly entertained
Saturday afternoon at her home.

_

Sept.

among the men who work in the newspaper
office*.
For several seasons he had been a
member of the Night Owl bowling league,
and he always had a prominent
part in the

preparations for the annual banquet* of that
organization.
Everyone who ever formed hi* acquaintance liked him from the first, and bia friends
knew that whenever they met
himtbey would
receive as kindly and cheery a
greeting as
could wish for. His character was irreHe stood alwaya for the best
proachable.
things in life, and we shall miss him more
and more as the days go by.
Tbirteen years ago Mr. Thomas married
Mias Eleanor Osgood, of
Surry. and besides
hi* wife, be leaves one son,
Carroll, aged
eleven years, his parents, two brothers
David Thomas. Jr., and E. L. Thomas, and
four sistera-Miss Mollie Thomas, Mrs. B. A.

one

—

Morrill,

Miss Sarah Thomas and Mrs. E. B.

Wood.

8TONINOTON.
Miss Ethel
Thomaston.

Tburlow

la

teaching in

Harmon Davie and wife, of
Rockland,

are

in town.

Harvard college.
Misses Edith Bilver and Ruby Small are
at Farmington normal school.
Mrs. L. M. Henderson, of Bt.
John,
N. B., is the guest of Mrs. Oalen
ter

A

14*

j

j

BLCEHLLL.
XKMOHUI. REAOLCTIOS*.

UVmii The Grand Sire of the t'Diverse
has called from this lodge to the celestial
lodge above our beloved brother, Edward J
Hinckley, therefore be it
Absolved, That in the death of Brother
Hinckley. Mountain Rebekah lodge has lost
SKtlve and faithful worker, the town s
conscientious and efficient public Mrrrani,
the community a publlc-apirited rod chariuble citUeti and hia family a levin* husband
and kind talker; be it further
Aeaoived. That aa a further exprvesion of
our
charter be
draped in
eastern
our
of thirty day*; that*
mourning fora
an

period

page at ear records be dedicated to h:« meabe
ory, and that a copy of these resolutions
aent to the bereaved family and to The Euswoaru Americ an for publication.
Plorenck M.
Bellau D. Osoooo,

I

I

f

Forrest B. B»ow,

Commutes.

city neat Jane. He had a real host of friends
it. this vicinity, and was one cf the moat
ardent baseball fans and lover* of
bowling

have closed their summer borne
Charles Mosley, wife and little son, Mass.,
M. E. Scammon and wile are
Misa Annie McKenzie has gone to
here and returned to Milton.
visiting
BingThey were
Charles, of Bar Harbor, recently visited accompanied
their parents.
ham to teach.
by Miss Edna Damon.
their grandmother, Mrs. N. J. Mosley.
L.
Mrs. N. G. Hardison, of Eaatbrook, was
Florian Arey will leave this week to enSept. 19.
May.
Sept. 21.

NORTH LAMOINE.
Mrs. L. J. Bragdon has had a telephone
installed in her house.
Miss Gertrude Bragdon has gone to
West Sullivan to visit her cousin. Dr. H.
A. Holt.
Lester Young will leave Wednesday for
Waterville to resume his studies at Oolby

1

Haven.

Letlie Fly* and O. L. Flye enter- j
tained at whist Saturday avening. Sept.
BROOKS V1LLE.
12.
First lady’s prize was won by Mrs. j
A. P. Bunker, who has been visiting T. C. Stanley; gentlemen’s
Lewis H. BUliogs has gone to Yioitprize, Weston
relatives and txiends in Bangor and Birr Uott and T. C. Stanley; consolation prizea, haven to work.
Mrs. Naomi Allen and Granville Pbtllipe.
Harbor, is home.
J. E. Bowden is having an addition
Mu-lc and dancing followed.
Rev. William Morrison and wifs, who
bollt on his house.
Use Femme,
Sept. 21.
hare been here this summer tor Mr. MorSchool commenced Sept. 14; Mias Bearison's health, have returned to BiddebCHKY.
trice Roberts, teacher.
lord.
A TB2BVTK.
Mis# Olive Cousins, hss gone to RockGem.
Sept. 14.
The Portland Prsse pays tribute to land to
attend school.
Benjamin F. Thomas, one of its emMrs. Foster Obsr is at borne from Cape
EDEN.
ployees, who died recently while visiting
Rosier, where she has been employed.
Bion Jordan lain Waltham on business. his wife’s
parent*, E. N. Osgood and wife,
J. Walker Baboon, of Washington, D.
Sigfrid Hansen and wife were guests ot in Surry:
arrived Saturday to spend his vacation
Mrs. A. B. Grant last week.
In an establishment Hke ibe /V«» office, CM
with hia family, at their summer home.
Mrs. Flora Allan and J. H. Thomas snd where loyalty to the paper and the friendly
intercourse and hearty co-operation of emMrs. Millieeut Hutchinson, only dragswile were in Cherry held last week.
;
ployees in all department* are such that these ter of Charts* Young and wife, wn marCapt. H. W. JeUison, who has been in people have become like one big family, the
ried to John G. Austin, of Went BrooksTampico the past eighteen months, i» passing from their midst of one whose presvilla, at the home of her parents, Saturhome.
ence they will not know again this side of the
day evening. The bride ass charmingly
of
the
shadow
little
less
grief
valley
brings
Mrs. Carolina Richards is with her
than that when a member of one's gowned in white silk with a roseate of
poignant
[laughter, Mrs. Vernon Wasgatt, at Bar own household answers the call from some orange blossoms. Mr. and Mrs. Austin
left Sunday in W. E.
automobile
Harbor.
Tapley’s
“green hill far away". Within the past few for their home at West
BroowsviUe.
V.
Sept. 18.
one after another has
out from us

—

Linscott,

Mra. Mary Robbina, ol
Dorotao
Maaa.. is a gueat ot Mrs. Violet
Q„„
came with the remains
o[ her ,on'
”
was drowned at
Portsmouth l„.
Burial was in the family lot
at Booth rw
**'
lale.

Winterport.
Alfred Harding, of Washington, D. C.,

years

daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs
Hollis
Linscott
Aug. 22
[Kathlyn
A

Lester

EZ"
The»°

j

ell.

Caatine.

19.

Chicago,

a

Everett Giles and Wilbur McCollum
attending high school in Franklin.

carpenter work.

School began Sept. 11;

Miss Amelia Oott is in Calais,
Homer Stanley la attending school In
Bsngor.
Earl Kane is employed in a cannery at

before

Percy Jordan and Waiter Googins
painting aha school buildings.

_

Ernest Haskell and Wallace Clark have
returned to the U. of M.

_

Stop That Tint Fall Cough.
Check your tall cough or cold at

Amos Googlns is building
barn.

Ellsworth and Hancock, is house accompanied by ber sister, Mrs. Nelson Bridges.

kins homestead.

to East

summer

as

S.

EA8TBKOOK.

Mrs. Nellie Quinn, of Eagle island, is
visiting here.
Levi Gray has moved his family to the
home of bis father, John Gray, srho is in
failing health.
Mrs. N. H. Bragg, of Bangor, will build
a cottage on Indian Feint.
Maurice Gray

Frank L. Hodgkins, wife and daughter
Lois, and Harry 8. Parsons and Amelia R.
Gould, all of Bangor, and Howard Hodg-

Miss Sylvia Gray is attending high
school at Northeast Harbor.

the

in

EAGLE LAKE.

School commenced Sept. 7; grammar
teacher, Marie McLaughlin; primary, Rev.
P. G. Prescott.

spending

building

Edward Hutchins is building

Sept.

re-

after

8ep»-lL

hennery.

MARLBORO.

and two children
have returned to Boston.

Rev. H. H. Leavitt and family have
turned to Somerville, Mass.

is

Hattie Bell is visiting

well-

Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Doran, of England,
came here last week.
Mr. Doran i* to be
tbe regular pastor of the
Methodist
church.

Congratulations are extended Shirley
Thompson and bride. Mrs. Thompson
was Gertie Dunton, of this place.
the
kins, wife and sons, Raymond and Dana,
Mrs. Jessie Linscott, after a few days in
of Hancock, spent Sunday at the Hodg-

Mrs. Hollis R. Hysom has returned to
Cambridge, Mass.
Joseph Carter has moved his family back
has gone to

Bay

an

a week, going to Bar
Harbor, Portland, Kennebuuk and other
places.

Crest hotel baa closed.

Hugh Msnson

on

are

earned vacation of

G.

_

and Carlisle Stockbridge
to Deer Isle to enter high

have gone
schbol.

Edith Howard it working for Decatur
Gray, a
Judson Davis ia working for Alvarado

Sept. 14.

John Hardy is home, after a* absence of
year and a half.
Alvah Pray

CAPE ROSIER.

if'?’*

_

SWAN’S ISLAND.

Mrs. Charles Spurting, jr., and three
children, of Calais, who have spent the
summer here, have returned home.
Rooney.
Sept. 14.

will do the

Miss

college.
Mrs. H.

publication.

Rev.

Richard O. Allen has entered Bowdoin

more,

of P.,
spirit
to a higher exHe has entered the beautiful hunting
grounds, where sorrow and death are known
no more forever.
Resolved, That to the family of our deceased
brother, we extend our deepest sympathy,
and bid them look to Him who has recorded
in His holy speaking leaf, “Blesaed are they
that mourn, for they shall be comforted.”
Resolved, That our charter be draped in
mourning for thirty suns, that this memorial
be written in our records, a copy sent to the
family, also to Tax Ellsworth American for

brother, John M. Oakes,

istence.

C.

21.

Charles

at

council,

our

j

Gardiner.

Percy Hanscom and little son Frank Edward, with L. C. Bragdon and wife^ieft by
Gray.
automobile Sunday for Glen, N. H., to
Mell Atkins and brother Elmer, with
Irving Gray has moved his family to
visit Mr. Hanscom’s home people.
their wives, and Mrs. E. K. Baker, all of
Portland.
Thursday a party chaperoned by Mrs. Bangor, spent Sunday with C. A. Penney
The hotels are closed after a successful
D. O. Campbell went by automobile to the and wife.
summer.
of
Mrs.
Effie
on
the
Macomber,
bungalow
Harry Crimmin, of New Hampshire, and
Donald Prentiss will build a bungalow
shore of Mollasses pond.
Dinner was his
mother, of Bangor, recently called on
at Weir cove.
served under the trees. The view comMrs. Crimmin’s daughter, Mrs. Lucy Ball.
Mr. Cummings is lumberiDg on the
pelled admiration. The colony of cottag- They were called to East brook to the fuers had departed, regretfully, too, for they
neral of Will Crimmin, whose remains Hiram Green pffcoe.
thoroughly enjoyed their sojourn among were brought from Vermont.
Mr. Primrose and family, of Boston, are
the hilis.J
visiting Adiena Black.
Sept. 21._E,
Mrs. H. P. Blaisdell easily ranks high as
Stanley Gray, ot Haverhill, Maas., made
HANCOCK.
a home-florist, her plot of dahlias standa short visit here last week.
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
than
her
and
higher
ing
head,
producing
Prof. Duggan has closed the Blake cotThe Great Spirit has again visited Eli nee
large quantities of brilliant bloom. Gerof tage and returned to New Ys*k.
D.
and summoned the
aniums, out-doors sad in, vie with each
other in beautiful clusters of various

BROOKS VILLE.

months'vacation. Sev.»,,
thia chapter will attend the
school 01 **'
struction in Camden
Bept. 28.
A cottage at Bea
Hill, owned bv
Knowlton and occupied
by Denni,
was burned last
Tuesday. Most
“*
household goods was saved.
small insurance

BKOOKLIN.

Misa Kacbel

Tbe last boarders apGray’s Inn left to-

Miilard Spurling’s,

Mrs.

left Sunday.
Miss Yincie Bunker
from Krooksville, after

and

Dr. Marshall and wife and Mrs. Saunders, of Bangor, called on Mrs. C. A. Penney one day last week.

Field,

boarder to leave

BOCTH

artertwo

CUUJiTI JN-ttWP.

ell’*

visiting

FRANKLIN ROAD.

Boyd Blaisdell and wife spent Frida:
Saturday in Bangor.
Miss Baker, deaconess, will speak at th<
Methodist church Friday evening.
James Hartwell, of Bar Harbor, is visit

Dyer

the Acorn

st

Hills”.

and

his

for her

after

Rev. M. A. Gordon and family have
turned to Randolph.

resume

season

P. Gfltenougb left Thurs-

Mrs. Charles

day

here.

wife

the

cottage.

FRANKLIN.

ton to

spending

after

Mrs. Evelyn Clough, of Boston, is visit

ing
Guy Miller and
Dorchester, Mass.

returned to Cambridge, Mass.,

cilia have

SOUTH BUEHY.
Willard Treworgy in meting improveme*U about hia buildings.
Carle A. Bonsey ban gone to Cnarlestos
t*enter

Higgins claaaicai

institute.

Mrs. Copp, who ha» been employed it
V. H. Harden's, has returned to U■some.

PhUjP

Mrs. Wilder bas taken her son
Newton, Maas., to attend school.
She will return in a lew days.
Among summer visitors leavine l«»t
were Dr. E. C. Briggs and wife, torl'besnat
Hill, Mass.; James H. Jamorin. Hsmpton
Ismilf.
Falls, N. H.; Dr. C. P. Briggs »nd
Lexington, Mass.; Henry K. M. Thuritoo
Cal. Mr. snd MB.
and wile, Los

home to

Angeles,

*.

Thurston will visit friends at Sargentvi
Lieter.
Gloucester, Mass., and Derry snd
M
N. H., on their way. This is their
visit home sinoe going eway six yearssf*
Sept. 14.

__TkaMF

NORTH PENOBSCOT.

visited
J. P. Haney, ot Bangor, recently
friends bare.
latt«
Mr. Sheeby and Mr. Anderson,
meeting*
Day Saints, bave been bolding
tbe grange hall.
*cl’1*
Della Hatch is attending tbe high
i» *tlen
in Bar Harbor, and Doris Hatch
ing the Castine normal.
in "
Chrystal Hutchins is teaching

‘“j

terport; Amy Sprague in Frankfort,
u
Christina Hatch in Brookiin.
The selectmen and road
commissioner
Sept. 14._
are putting in a section of State
aid road
around Mill Hill.
WEST 8URRT.
bss
N Gr. George B.
Noyes and wife are visitMrs. Frank WiUins, who
ing their daughter, Mrs. A. V. Tompkins critically ill, is better.
in Balt Point, N. Y.
b*
Mrs. Granville Saunders, who
Herbert Phillips and wife, of
Bethel, in poor health some time, is impro'
Tr“°
Vt., are vUiting Mrs. Phillips’ parents’
Samuel Kitfleld and Mrs. LU*>‘
John Tyles and wife.
son,
of Oriand, were guests of her
Miss Nettie
Buckminster, assistant Trundy, last week.
postmaster, is on a vacation in Portland
ol
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Burriil,
j
and vicinity. Miss
Mary Eaton it sub- are receiving congratulations on
stituting for her.
U.
ot a daughter, bora Sept.
^
Juanita chapter, 0. E.
8., opened Sept. 14,
Sept. 21.
Noyes.

£

|

-——I
*

I

I

kittkry to caribou.
Five (rime
buildings containing seven
stores, at East Machias, were burned list
With Bn •SSfegate loss ol
£5,000. The village was
seriously threatened until
help arrived from Machiaa and
Machiasport. The heaviest individual
loeewas that ot F. W.
Kingsley, druggist,
fOaOOO.

^.c^fSd.ay'

I
«

BORAX

for the typhoid fly

lt» Brooding
A Method For Preventing
In Horoo Manure.
by United State* department
*rPreDnred
of agriculture.]
AO a result of experiments the speof the department of agricul-

tlallsts

discovered that a small
ture have
ordinary borax sprinkled
of
unonnt
will effectively prefatty on manure
ef the typhoid or
vent the breeding
the same substance
tioase fly- Similarly
refuse, open toilets,
applied to garbage,
crevices In stables, celdamp Boo™ and
will prevent fly eggs
jara or markets
Borax will not klil the
from hatching.
adult fly uor prevent It from laying
use wUl prevent
eggs, but Us thorough
my further breeding.
The investigation, which Included exwas
periments with many substances,
undertaken to discover some menns of
of flies In
preventing tbe breeding
borse manure without lessening the
value of this manure as a fertilizer for
oae by the farmer.
As a resuU of experiments carried
In Virginia,
on at the Arlington farm.
and New Orleans, the Investigators
found that 0.02 of a pound of borax,
or 0.75 of a pound of calcined colemanIte (crude calcium borntei would kill
tie maggots and prevent practically
all of tbe flies ordinarily breeding in
eight bushels of horse manure from
developing. This was proved by placing manure In cages and comparing
the results from plies treated with
Tbe
borax and from untreated piles.

Governor Haines indicated one ot his
appointments to the new public utilities
commission to take place as soon as the
bill goes into eltect. Former
Congressman Samuel W.
Gould, of Skowhegan, will
succeed the late Hon.
Joseph Williamson,
the democratic member.
The governor desired to name Edward W.
Wheeler, a Brunswick attorney, as chairman to take
the
place ot Luere B. Deasy, who declined to
serve, but discovered that Mr. Wheeler’sposltionon tbo governor’s council
prevented.
W iliiam B.
Skelton, of Lewiston, is the
other member.
It is understood that
George F. Giddings, clerk of the railroad
commission, which will be abolished by
the public utilities
commission, will be
named as clerk ot the new
body.
Hon. Fred E. Richards, president of the
Union Mutual Life Insurance
Co., of Portland, bas resigned from the office after
than

more

twenty

years of

efficient

ser-

vice.
Mrs.

Althea O. Quimby, of North
has been elected president of the
Maine W. C. T. U. in place of the late Mrs.
L. M. N. Stevens.

Turner,

Edward H. Chase, a well-known citizen
of Ucxter, and a former
postmaster there,
dropped dead of heart disease Friday.

COUNTY NEW8
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Fred Robbins, of Heron Neck
light, is visiting her mother, Mrs. Eliza
Robbins.
Mrs.

Mr.Kaighn, with Mrs. Mclnnis and
family, left for Philadelphia last Friday.
The Inmans will go soon. Miss Margaret
Cameron and her sister,
Mrs. Gilbert,
leave for New York Tuesday.
The rest
of the family at the Cameron cottage will

Dora

are

visiting

at

Percy Grover’s

Ed-

in

Mrs. Martin A. Garland, of Lakewood,
visiting her mother, Mrs. Martha
Warren.

ft Shoe Polishes

is

Harry Grant

port, returned borne

friend, of BucksSaturday, after a few

days’ hunting. They

were

ville

and

FINEST QUALITY

guests

of

Jettison and wife.

were

Walter Cutherbertson and wife, of Ban-

hunting. Her sister and husband, George
Graves and wife, of Lamoine, joined them
for the week-end. They were guests of
their mother, Mrs. Henry E. Brawn.
Davib.
Sept. 21.

softenT?

PRESERVES

Dunton,

been

at

working

in

Wilson Jordan hue gone to Pittsfield to
Central institute.

enter the Maine

SUEDE, and CANVAS SHOES. In round white cakes
packed In zinc boxes, with sponge, 10c. In handsome, large aluminum boxes, with sponge, 25c.
If your dealer doe* not keep the ktnd you want, send as
the price In stamps for full sise package, charges paid.
WHITTEMORE BROS. A CO.,
20-20 Albany Street, Cambridge, Maas.
The Oldest and Largest Manufacturers of
Shoe Polishes in the World.

Miss Belle Moore, who has been at M.
K. Haslem's for a week, has returned to
Ellsworth Falls.
Howard Giles, who has been in town
to

his borne

The MisBes Clour and M. H. Clour and
wife, of Brookline, Mass., are guests of E.
K. Thayer and wife at their bunglow at
Webb’s pond.
Mrs. Bertha Haslem, while taking her

ftailroaba anti Steamboats.

to school recently, met a
cubs.
Her horse became
and
Mrs. Haslem returned
frightened,
home, leaving the road for Mrs. Bruin
and family.
bear and

Sept.

two

QUARRIES, FACTORY LOCA-

H.

21.

TIONS, MILL SITES,

An Epicurean Fanoy.
"We often leurn a great deal

by

and CAMPS
Located

riGB U6EU IN

THE CHEMICAL
Of MANURE

TREATMENT

give opportunity to those desiring to make
a change in location for a new start in life.

Unlimited

Await

j

SOME

pffrNl
Id

BEE

WISDOM.
t-1 )

an apiary the flrst thing
considered la the selection of a
•“■table location for the hives. This
• onld be
in some open or nearly open
W>ce where there will be no Overhang'S brunches from
trees to interfere
ta the operation of the
apiarist, contalent to some building to be used as
shop for preparing and storing hives
“
“PPsratus. and near enough to the
086 to he
easily watched In swarrntime, and, above all. In a place aulfl“tly level to make It easy to get
“taod the hives and
keep the grass
WW about and around them.
»
only weak colonies that become
"waaly affected by the bee moth,
“•f may become weak because the
ta old. Injured or dead. A new
,houl<1 therefore be placed In the
tat
* hive.
The best way to get the
Queen Is to transfer a comb contag a qneen cell from a strong coly to the
weak one.
Such a comb
“tala be tilled with
brood as well as
b qneen
cell
If there Is also
In the comb so much the

t0

by

of

bor,

Northeast

Wheelwright,
enjoyed. Refreshments
by the Busy Bees.

Mrs.

was

served

Harwere

Rooney.

Sept. 2L

starting

,UegD

S.
darn

h*0

j^taty

J^y^P

s. Scam m on

is

having Great

Pond

repaired.

Norman Smith

has

gone

to Tenants

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Nothing Better

CHANGE OF

than bread and butter
when the bread is made
from William Tell Flour.
—

SCHEDULE

Nothing more wholesome,
either, or a better food for
growing children, because
William Tell is made from
Ohio Red Winter Wheat,
richest in nutritive value.
Milled by a special process,
William Tell goesfarther. More

Eastern Steamship Corporation
In Effect

Another Link with
Ellsworth Falls.

getting ready

Henry Hardison has moved into the
Harry Goodwin house at Taunton.
A telephone line has been put up in the
pond district, with three subscribers.
E.

Holsie Coombs has bought the
Clark plaoe at Egypt, and moved there.
Thomas and Walter Grindell and Gerald
Coombs have gone to Presque Isle to work.
W.

Harry and Clyde Clark have erected a
shavcamp at Hardison’s meadow and are
ing hoops.
Sept. 21.

__Ch’k’kr.
OTIS.

George W. Black has returned from a
visit with Iriends In St. Stephen, N. B.
Walter Edge comb, aon ol A. B. Edgeoomb and wile, is very ill o! scarlet lever
is

Mrs. Gilbert Leach, ol North Castlne,
Mrs. Fannie
visiting her mother,

Young.
Mrs. Harley Grover and baby daughter

Bank Statement.

E Haworth Falls Citizens Add
Their Praise.

REPORT OF THE

OONDITI ON

link with our neighboring
Ellsworth Falls is provided in the
following grateful and generous statement
of a well-known resident there, Mr. Frank
“Off and on for
E. Fernald, who says:
Another

-OF THE--

town of

Bncksprt National Bail
Bucksport, in the State of Maine, at the
close of business Sept. 12, 1914.
Loans and discounts.
193,593 05
161 20
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured,
U. 8. bonds to secure circulation..
50,000 00
iU. S. bonds to secure 0. S. de7,000
posits.$7.too
Other bonds to secure U. S. deposits,
$4,000; to secure postal savings,
$6,000.
10,000 00
Premiums on U. S. bonds.
1,745 00
Bonds, securities, etc (other than
stocks).
125,376 83
All other stocks. ..$1,280
1,280
Basking house, furniture and fixtares.
17,961 65
Other real estate owned.
6,937 69
Due from State and private banks
and bankers, trust companies and
at

three years I was annoyed by attacks of backache and dull pains through
my loins. Once I had a severe spell and
or

couldn’t stoop. After I sat down, it was
hard for me to get up. Having read a
great deal about Doan’s Kidney Pills, I
got a supply and it required only one box,
obtained at Moore’s Drug Store, to
Time has not
permanently care me.
changed my high opinion of Doan’s
I

willingly

confirm

my

endorsement.”

savings.

Price 50c, at all dealers.

ask for

$8.50*
$7.50J

Leave Bar Harbox 2pm dally -except Sunfor Seal Harbor,
Nortneaet Harbor,
Southwest Harbor, Stonlngton, North Haven
and Rockland; connecting with steamer for
Boston.
Leave Bluehlll Lpm dally except Sunday
for South Bluehlll, Brooklln, Deer Isle, Sargentvllle. Dark Harbor and Rockland.
Leave 8edgwlck dally except Sanday at 3 p
m lor Herrick's Landing, South Brooksvllle,
Eggemoggln, Dirt go and Rockland.
Returning, steamer leaves Rockland 5.15 a m
dally except Monday for Bar Harbor and
Intermediate landings.
Leaves Rockland 5.15 a m dally except
Monday for Bluehlll and Intermediate landings.
Leave Rocklawd daily except Mondays at
5.15 a m for Dlilgo* Eggemoggln, Sestth Brooksvllle, Herrick's Landing ana Sedgwick.
Turbine steel steamships Camden and Belfast (Boston and Bangor line) connect with
the Bar Harbor and Bluehlll boats at Rockland
for Boston.
E. L. Smith, A gent. Bar Harbor.
A. M. Hf.kkick, Agent, Bluehlll.

WH1TCOM H, HAVNESJA CO.
C. W. UKINUAL.

Pills.

Trip

$9.00*

day

_(86)

Kidney

15.

From Bar Harbor $5.25
“
Bluehlll
$4.75
“
$4.25
Sedgwicit

loaves to the sack in addition to
wonderful bread makingqualities.

two

Sept.

Mount Desert and Bluehlll Lhaes.
To Boston
Round

Don’t simply
kidney remedy—get Doan's Kidney Pills—the same that Mr. Fernald had.
Foster-Milburn Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.

in.

to

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

D. W. Clark and E. J. Boltins were at
Bluebill last week.
Eugene Butler is at home Jtrom lightship 73 lor lour weeks.
Irvin Springer is at work on his house
move

or

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU,

former

to

Development.

MAINE CENTRAL,

a

CORNS DROPOUT
IN FOUR DAYS
Use Ezo (or Co rns (or three days ss directed and on the (ourth day you can
easily lift out your Corn—all o( it.
With every 25 cent package o( Ezo (or
Feet, the greatest ot all remedies (or swollen, burning, painlnl, sweaty (eet is a
I( you preler
(ree box ol Ezo (or Corns.
to have ouly Ezo (or Corns, the price is but
10 cents, at all druggists’. It’B fine (or
bunions and callouses also. Q. A. Parchek, Ellsworth.

J

266 50

Due from approved reserve agents,
Checks and other cash items.
Notes of other National banks.
Fractional paper currency, nicicels
and cents.
Lawful money reserve in bank, viz:
Specie. 17,354 05
Legal tender notes. 930 00
Redemption fund with U. 8. treasurer (5 per cent, of circulation)..

20.146 04
1,236 11
195 00

Total....
LIABILITIES
Capital stcck paid in.%.
Surplus fund.
Undivided profits, less expenses
and taxes paid.
National bank notes outstanding,
Due to other national banks.
Dividenos unpaid.
Individual deposits subject to check,
Time certificates of deposit payaole after 80 days or after notice
of SO days or longer.
Certified checks.
Cashier’s checks outstanding.
United States deposits.
Postal savings deposits.

$456,791 62

108 50

follows:

Beginning at a point marked by a stone
post on the north side of the main highway,
the intersection of the west line of property
conveyed by G. W. Pettingill to Beuvenne
Granite Company, Jf. 45° 68' east 2791 3-10 feet
with land of Pettingill to a point in the line

of the Stimson property marked with a stone
post, thence with a southerly line of the
Stimson property north 80° 26' west 1368 feet to
a point marked by a stone post; thence north
80° east 1475 feet to a stone post; south 81° 13'
east 127 8-10 feet to a stone post, north 28° 47'
east 896 feet to a stone post, south 81
13' east
20 feet to a stone post, north 28: 47' east 580
feet to a stone post, north 81° 13' west S3 feet,
north 46° 13' west 99 feet, north 60 28' west 183
35-100 feet, north 49° 40' east 2092 feet, south SI01
58' east 425 feet, north 82° 12' east 231 feet,
south 83° 68' east 308 feet to an iron bolt in
boulder, same course continued 449 2-10 feet
to copper bolt in ledge. South 73° 14' east
1770.5 feet to stake and stones. South 15° 49'
west 2733.8 feet, south 78° 47' east 849 feet.
North 16° 02' east 2725.5 feet. 8outh 74 31' east
647.2 feet.
South 0" 56' west 3725.6 feet.
South 67° 17' west 2012.65 feet. North 69 48'
west 1095 feet.
South 85'' 17' west 1900 feet.
North ,59° 31' west 507 4 feet.
North 29 26'
east 561.3 feet. North 7° 09'east 16-6 8 feet to
a copper bolt.
North 60 39' west 1178.8 feet.
South 27° 03' west 891 feet to a copper bolt.
North 74° 82'west 867 feet. South 89c 17' west
562.7 feet. South 61° 41' west 2307 15-100 feet to
north side main highway
last two courses
along east of town road 80 feet wide taken
from Stimson property. Thence north 66° 10'
west along-northerly side highway 131 feet to
of beginning, except any right of town
n highway along west side of two courses
above mentioned,
—

fioint

DESCRIPTION OP WHARP PROPERTY:

Beginning at a point marked by a stone
post intersection of a line between land of
Benvenue Granite Company and land now or
formerly of Banker, with high water line in
Taunton Bay, north 28° 51' east 31 feet, sooth
61° 09' east 264 feet, south 34 4' west 10 feet,

south 56° 50' east 47.6 ieet to an oak. South
70° 40' east 86.6 feet, south 79° 46' east 247 25-100
feet, north 47° 44' east 386.5 feet to south side
highway; thence along the highway south
65° 10' east 234.9 feet; thence leaving the
highway, south 28° 17' west 167 4-10 feet;
north 66° 13' west 99 feet; south 51° 22' west
235 6-10 feet to copper bolt in ledge near east
side Stimson wharf
at highwater mark;
thence with highwater line, with sides of
wharf westerly along the north side of Taunton Bay, to place of beginning, together with
the shore or flats in front of said property to
low water mark of the bay.
(In both descriptions all points, not otherwise noted or called, are marked with stone

posts.)

Also all that certain lot, piece or parcel of
land, lying, situate and being on Crotch Island, in the town of Stonington, county of
Hancr ck, State of Maine, more particularly
described

as follows:
Beginning at a point formed by the intersection of the highwater line of the Atlantic
ocean with the west line of land now of Ryan
& Parker Construction Company and Arthur
McMullen, formerly known as the “Merrill
Lot”, which point is marked on the ground by
a brass bolt; thence north along said west
line 1012 47-100 feet, more or less, to Mill Cove
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
at a point marked on the ground by a brass
John A. Somes, administrator of th; bolt; thence westerly, northerly and easterly
estate of John W. Somes, late of Mount along said Mill Cove to the westerly line of
Desert, deceased, and M. L. Allen, both of Simeon L. Goss’land; thence north 10° 4' 80"
Mount Desert, Hancock county, Maine, here- west along said west line of Simeon L. Goss'
by give public notice that we have a claim by land 161 45-100 feet; thence south 59: 25' 30' east
mortgage upon a cercain lot or parcel of land still along said land 186 45*100 feet; thence
situated in the town of Southwest Harbor, south 14° 37' 30" east still along said land
county and State aforesaid, bounded and de- 156 feet to Mill Cove: thence easterly along:
scribed as follows, to wit: Beginning at the said Mill Cove and the Atlantic ocean to thenortheast corner of a lot of land formerly westerly line of land of Sherwood Quarry,
owned by R. R. Thomas; thence
by said which point is marked on the ground by an
Thomas’ east line south twelve degrees east iron bolt; thence north 64° 38' west 175 5-10
nine rods and five links to land of A. G. feet; thence north 43° 20' west 162 9-10 feet;
Murphy (heiDg said Murphy's northwest thence north 61° 64' west 145 1-10 feet all along
corner); thence by said Murphy’s north line said westerly line of land of Sherwood Quarry
north seventy-seveu
and
degrees
thirty to southerly line of Collier lot; thence south
minutes east eight rods and fifteen links to a 36° 39' west 85 72-100 feet, along said lot;
bolt in the point of a ledge; thence north thence north 59° 21' west 154 5-10 feet along tho
nineteen degrees and thirty minutes west westerly line of said lot; thence north 36
39'
nine rods and twelve links to a bolt in the east 90 feet along the northerly side of said
ground; thence south seventy-seven degrees lot to the westerly line of land of Sherwood
and thirty minutes west, but parallel with Quarry; thence north 31° 5' 30" west along 9aid
said Murphy’s north line, seven rods and westerly line 761 1-100 feet to Deer Island
three links to point of beginning, and con- Thoroughfare, which point is marked on the
taining twenty thousand and forty (20040) ground by an iron bolt; thence westerly along
square feet, more or less, with the buildings said Deer Island Thoroughfare to Atlantic?
tbereon. Together with a right of way over ocean: thence southerly and easterly along
a way as now built twenty feet in width from
the Atlantic ocean to the point or place of
said described lot in a westerly direction beginning, excepting from the above dealong the north line of the Thomas lot to Gar- scribed premises the two remaining portions
fielc Avenue, said way to be used in common of Simeon Goss’ homestead lot near the bead
and for all purposes of a way.
of Mill Cove, containing at out one-half an-,
Said mortgage is from William S. B. Cram acre;
to John W. Somes and M. L. Allen, is dated
Also all that certain piece or parcel of landV
December 7, 1907, and recorded December 11, situate, lying and bemg
on Crotch Island,
1907, in the registry of deeds for Hancock town of Stonington, Hancock
county, in the
county, Maine, in book 44«, page 23J.
State of Maine, more particularly described
The conditions of said mortgage have been and bounded as follows:
and Are broken, and. by reason of sucb
Beginning at a point formed by the interbreach of conditions, we claim foreclosure ol section of the Atlantic Ocean with the northsaid mortgage and give this notice for that erly line of Sherwood Quarry, marked on the
purpose as bylaw provided.
ground with an iron bolt; thence south 88°
John A. Somes, administrator
11' 30" west 387 5-10 feet; thence south 25° 13A
of the estate of John W. Somes.
30" west 66 feet, thence south 79 38 30 west
M. L. Allen.
310 75-100 feet to an iron bolt; thence north 18°
Mount Desert, Maine, September 21,1914.
52' west 148 45-100 feet, all along land of Sherwood Quarry to Deer Island Thoroughfare,
which point is marked on the ground by an
To all persons interested in the! estate hereiroD bolt; thence easterly along said Deer
inafter named:
Island Thoroughfare to the Altantic Ocean;
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and thence southerly along the Atlantic Ocean to
for the county of Hancock, on the fifteenth the point or place of beginning;
together with
day of September, a. d. 1914, being an ad- all and singular the buildings and the majourned session of the September a. d. 1914 chinery, engines, derricks, locomotives, railterm of said court.
road-tracks and equipment of the quarries
following matter having been pre- erected and being on any of the said real
sented for the action thereupon herein- property.
after indicated, it is hereby ordered: That
aiso, an rmiruaus. iracKS, rignts or
and
notice thereof be given to all persons in- all appurtenances to its railroad in way
anywise
terested, oy causing a copy of this order to be belonging or appertaining; all locomotives
three
weeks
successively in the and cars; all ouildings, su^er-structures,
published
Ellsworth American, a newspaper published bridges,
culverts*. erections and fixtures
at Ellsworth, in said county, that they may of
kind
and
nature
every
whatsoever;
at
a
court
to be held at Ellsprobate
appear
all engines, boilers, machinery, derricks,
worth in said county, on the sixth day of tools, implements, fuel, and
material; all
October, a. d. 1914, at ten of the clock in the leaseholds, leases, rights under leases, or
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see under contracts, covenants or
agreements,
cause.
terms or parts of terms now owned or hereParker Spofford, late of Buqksport, in said after to be acquired by said
in
corporation
county, deceased. A certain instrument pur- connection with its quarry business at said
porting to be the last will and testament of properties and elsewhere;
said deceased, together with petition for proTogether with all improvements or addibate thereof, presented by John F. Knowlton, tions made or to be made to
any or all of said
the executor therein named.
property, estates, quarry or quarries and
Mary E. Delano, late of Bucksport, in said their appurtenances by the said party of the
county, deceased. A certain instrument pur- first part, or by others.
And also all and
porting to be the last will and testment of every estate, interest, property or thing
said deceased, together with petition for pro- which the said
of the first part owns
party
bate thereof, presented by Charies M. Delano, and holds or
may and shall hereafter acquire
the executor therein named.
and hold, necessary or convenient for the
Wesley T. Bates, late of Brooksville, in said use, occupation, operation and enjoyment of
county, deceased. Petition that Wheeiock C. said quarries and business hereinabove deBates or some other suitable person be apscribed, or any of them; together with all and
administrator of the estate of said singular all other real estate,
personal
eceased, presented by Wheeiock C. Bates, erties franchises, buildings and all propother
brother of said deceased.
property and estates belonging to, or in any
JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of said Court. way appertaining to the party of the first
A true copy of the original order.
part, and to any of the franchises or other
herein
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register. properties
described;
also all
property, real, personal and mixed, contracts, rights, privileges and franchises of
subscribers hereby give notice that
kind
and
every
nature, wheresoever situated,
they have been duly appointed adminis- which the party of the first part shall heretrators D. B. N. C. T. A. of the estate of
after acquire, all of which shall be as fully
embraced
within
the provisions hereof and
ALEXANDER B. BLACK, late of ELLSsubject to the lien hereby created to secure
WORTH,
the payment of all of said bonds issued herein the county of Hancock, deceased, and
under and secured hereby, together with the
All perinterest thereon, as if the saia property were
given bonds as the law directs.
sons having demands against the estate of
now owned by the
party of the first part and
said deceased are desired to present the same were specifically described herein and confor settlement, anu all indebted thereto are
veyed hereby, all of which it is hereby
covenanted shall enure by way of accretion to
requested to make payment immediately.
Sarah R. Stockbridoe.
ihe benefit and advantage of the party of the
Susan C. Jordan.
second part by way of further and better
Sept. 9, 1914.
security hereunder.
Said mortgage Is from the Benvenue Granite
a corporation organized and existCompany,
subscriber hereby gives notice that
under the laws of the state of New York,
she has been duly appointed adminis- ing
to the Broadway Trust Company, a
corporatratrix de bonis non of the estate of
tion organized and existing under the laws of
CHARLES A. HARDING, late of BLUEthe state of New York, as trustee for the
purposes fully described in said mortgage which
HILL,
is dated
1,1909, is acknowledged May II,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and 1909 and May
is recorded May 20, 1909 in Hancock
All pergiven bonds as tbe law directs.
of deeds in book 469, page if],
county
sons
having demands against the estate and is registry
also recorded in the town records of
of said deceased are desired to present the town of
Stonington May 81, 1912, in book 4,
the same for settlement, and all indebted
pages 21 to 52, each inclusive, and is further
thereto are requested to make payment im- recorded
in the records of the town of
Nora M. Grindlb.
mediately.
Sullivan June 15, 1912 in hook 4, pages 424 to
Sept. 9,1914.
469, each inclusive.
The conditions of said mortgage have been
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
broken, by reason whereof the said Broadway
Trust Company hereby gives written notice
BROADWAY TRUST COMPANY, a of its intention to
foreclose and
corporation organized and existing un- foreclosure of the same and gives this claim*
notice
der the laws of the state of New York, hereby for the
of effecting said foreclosure.
purpose
gives public notice that it has a claim by
Broadway Trust Company, Trustbb.
mortgage upon certain lots or parcels of land
By Peters & Knowlton, its attorneys.
situated in the county of Hancock and State
Ellsworth, Maine, August 22, 1914.
Df Maine, together with certain personal
property situated in the towns of Stonington
and Sullivan in the county and state aforesaid, all of which property is described in
subscriber bereby gives notice that
said mortgage as follows:—
he has been duly appointed adminisAll the right, title and interest of the party trator of the estate of
af the first Dart of, in and to all and singular MARY
J. PETTEE, late of EAST SULLIthe estates, rights, property, privileges and
VAN,
Franchises of tne party of tbe first part hereinafter described, to wit—the real property in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
M the party of the first part, situate at Crotch given bonds as the law directs.
All perisland ana West Sullivan, in the State of sons having demands against the estate
Maine, including all mines, quarries and of said deceased are desired to present the
quarry and granite dressing equipment, said same for settlement, and all indebted theieto
real property being more fully hereinafter are requested to make payment
immediately.
described by metes and bounds:
Will R. Havky.
The following is a description of the real
Sept. 9,1914.

THE

Soiated

THE

THE

18,284 05
2,500 00

$50,000 00
10,000 00

2,180 51
48,145 00
68 44
8100
826,358 32
8,785

86

42
2,279 10
9.366 35
4,699 12
38

Total. $458,791 62
STATE OF MAINE.
County of Hancock ss.:—I, H. O. Hussey,
cashier of the above-named bank, do solemnly
swear that the above statement Is true to the
best of my knowledge and belief.
H. O. Hussey, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 19th
T. H. Smith,
day of Sept., 1914.
Notary Public.
Correct—Attest:
P.
Pascal
Gilmore,
H. R. Gooqins,
Directors.
Fbbo 8. Blodgett,
)

J

Ann Mercer Stratton, late of Hancock, in
Petition filed by
said county, deceased.
Charles E. Stratton, administrator, that an
order be issued to distribute among the heirs
at law of said deceased, the amount remaining in the hands of said administrator, upon
the settlement of his second account.
Jesse D. Atwood, late of Bucksport, in said
Petition filed by Abbie
county, deceased.
Atwood, widow, for an allowance out of the
personal estate of said deceased.
Edward W. Graffatn, late of Sedgwick, in
Petition filed by
said county, deceased.
Lillian F. Graffam, widow, for an allowance
out of the personal estate of said deceased.
Isaac L. Hodgkins, late of Ellsworth, in
Petition that Mary
said county, deceased.
A. Hodgkios, or some other suitable person
be appointed administrator of the estate of
said deceased, presented by Lewis Hodgkins, a
brother and heir of said deceased.
Claia B. Lufkin, late of Deer Isle, in said
deceased. First and final account of
county,
Lucy F. Hamblen, executrix, filed for settlement.
Andrew J. Falls, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. First account of Frances
A. Smith, administratrix, filed for settlement.
JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of said court.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.

now owned by the party of the first
part hereby mortgaged:
All the certain plots or pieces of land,
situate, lying and being at West Sullivan,
Hancock county, Maine, owned by the Benvenue Granite
Company, purchased from
Mrs. C. A. Stimson and G. W. Pettingill, and
more particularly bounded and described as

estate

WE.

invited and willjireceive attention
when addressed to; any agent of the

Harbor to work.

phoney

bee smoker rightly used Is
/“wry to handle bees, as by Its use
®ub<lue them so that they may
led wlth ,ew lf »Qy stings,
comb honey a hive a little more
the brood neat than the regIs preferable, as it forces the
Into sections just where It U

nAHttui.’.

v»

Land

Communications regarding locations

soon.

Tne faee dance Monday evening, given

Farming

are

George

paint.

RawgMaterial,
and

Good

a

coat of

line of the

Undeveloped Water"Powers,

yearly custom, Mrs. Caroline
Lawler invited the Congregational sewing
circle to a house party at the Lawler cottage at Norwood Cove last Wednesday.. A
very enjoyable day was spent.

new

the

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

winter clothes away from the
moths and eat ’em ourselves.”—Washington Star.

con-

borax. It was found, killed the tl.v eggs
tml maggots tn the manure nnd prevented their growth Into flies.
Rev. Dean A. Walker, a former highly
In the case of garbage cans or refuse esteemed
pastor of the Congregational
piles two ounces of borax or calcined church here, died recently at hia home in
colemanlte. costing from 5 cents a
Auburndale, Mass., at the age of fifty-four
pound upward. according to the quan- years, from heart disease, from which he
tity which Is purchased, will effectual- had suffered for several years. The widow
ly prevent flies from breeding.
and little adopted son have the sympathy
In feeding to bogs garbage that con- of Southwest Harbor friends.
tains borax care Is also recommended,
Spray.
Sept. 21.
especially when the animals are being
CRANBERRY ISLES.
fattened for market.
Borax Is nut a
very poisououe substance, and tbe
Mrs. -Katherine Mitchell died at the
feeding of garbage that contains It to home of Mrs. Augustus Birlem last
hogs la not likely to be a serious mat- Wednesday after a long illness.
ter. On the other hand, borax In large
Warren Spurling and wife and Mrs.
Quantities does produce gastric dis- Charles
Bpurliog are in Boston.
turbances. and for this reason a cerMiss May Farnham and her mother, of
tain amount of care Is advisable.
were guests of Millard Sparling
The method fur using this substance Cangor,
and wife last week.
to tbe case of stables Is to sprinkle the
Miss Callahan and Miss Mann are teachhortu or colemanlte In the quantities
given above by means of a flour sifter ing here and boarding with Mrs. Sadie
Tr us se Li.
or other flue sieve around the outer
Mrs. Ida Stanley, who has been emedges of the pile of home manure. The
tuanure should then toe sprinkled Im- ployed at Greenings island, is home.
mediately with two or three gallons of
Miss Ruth Stanley, who has been emEater to eight bushels of manure
It
ployed at isleaJord, is home.
U essential, however, to sprinkle a lit
Mrs. George Lagoutte went to Waterd* of the borax on the manure as It
v9fe Wednesday to carry Celia White to
to added
dally to the |dlc Instead of the children's home, where her sister Lida
Ealtlng until a full idle la obtained, be- hag been for some time.
cause this will prevent the eggs which
Leauder Bunker and wife went on an
die flies lay on fresh manure from
with Fred Fernald and
automobile
hatching. As the fly maggots congre- wife last trip to
week,
Cherrytield fair and
S*te at the outer edge of the manure
Pile most of the borax should be other places.
The ladies’aid, building has just had a
•Prinkled there

on

our

the

Harbor

As is

FARMS,

SITES FOR SUMMER HOTELS

studying the lower animals.”
“Ses. Take the moth, for instance.
What a help It would be In beating
the high cost of living If we could develop appetites that would enable us to
take

oxecutrix therein named.
William R. King, late of Lamolne, in said
sonnty, deceased. A certain instrnment purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Clara C. King, the
widow of said deceased.
Hasket Derby, late of Eden, in said county,
deceased. A certain instrument purporting
to be the last will and testament and two
codicils thereto of said deceased, together
with petition for probate thereof, presented by
George S. Derby, one of the executors therein
named.
Roscoe G. Lord, late of Bluehill, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Florence 8. Morse,
the executrix therein named.
Sullivan & Stevens, of Eden, in said county.
First account of James Patrick Sullivan, surviving partner, filed for settlement.
Ellen A. Hodgkins, late of Lamoine, in said
county, deceased. Final account of Addie F.
Hodgkins, administratrix, filed for settlement.

daughter Mary

frieght agent, who was transferred to Bar Harbor nearly a month ago.
Miss Dora Parker is bookkeeper for Mr.
Clark. .Mrs. Dunton, who is at present
with her parents, will join her husband at
Bar

4

mw

EDGE." the only ladies’ shoe dressing that
positively contains OIL Blacks, Polishes and Preserves ladies’ and children’s shoes, shines wttbeul
rabbins. 25c. "FRENCH GLOSS." 10c.
"DANDY” combination for ckanlne and peBshlnf
all kinds. »f russet or tan shoes, 25c. "STAR" size, luc.
"QUICK WHITE” (In liquid form with sponge)quickly cleans and whitens dirty canvas shoes, luc. & 25c.
"ALBO” cleans and whitens BUCK. NUBUCK.

Roderick Clark, the express agent, lias
work of

Henry J. Joy, late of Ellsworth, in said
sounty, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
laid deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Sarah E. Joy, the

IHIMLi&fllP

COLOR Ml

servatory of music, Boston, for a special
course in violin and voice culture.
the

sause.

j

"GILT

Leman Jordan is attending school
Franklin.

several weeks, has returned
in Jamaica Plain, Mass.

*

^ujTREjp

WALTHAM.

Sigfrid Hansen, who has
Bar Harbor, is home.

Kss==s|a

■]

LEATHER1?
-REST0RU.-4: I

learn of his death on Thursday after a
brief illness. His brother, Nahum Nor-

taken in addition

i,i -«j| f
IrfitrMnlh

gor, have closed their home and came out
last week to Beech Hill for the season’s

shocked to

wood, attended the funeral Saturday.
Mias Emma Holmes has entered the

Ikiiil.

EDCfEliii]
f

dressing

To all persons Interested in either of the estates hereinafter named:
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the first
day of September, a. d. 1914.
following matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered: That
uotice thereof be given to all persons Interested, by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively m the
Ellsworth American, a newspaper published
it Ellsworth, in said county, that they may
ippear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth in said county, on the sixth day of October, a. d. 1914, at ten cf the clock in the
Forenoon, and be beard thereon if they see

THE

jgal

I

Gran-

friends here of Melvin Nor-

The many

LAWCEST VANITY

a

stay here until October 6.

wood, of Bar Harbor,

3LtflaI ITettafc

WMemore's

dington.

THE

THE

HtJbfrtiftmunts.

found an a venae nnder tBe trees, and
by following Its bed he came oot some
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Cream of Tartar

I

0

lj

l
0

1
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Many New England people use cream of tartar
for quick baking.
They value its superior qualities
and will not knowingly accept substitutes made of
alum or lime phosphates, such as are sometimes

p

offered.

!

II

always know.
The high price of cream of tartar has led to efforts
to substitute alum and phosphate of lime compounds which are vastly inferior and not as healthful

l|
0

But

j]
jj

jjL

to

lj

even

E

the most careful cannot

j ]]
jl

Si

SjU

use.

II

The easiest way in which the housekeeper can
be sure of quality and economy is by using Royal
Baking Powder, which is made from pure cream
of tartar.

E

E

E

Royal Baking Powder gives perfect results, is less
trouble to use, and has not been advanced in price.
Anyone who has once become accustomed to
using Royal Baking Powder never reverts to home-

jj

j;

made mixtures

ij

or

any other

griddle-cakes, doughnuts,

for

product

jj
jj

jjk

raising biscuit,

!j

cake.

or
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BLUEH1LL.

had

Ward W. Wescott has gone to Stoning-

as

ton to work.

Miss

Josie

from which rich

have

trip

been taken.

to Bar Harbor

finds of tourmaMr. Havy made

by automobile,

many of the gems with him, as well
cunestone from California.

Forest street school went to How’s park

Snow

is

spending

a

few

the teachers Thursday afternoon to
play nnder the pines after the lessons for
Misses
and Carolyn Hoyt the day were over. The School street first
have returned to Boston.
grade went to Kennedy fields Friday.
M.
Sept. 21.
Steamer Booth bay has changed to her

weeks in

with

Presque Isle.
Abby Merrill

_’_

six-trips per
Horace Sinclair, of Eastbrook,
week schedule.

SOUTH HANCOCK.
is the

William McCauley is visiting in Massa-

guest of Charles E. Greene and wife.

chusetts.

Bassengton has
bridge, Mass., after the

Mrs. Emeline Jarvis is
Watson’s.

Miss

returned to Camseason

at

^Ingle-

side”.
Miss

Abby Partridge
resume

has returned to

her studies at Simmons

college.
Clarence Nash has joined Mrs. Nash and
as the guests of W. 8. Hinckley

NORTH SEDGWICK.
Cora Allen spent last week in Brooklin.
Fred M. Page has bought John Thurston’s colt.
Hazel Friend hss
Mass., to teach.
Miss

Howard,

of Ella

Thuston.

of

returned to Melrose,
*

Boston,

Brown,

a

of Bar

guest at F.

Harbor,

M.

is vis-

iting her sister, Mrs. A. E. Wooster.
I. H. Coggins and wife, of Malden,
Mass., spent Friday night and Saturday
here.

children

Manuel Perez was a Mexican peon.
One day Manuel went to Jose GonMaria know that they must not try to
zales. who owned a hacienda on which
meet again for aome time. Meanwhile
he grew coffee, and naked for the loan
be determined not to go to the trystof $30- Gonzales understood this reing
place again in the day. But one
In
Is
common
the
method
quest, for It
when ail were asleep, armed
Mexico of taking on the yoke of slav- night
with a spade, a lantern and some
monery. Lie lent the young man the
matches, he stole out of the peoD
ey. and Manuel signed a contract to
Had he
quarters to revisit his find.
work for him till It was returned.
often he would not have
there
not
gone
Now, there was a special reason for
to nnd the entrance, for he
Mannel thus entering Gonzales’ serv- ; been able
dared not light hla lantern until well
Ice.
The bacendado had a pretty
the thicket.
daughter, Marla, sixteen years old, I screened by
On reaching the trystlng place he
whom Manuel had met, and the two |
found the
being of the mating age bad fallen In 1 struck a match and. having
love with each other. Manuel was an bole he had dug with hla knife, began
his spade,
Intelligent fellow, and Instead of spend- to throw out the earth with
ing the most of what he earned for n# had gone down but a few feet
pulque, as many peons do, he saved It when there stood on the bottom of the
hole he had dug several Inches of a
and bad $100, which for safety be put
in a bank.
By working for Gonzales fluid. Lighting his lantern, he saw that
Dipping a
he woald have many opportunities of the oil was slowly rising.
meeting Marta. If bis passion for her dry twig into it. he held it over the
were discovered by her father, who
flame in the lantern, and it burned
was a very stingy man, be would not
brightly.
fee likely to send Manuel away withHe refilled the
This was enough.
out his repaying the $30 loaned, and
hole and smoothed the ground above
peons are not expected to have the
It, then went back to hla quarter*.
money to return.
The next day Manuel went to GonMarla was fond of horseback riding zales and offered him the $30 he had
and went about over the hacienda on
borrowed, with Interest The hacena pony.
In her equestrian costume of dado accepted It and Manuel went
short jacket bordered with gold lace forth a free man. Before leaving the
and skirt covered with glittering ornahacienda he made an appointment to
ments she was very captivating. Many
meet Marla clandestinely, and when
a young mnn of her own class would
they came together he told her that
have been glad to marry her. but she there was a fortune at their trystlng
bad fallen In love with Manuel and
placei The location was wild land out
would listen to none of them.
Nevertheslue Gonzales' hacienda.
The lovers contrived to see each othless Mannel had but $70, and this was
er occasionally, though It was difficult
too little to tempt the owner to sell any
for Manuel to escape the notice of the of his
Starts was accorded
property.
overseer.
Manuel, having an appoint- liberal pin money by her father and
ment with bis sweetheart, would discould produce $100. But she owned a
appear and when he returned to work
Jewel which would bring a hundred
would be punished. But he could enIn all the two raised $300.
more
dure the punishment since he bad reThen Manuel found the owner of the
ceived bis reward in a meeting with
land. and. representing that he wished
Maria.
to erect a sawmill beside the stream,
These absences were at last reported
which conld be used for power, be sucby the overseer to the hacendado. and
ceeded In buying twenty acres of
be gave orders that the next time

ground

the guest

is

a

large set of

canning company.
Albert Pierce, of Brooksrllle, spent^the

scales for the

week-end with his

son

Foster.

V. T. Smith and wife, of Pretty Marsh,
week-end guests at Charles Allen's.
Miss Abbie L. Elwell and Miss Virginia
Allen hare been visiting at North Bluehill.
were

Mrs. Ida Churchill, who has been emRoland Clapp has gone to Boston for his
ployed at R. C. Hagerthy’s, went to Oriand Friday.
household
his
haring leased
goods,
spending the summer m his new home at
Mias Kate Mclntire, of Marlboro, who mother's farm.
Parker Point.
has been employed at Charles Colwell’s,
Leslie A. and Victor A. Friend, of MelRuth, Pearl and Philip O’Brien have has returned home.
rose, Mass., bare been visiting at George
returned home after spending the sumMrs. D. W. Kelley has gone to Sullivan, M. Allen’s a few days.
mer at Cherryfield.
where she has employment. She will be
The North Sedgwick Canning Co., A. M.
Mrs. Webb is visiting in Everett, Mass., accompanied by her two grandsons.
Joyce, superintendent, has commenced
will
her
who
grandson,
W. T. Coggins was called to Sorrento
accompanied by
canning squaBh.
They expect a large
receive medical treatment.
Sunday to attend the funeral of his
Judaou Welch. He will pack.
brotber-in-law,
Bluehill 6, Penobscot 2, was the releave to-morrow for Massachusetts lor the
An alarm of tire was given over the telesult of the ball game at academy field winter.
phone to the citizens ot the village SaturSept. 19. This was a close and exciting
21.
W.
Sept.
day night. Men hurried to the fire which
game for the larger part of the time. Both
proved to be at the homestead of the late
EAST FRANKLIN.
teams played first-class ball.
In spite of all that
H.
Sept. 21.
MiM Era Springer is teaching at North- Joseph Durgain.
could be done, the buildings, with the
east Harbor.
Bar HARBOR.
exception of a storehouse, were destroyed.
Bartlett Wallace and ton Shirley hare
A. G.
Rev. A. C. Lamed baa returned and bad 1
Sept. 21.
and wife.

Coburn

Haskell

left last week, after

_

Sunday.
The marine band from the battleship
Connecticut gave an excellent concert
the green Saturday evening.

on

Ellsworth boy,
launched his fine new motor boat Saturday morning. He built the boat himself,
for fishing.

Ralph Garland,

a

returned from Aroostook.

EAST LAMOINE.

Mrs. Arthur Madison, of Millinocket, is
visiting old home friends here.

Miss

former

Mary Gordon,

who has

John

Sullivan and family and Mr.
Nora largey and family, who have spent the
summer here, have returned to
Bangor.

Misses Marion \ventworlh and
Bunker are teaching at Whiting.
been

Miss

em-

ployed at the Jordan Food house, is home.
Raymond Blaiadell has gone to Pittsheld to take a post-graduate course at

Addie

Southwest

Hodgkins is teaching

at

Harbor.

Kell Hodgkins has gone to Waltham,
interesting teachers’ meeting was M. C. L
Mass., to work.
Schools began Monday; Sidney Young
high school Saturday, at
Mrs. Harvey Lear, of Bar Harbor, visited
which Supt. Palmer gave a helpful and in- of Eden, and Miss Hazel Parker, of Caaher mother, Mrs. Lancaster, laBt week.
tine, teachers.
teresting talk.
Forrest Havy, of Brunswick, spent the
Miss Hazel Blaisdell left Saturday for
Kev. J. W. Tickle, of
Ellsworth,
week-end with bis mother, Mrs. William Providence, R. 1., to begin her second
preached his last sermon here for the seaMr. Havy is the owner and opera- year at Brown university.
Adair.
son last Sunday.
tor of the feldspar quarries in Cumberland
B.
Sept. 21.
Sept. 22.
N.
An

held at the

atofacrtiscmmU.

TO

THE

HOUSEWIFE

When you order from your grocer a package of Hatchet Cream Tartar, keep in
mind that you
of quality and

are

getting

purity

the

highest

our

|

|

illustrated

test

to be obtained in the

marketTHE PACKAGE WITH A COUPON.

premium

list of

Send for

Roger’s

AA Silverware.

|

The Twitchell-Champlin

“1—1

PORTLAND,

KB

SAW

TKB OIXi WAS

8LOWLT

R18INO.

Manuel quit work without leave he be

School commenced Monday,

Company,

ME.

i—i-^——J|

$10

an

acre.

chinery.
One day Gonzales, who was riding
ever hla hacienda, saw a well dressed
man. also mounted, coming toward
him. When the stranger neared him
Gonzales recognized hla former peon.

_

charge of the services at St. Saviour’s last

at

As soon as the deed had passed to
him Mannel threw up hla hat Joyfully.
He had $100 left with which to develop his oil well. He dug with his
spade a sluiceway by which be turned a part of the stream Into a new
channel that ran within a few yards
of his well.
Then be made a millwheel and bought a pump with gearing. Lastly, he dug his oil well to a
depth of ten feet, at the bottom of
which stood several feet of olL.
When Mannel set his machinery to
work to pump out the oil he was anxious a* to the flow continuing.
He
pumped for some time, looking Into the
well and wa* delighted to see that the
flow continued aa fast as he pumped.
Then he knelt and thanked hla patron
saint for the blessing that had been
bestowed upon him.
Mannel said nothing to any one abont
hla oil property.
He bought a few
empty barrels and filled them with oil.
With his ax he cleared a way so that
a team conld haul them away and with
tha money be got for the oil bought
more barrels and very soon had money
enough to build a abed over his ma-

Curtis Young spent the week-end with
his family at Indian Point.
William Bell has installed

Mrs. H. A.

Boston to

COUNTY NEWS.

and

specimens of

I

j

distance from where he had started
He was In agouy lost Marla had beeD
watched and captured entering the
trystlng place. But seeing her oo her
pony riding about as thougb nothing
disturbed her. be took courage.
Manuel went back to work and. after being cross examined ns to where
be had been, took his punishment and.
thougb It was more severe than usual,
he bore It without flinching, sustained,
as he was. by bis secret
Fortunately for the lovers, their levs
was not known, and they could communicate, though, of course, always at
Manuel contrived to let
a great risk.

shadowed. One afternoon when Manuel was missing a message was sent
to Qontalee apprising him of the fact,
and he sent out persons in every direction to look for him.
Manuel bad gone to meet his sweetheart at a spot near which a little
stream boiled and bubbled down a
declivity to a river below. The place
of meeting was about a hundred yards
from the stream and surrounded
by
thick tropical foliage.
The location.
Including the stream, was difficult to
penetrate for any one who did not
know of an opening In the thicket
which Manuel had made and concealed.
Manuel, having quit work, darted
Into some bushes and crawled Into a
wood, through which be made bis way
to the try sting place. There he threw
himself on the ground to wait for
Marla, who was to come from a different direction.
But Marla did not
come.
She had seen the persons sent
out to learn where Manuel had
gone
and prudently remained away.
Manuel, lying Bat on the ground,
smelled petroleum. It did not seem to
him that the oil could have been spilled
In such a wild place, and It occurred
to him that perhaps be was on oil
land. Taking out his knife, he dug a
little hole In the ground. The deeper
he dug the stronger the smell, and at
last at the bottom of the hole there
Was a thimbleful of oil.
Manuel arose and stood on his feet.
He saw In that little hole a
lifelong
happiness with Marla.
Half an hour after the time that he
was to meet Marla having passed without her coming, he set out on his return.
On nearing the edge of the
thicket he heard voices and shrank
back.
Returning to the stream, he

Manuel Perez.
“What are yon doing here, and In
those clothes?" asked the hscendado.
“1 came to ask the band of your
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Mis. Agnes Merchant
commeno*.1 k,
school this term.
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John O. Allen end wile
have

lv'r««n*dto
W.nthrop, Mess.
Walter EeUbrook and
Nathan unoh.
are employed et Mars
Hill.
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Centre.
William!R. Hanna and wife ,re
pleasure trip to New York

Vermom‘

Misaes Abbie
Bragdon, Vili, Orcutt
Lawrence Orcutt are

teaching

ington county,
HUlcroft closes

Thursday

on
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Mrs. Thomsen
returning to theirf h0B»
In Baltimore, Md.
Fred Fuller and wife, with
two grand
children, have been guests of Mrs Full.,,
mother, Mrs. Jane A. Ashley.
and

of

Charles Johnson, Mrs.
Beatrice John
Island and baby, Mrs. Free
and baby are at the Johnson
home.
son

johnso'

Fred L. Hatch and
granddaughter h,,
bars, ofkMelrose Highlands, Mass
0«v
been
his
visiting
brother, Cieoma ft
uHatch.
Miss Katherine Spear, of
Rockport who
teaching in West Sullivan.
^
guest of Mrs. Ellx/beth
is

Simpson over
Sunday.
Mrs. Mary Taft Adam, of Pacific
Grove
Cal., Dr. Helen Taft Cleaves, ol Pain*
Mass., and Mrs. Harvey Taft, of Milford,'
N. H., are gueete .of their stater Bn
Julia TsftlNoyea.
Miss Doris Hatch ia teaching her
first
school at Dyer’s bay. All good
wt,to,_
with heritor her success. Miss Hatch
hu
been

faithful

a

organist

in

’I
*

church sad

Sunday school, and is greatly missed.
Col man i;Wbite recently met with a
painful accident. The lights on bia automobile going out, be lighted a match to
discover the trouble, w hich ignited the
gea end caused an explosion which injured both eyes, but it is hoped not seriously.
espt. Hollis Higgins, ot the Msnrne
Swan,

down

came

from

New

York to

bis

sister-in-law, Mrs. Lluabeth
Simpson.RCapt. Higgins has discovered
visit
the

of youth, rearranged the
of bis birth, and furls no -ads because

fountain

year

S

of adrancing^ears.
Fdwi.d H. Smith has returned to hu
duties in the high school in Stamford,
Conn. Mr. Smith has given s great deal
pleasure with his laulomohile thu sumand on “good reads day he labored
valiantly to| replace any soil which his
machine might hare displaced.
of

mer,

Walters Hill, who bss spent nearly two
years in Spain in the employment ol the
Ebro Irrigation J A Power Co., arrived
home Sept. 5, sailing from Barcelona. The
company has dosed .operations in Spain
owing to theCEuropeon wit. Mr. Hill
was in townjlast week, the guest ol his
uncle, A. T. Hill.

Sept.

a.

H.

PROSPECT HARBOR.
Mr*. Lucy E. Coomb* spent
but week in Corea.

few

*

days

Mia* Blanche Bickford, of Rochester,
S. H., i* visiting at Allred Hamilton's.
Harvard Colwell visited at Manset a few
before returningilo Higgins classical institute.

day*

Qua Dunbar, w!th|bi* wife and daughter, of (Columbia, wa* here Saturday with
an automobile party.
Misa Jeaaie Colby, who has been with
her aunt, Mr*. William Moore, several
week*, is teaching in Wiscasset.
B.
Sept. 21.
ORLAJ.O.
Frank E. Qrindle, of this town, died it
the insane hospital In Augusta Saturday,
aged fifty-five. He had been in the hoapital five month*.
Mr*. Clara |Warren Soper died Friday,
aged elgbty-three^year*. She was one of
the town’s oldest residents, and a most
highly esteemed woman. She leaves two
aona and a daughter—Albion R. and Owen
A. Boper, and Mr*. Clara Valentine, all of
Orland.

attuitURnrme

HEALTH

uauguieri

“Rich?
In what doe* your fortune
consist—assurance?"
“If you will come with me I will
•how It to you."
Moved Dy curiosity, Gonzales rode
with bis former slave to the oil well.
When he saw the crude machinery
and, Manuel having turned on the
power, a barrel of oil filled In a few
minutes, he was astonished. He did
not give Mauuel his daughter, but he
prospected for oil not only on his hacienda, but on contiguous property.
No other outlet for the petroleum
was found, and the failure
greatly enhanced the value of Manuel Perez's
property. Americans, Englishmen, evEsrybody. came to see the well, and
large sums were offered the owner for
his property. He would not sell, and
with his profits be developed his means
for getting out the oil. and since It
•ontlnued to flow as fast as he took It
Dut be soon had an enormous Income.
When Gonzales bad tested all bis
own and adjacent
property without
finding oil Manuel went to him again
to ask for Marla, and this
time the
hacendado succumbed The wedding
festivities took place at the bride's
home, but when they were over her
fcisband took her to a handsome place
•V his own. He has never sold a foot
of the ground be purchased for a
song
and has refused every offer for the
whole property.
Whenever he needs
money be sett his machinery going,
fills a few hundred barrels with
oil
and sells them.
This course certain Mexicans who
have owned gold mines have
pursued,
but R has not been common with oil.

S

John Bean is building .
bung,i0.
the scboolhouae In
Bull!van

daughter."
“Yes, sen or. I have good blood in
my veins, and I am rich."

NE\?S.
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AND HAPPINESS
a properly functioning body
clear-thinking brain. Nothing
so quickly clogs both brain and body
as constipation.^Irregular bowels induce sluggishnesstin mind and muscle.
A teaspoonful*[of the famous "L

demand
and a

F.” Atwood’s Medicine, taken before
after meals, relieves the worst case
of constipation In the shortest time,
as Mr. J. W. Cady’s letter tells:
National Military Home,
or

Togus,;Maine.

"I flrst used ‘L. F.’ Atwood’s Medicine 40 years ago, when I came ft0®
the army.
It relieves constipation
and keeps the bowels regular. For
»
dizziness and loss ofiappetite, it is
would
If

people
superior remedy.
only try it, they’d^be convinced.''
(Signed J. W.CkdJThe Big Bottle —35 Cents at Your
Dealer’s.
Write US for FKEE Sample NOW
“L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland,
Me.
__
ItHEUMA ACTS

QUICKLY

The flrst dsy you start to tike Kbeam*

end
the uric acid poison begins to dissolve
119
muscles.
and
leave the tore joints
action it little lees than magical.
a

50cent*

bottle ol Q. A. Parchtr.
Ohio,
Judge Barboret, of Fort Loramie,

aaya:

“I was cured of

rheum*ti«m,
Kbeums.

by
on

very

using

Previous

pie, walking

a

to

two

of
bed caBe
bottl««

that I w-as

crutches.”

a

0

crip
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